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FADE IN:
EXT. PLANET UTGARD OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM - TIMELESS SPACE
The planet Utgard (pronounced - oot-guard) (Neptune) is silhouetted with
the background of outer space darkness, while orbiting and rotating on its
planetary axis, in its own space time continuum, where it is surrounded by
three planetary rings, one of which appears as a strangely twisted gray
wire, as seen from its moon Triton.
A spacecraft suddenly appears as a small speck traveling upwards through
the atmosphere, coming from a very small Northern luminous area in polar
region of the planet.
CLOSE IN on the huge spacecraft as it arrives at the planetary ring, which
looks like a gigantic circular twisted gray wire. A Trident emblem can be
seen on the spacecraft, along with the symbols identifying the spacecraft
as Utgardian Jotun space ship, STARKADHR.
A strange laser beam like ray is emitted from the spacecraft towards the
planet's twisted-wire like moon ring, where some kind of bizarre energy is
suddenly absorbed from the wire back into the spacecraft's propulsion
system that results in the entire ship becoming momentarily luminous with
a strange color.
As the glowing light fades, the spacecraft slowly backs away from this
strange Utgardian solar ring and repositions itself for a trajectory course
towards the inner solar system planet named Midgard (Earth). The
spacecraft instantly disappears with extreme speed.
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR -- MOMENTS LATER
The Jotun spacecraft control center is manned by TEN tall very pale white
UTGARDIANS, dressed in robe-like garments who appear very busy
monitoring and piloting the space craft. These intelligent creatures have
very large dark eyes and handsome features. The control center is circular
surrounding a holographic positioning chart of the solar system's planets,
with the sun at the center of the holograph, which zooms in and out with
visual repositioning coordinates of the spacecraft as the ship speeds
towards the third planet.
One of the ten Utgardians, named FARBAUTI stands up from his control
chair, walks over to a portal hatch and presses a button on the wall, which
opens the entrance portal to the spacecraft's Captain's briefing room,
where he enters.
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR'S BRIEFING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER

(ANGRBODA, CAPT. YMIR, FARBAUTI, SURT, LOGI, LAUFEY, MIDGARDLOKI)
The Utgardian Captain of the ship Starkadhr, CAPTAIN YMIR (ee-meer), is
sitting at a table with FIVE OTHER UTGARDIANS, one of whom is the
Supreme Commander of the Utgardian fleet named SURT (sert), a much
darker skin coloured Utgardian.
The other four Utgardians in attendance are MIDGARD-LOKI (mid-guard
low-kee) the Jotun Ambassador to Midgard, ship's officers LOGI (lo-ghee),
and LAUFEY (lou-fee), and the Jotun female science officer, ANGRBODA
(anger-bo-da).
Farbauti the Control Center technician comes into the room interrupting
the meeting with an announcement.
FARBAUTI
Captain Ymir, all ten of the ancient
Midgardian sea creatures from Niflheim
have been fully briefed on their mission.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Good.
Farbauti turns and leaves the Captain's Briefing Room by the same door
that he enters. The five Jotun ship's officers continue their counsel.
SURT
Ymir, I have reviewed the ancient visualaudio records of our space fleet during the
first encounter with the aliens who now
create paradox. This is dangerous situation
which must be handled delicately.
CAPTAIN YMIR
I am aware of the three futures which may
become one of our solar system's destiny's.
The situation in any of the three is bleak
unless there is a fourth destiny we can
create.
ANGRBODA
I agree with your assessment. It appears
the alien's deciphered our data bases of
information on the Midgardian planet. At
the time of their colonization, the oceanic
Nidhφgg (pronounced - nid-hug) was
identified by us, as the highest intelligent

species. Humans were identified as
experimental, therefore, the aliens ignored
the atmospheric surface until now.
MIDGARD-LOKI
So, what you are telling me is the alien
reasoning for colonization of the oceans of
Midgard was to subjugate the highest form
of Midgardian intelligent species?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Precisely. The Nidhφgg became enslaved
and are used extensively by the aliens.
LOGI
I have reviewed many of the audio-visual
records, as Surt has. I observed in the last
transmission from our captured spacecraft
an indication that the aliens are capable of
peace. The proof of this is the Utgardian
child who was rescued by the humans.
They allowed our captive survivors to live
and reproduce.
LAUFEY
What you are saying Logi, is that the aliens
have to had simulated an atmosphere and
temperature in their oceanic Midgardian
dwellings to accommodate both Jotun and
Midgardian life forms?
LOGI
Yes.
CAPTAIN YMIR
That is true. The human visual-audio
records tell us much too. The aliens
possess weaponry similar to the
Asgardians and they have tremendous
body speed, with an ability to live both on
the surface and in the ocean. The alien
leader spoke to humans in human
languages. This means the aliens have
studied humans. The Zy aliens also said
their species were everywhere. This means
the Zy species must have multiplied and
established other colonies under the

oceans. This is why we have brought our
Midgardian serpents, the Nidhφgg to scout
and identify the locations of the alien
oceanic colonies.
MIDGARD-LOKI
I have been appointed ambassador to
Midgard. I fear to tell the humans of the
three destinies of our solar system as
predicted by drinking from the fountain of
Mimir (mee-meer). Only one destiny offers
hope, if we can alter the events in this
destiny to create a fourth future and it is
confusing to decipher.
CAPTAIN YMIR
We have a fourth destiny which is certain
with the Jotun vessel Starkadhr. No matter
which destiny becomes the future, there is
still the fourth future. And, that future will
prevail no matter what happens as long as
we know what to do and when to do it. We
do!
LOGI
If the aliens are capable of peace. Then,
isn't it our mission to try one more time, to
seek peace with these creatures, by taking
precautions and proceeding in a manner
not to provoke them, as was done by both
the Utgardians and the humans in each of
our first encounters.
ANGRBODA
This is why Midgard-Loki has come. He
must persuade the humans to engage in a
second encounter to seek peace with the
aliens. From the visual-audio data I have
studied, this is going to be difficult, as the
alien perception of peace dictates that their
species is the dominate species with zero
tolerance of other life forms, except
leadership. This was our error as well as
the human's. At the moment a second
peace encounter occurs, destiny branches
off towards the destiny we must secure for
our species survival.

CAPTAIN YMIR
That is very true. In the beginning, when
the Zy aliens first came aboard our
spacecraft, in peace, they displayed a well
disciplined and dignitary attitude until all
but one of vessels was boarded with their
species. We had to self destruct our own
vessels to avoid alien contamination of our
solar system. The aliens only succeeded in
securing the one vessel, which brought
them to Midgard.
SURT
Ymir, do you think the aliens went to
Midgard instead of Utgard, because they
feared the Jotuns? And, is it possible they
allowed our species to survive on Midgard
to show us a future and capability of peace
and this is why the third future exists?
CAPTAIN YMIR
I agree with Midgard-Loki that the third
future is confusing. By reviewing the
translations of the alien mental thought
processes, their violence towards other
species is hidden in an emotional
frequency identified by our electrical
magnetic analyzer as peaceful. To their
species, their instinctual actions are
peaceful. In our reality, their actions were
miscalculated, deadly and unacceptable.
The big question is, can the aliens be
taught that their actions are deadly to both
human and the Utgardian species? So to
answer your questions Surt, I do not know
why the Zy aliens chose Midgard over
Utgard. And, because the Zy have never
attempted to contact Utgard, the purpose of
assuring the survival of our captives is
unknown.
MIDGARD-LOKI
My mission is going to be very difficult. For
the first time in human history, our
existence will become known publicly. Can
humans accept the Jotuns as allies in an
effort to sustain peace and hope for the

third future by peaceful co-existence with
the alien life forms which have colonized
Midgard?
SURT
Let us beware, that this alien species has
somehow deciphered Jotun data on our
captured vessel and acted on the
information by colonizing Midgard. The
seized Jotun vessel also contained a star
blaster. That is why I am here! It is clear by
the human visual-audio data the alien life
forms have weapons, constructed with their
technology and not ours. We do not know
if the Yggdrasil [ig-dra-sill] energy field was
discharged or if the weapon was damaged
before the vessel's capture. If it's active,
the aliens have the potential to destroy the
entire planet. In one of the three future's
this event will happen, so we must assume,
that the aliens are aware of this Utgardian
weapon and that it is active. It must be
deactivated or destroyed.
MIDGARD-LOKI
This is another issue the humans will not
be happy with.
CAPTAIN YMIR
We should all get back to our stations.
Shortly, we will be releasing the Nidhφgg
into the Midgardian oceans to begin their
missions. Then, we will rendezvous with
the humans to consult on a new plan to
establish some kind of a second peaceful
contact with the aliens, where we can also
secure the release of any Utgardian
captives still alive.
EXT. PLANET MIDGARD (EARTH) - INNER SOLAR SYSTEM - CONTINUOUS
The Utgardian spacecraft STARKADHR is entering the Midgardian
atmosphere and descends into sub-orbital altitude over the Pacific Ocean,
where the coast lines of Central America can first be seen.
CAMERA ZOOMS IN DOWNWARD off the coast of Costa Rica and a few
miles from Coco Island.

CAMERA ANGLES ON Utgardian spacecraft STARKADHR hovering over
the ocean, when TWO huge 170 foot long WOLF EELS serpent-like looking
creatures (GrinOlsson's Kraken - Nidhφgg) are released from the under
carriage of the space craft. The Nidhφgg large heads have two (one on
each side) long whisker like tentacles protruding from the sides of its head,
dive head first downwards, right into the crystal clear oceanic waters
creating a gigantic splash by their enormous size, as they disappear into
the depths.
The Utgardian vessel suddenly rises straight up, angles for a new
atmospheric course, and disappears into the horizon.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. MIDGARD - NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
The huge circular entrance with the Trident Emblem embedded on the
underwater oceanic trench wall still marks the entrance to the alien city.
EXT. MIDGARD - ALIEN KRAKEN OCEANIC CAVERN CITY - CONTINUOUS
WIDE ANGLE ON the strange looking alien structures created as houses
and businesses which are lining cavern boulevards, in this underground
alien city. Many canals stream through the city from a large central lake.
Some unknown kind of substance coating all the cavernous walls that are
shaped and structured into a huge dome-like appearance, which surrounds
the entire city region on a colossal standard. Structures and streets, also
are coated with this same strange substance that makes the entire city,
glow with light, as if daylight on the surface, yet different. Thousands and
thousands of alien creatures are everywhere creating a perception of overpopulation of the city as they come and go about their business.
Positioned high along the cavernous domed walls are strange weapons
that have alien warriors continually in position and on guard. Numerous
tunnels entrances to the alien city can be seen, with hoards of aliens
coming and going to and from this city on both land, and from the canals,
where they surface or disappear into the depths like fish.
In one area of the alien city, are rows of glass-like cages of many types of
marine life and surface species, including some humans and Utgardians,
as if some sort of zoo or farm.
CLOSE IN on alien maintenance keepers entering many of the captive
cages from various styles of individual entrance doors with the speed of a
blur. The maintenance keepers are continually either removing a species
being held or adding and filling an empty cage with new captives.

Once the alien's task of securing or removing a specific species in a
respective cage, the aliens disappear by exiting the cage from the same
door used for entrance. The cage is suddenly filled with oceanic water or
an atmosphere respective to the survival of the species being contained.
One alien structure stands out among all of the structures as it emits a
strange different colored luminous blue brightness to represent the alien
leader ZY's residence.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. ALIEN LEADER ZY'S RESIDENCE COUNCIL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
(ALL ZY COUNCIL MEMBERS, ZY,ZY-1, ZY-2, ZY-9, ZY-13, ZY-23)
The alien life form leader ZY is sitting at the end of a -large oval like table in
council with TWENTY-FIVE other ZY-KRAKEN ALIEN LIFE FORMS. The
alien's mane of stranded worm like hair, and their huge razor sharp teeth,
with a second mouth that speaks, and is attached to a tongue like
protrusion coming from the first mouth, adds a strange element to these
horrific creatures, and their intelligence. Human charts, maps and gadgets
sit in front of the Zy council members.
A huge visual monitor is mounted on the wall, displaying both oceanic and
surface terrain of the world.
TWO ZY WARRIOR GUARDS stand by the entrance door with strange alien
weapons in hand.
Zy speaks with a very concerned alien voice, as his second mouth
protrudes from the end of a snake like tongue, which turns towards each of
the other members, just as a human turns his head to speak to another.
ZY
(hissing like sound)
It is crucial to our survival that we secure
Kraken.... Peace with humans.
ZY-1
Nidhφgg species is not dominate species of
planet. Utgardian data was not correct or
humanoids have evolved into the superior
intelligent sub-species.
ZY-2
Utgardian species does not do well on
Midgard. Much difficulty to sustain life.

ZY -9
(to ZY-2)
Utgardian species can not survive long in
atmosphere. Limited food sources.
ZY
Nidhφgg serves us well and is dominate in
aquatic atmosphere. We taught Nidhφgg,
Kraken. Data is correct. Humanoid genetic
code altered. Must be experiment or
mutation. We teach human Kraken.
Experiment on new human intelligence
must be successful on surface of planet.
ZY-13
Our species suffer. Situation critical.
ZY-23
All of our Kraken species colonies on
planet now suffer. Situation critical. We
must act now! We must have contact with
human and other surface species.
ZY-9
Soon! Other Zy colony leaders send
message. They contact humans. We must
contact humans too.
ZY
(to all)
We have human leader prisoner. We send
him back with message of Kraken to
humans.
ALL ZY COUNCIL MEMBERS
(hissing in unison)
Kraaaaken...Peace!
The alien leader Zy stands up and points to the two warrior guards
standing by the entrance door and flicks his wrist and sharp fingers with a
circular motion. The two guards exit the room.
EXT. KRAKEN ALIEN ZOO - GLASS CAGES OF HUMANS -- CONTINUOUS
(JETHRA RAMA)
In a section of the Zy-Kraken alien zoo, which contains many species of
Midgardian creatures, are two long row of numerous cages containing

disheveled and unkempt humans which is separated by a walk way, filled
with Kraken aliens who appear at first to be spectators, until the time when
an alien points to a human inside of the glass cage. A back entrance door
is opened and the specific human who is being pointed at, is suddenly
seized and taken from view.
Moments later the Alien spectators are given large wrapped packaged
boxes, who take their bought products and leave.
TWO ZY WARRIOR GUARDS come into view, walking down the walk way
between the glass cages, when they suddenly stop in front of a cage
containing a single human male who just happens to be JETHRA RAMA, an
unknown survivor of the first human encounter with these alien creatures
of Peace.....Kraken.
Jethra is now a long bearded and wild haired sub-species who once was
the Sikh U.N. Peace Corps Executive Officer and commanded SSA1. Rama
is now, naked, in an almost animalistic state of psychosis with a heavy
case of fear confined in a glass cage where he has observed all.
Both Warriors point to Jethra then add a curled swirl to their wrist and
fingers, in some kind of symbolic gesture.
The cage hatch from the back opens. JETHRA RAMA begins screaming
wildly as he's forcibly escorted out of his cage being held by his hands
and arms. The two alien zoo maintenance warriors and Rama disappear
behind the hatch as the portal closes.
The two maintenance warriors suddenly appear with Jethra Rama in the
walk way, before the two warrior guards. Rama is now dressed in his old
disheveled uniform. The two Warrior Guards take possession of Rama and
disappear in almost a blur, by carrying him in the air, yet, they are slower to
accommodate their fragile captive.
INT. ALIEN LEADER ZY'S RESIDENCE COUNCIL ROOM -- CONTINUOUS
(JETHRA RAMA, ZY)
The door to the Kraken Leader's residence council room sudden opens.
The two alien warrior guards appear off to the side of the huge oval table
with Jethra Rama brought before and standing next to their leader Zy.
Jethra Rama appears facially stunned, psychotic, and shocked that he is
still alive by looking over his body, as he is released by his captors.
Zy points to the huge monitor mounted on the wall. Jethra Rama turns
around to see what object the alien leader is pointing to.

The monitor begins to show alien video recordings of his ship being struck
by alien weapons where his encapsulate chair is flung out of the space
craft with tremendous force.
The video shows another view of his encapsulated chair, hidden behind
debris and his limp body is held by a seat belt in an upward position.
Suddenly he is surround by a huge group of warrior aliens who remove him
from the encapsulation with terrific precision blasts from their weapons to
free him and take him away.
Jethra Rama now realizes what happened and turns towards the alien
leader Zy.
ZY
You are human leader?
JETHRA RAMA
I am Captain Jethra Rama of the United
Nations SSA1. Yes, I am a human leader.
ZY
Kraaken. Peace. We want contact with
humans and other species of the second
atmosphere.
JETHRA RAMA
We, humans came in peace. We, humans
came in Kraken. Your species attacked and
killed my species. This is not peace.
ZY
We are everywhere on this planet. Our
situation is critical. All Zy must secure
Peace with humans. Secure Kraken with
humans. We send you with this message to
all leaders of humans. Kraken.
Jethra Rama has a shocked look of disbelief by hearing the words of his
release.
JETHRA RAMA
You are going to release me?
ZY
Yes. Take message and go.
EXT. OCEAN OFF TASMANIA, AUSTRALIA -- AFTERNOON

(AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN, CREWMEMBER 1, CREWMEMBER 2,
CREWMEMBER 3)
An Australian fishing boat is reeling in its net off the coast of Tasmania.
THREE CREW MEMBERS stand ready on deck manning the hydraulics reel
and guiding the incoming net, as the CAPTAIN man's the wheelhouse.
There are no fish coming on board.
CREWMEMBER 1
Mates, I don't know what going on in our
fishing grounds, but there's no fish.
CREWMEMBER 2
I've never seen anything like this! And, I've
been fishing for years!
CREWMEMBER 3
(shouting)
Captain! There's no fish! We're going
home broke!
AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN
(optimistically)
We're going to stay out one more day!
Finish reeling in the net. I know another
fishing ground which will have some fish.
The last of the fishing net comes on board. The fishing vessel's engines
rev up as the boat changes course towards a new fishing ground.
Suddenly just off the bow of the fishing boat, a huge 170 foot ferocious
looking WOLF EEL breaches the ocean surface perpendicular to the vessel.
INT. AUSTRALIAN FISHING BOAT - CONTINUOUS
The Fishing boat Captain with his crew who are standing by his side in the
wheelhouse, fears a collision with the sea monster and pulls the throttle
back reversing the boat's engine.
CREWMEMBER 1
Look at the teeth on that creature! What the
hell is that?
The second crewmember reaches back for a mounted rifle on the aft
wheelhouse wall.
CREWMEMBER 2

Let me get the rifle out! Maybe we can take
that home!
CREWMEMBER 3
It looks like dollar signs to me!
AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN
You dumb shits! That thing is three times
bigger than our boat!
Suddenly the sea creature just in front of the Australian fishing boat
disappears under the waves.
Not a moment later, the boat begins to lift out of the water, with wood
breaking creaks and splinters, as two arm-like tentacles wrap themselves
around the boat and now begin to pull the vessel into the depths below the
ocean surface. The Captain grabs the radio and begins to radio for help.
AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
Mayday! Mayday!
Crewmember One grabs the Captain and yanks him from the radio and
throw a life vest into his chest.
CREWMEMBER 1
There's no time!
Each of frantic crew grabbed their life vests as they feel the boat being
swallowed into the ocean, and see the strength of the two tentacle arms
grasp splintering the center deck with its grasp. They rush out the
wheelhouse door.
EXT. AUSTRALIAN FISHING BOAT - CONTINUOUS
(ALIEN, FISHING CAPTAIN, CREW MEMBERS 1,2, AND 3)
All four fishermen jump off of the fishing boat deck to safety in the water,
and begin to swim next to each other, as the last part of their vessel sinks
under the waves.
Warm ocean water is splashing in the fishermen's faces as the bob on the
ocean surface.
CREWMEMBER 2
Damn, a minute ago we were safe on board
our boat. What happened?

A strange look comes across Crewmember 2's face as he looks at the
Captain and Crew members 1 and 3. Then, Crew members 1 and 3 look at
each other in a puzzled look. Abruptly, all three members of the Captain's
crew are pulled fiercely under the ocean waves, leaving the Captain as the
sole survivor.
Just as abruptly a horrific looking ALIEN face surfaces just in front of the
Captain's face.
P.O.V. OF CAPTAIN LOOKING INTO THE ALIEN CREATURE'S EYES, when
the creature speaks only one word.
ALIEN 1
(hissing sound)
Kraaken.
Fearful terror rips across the helpless Captain's shocked face. The alien
disappears below the waves.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. OCEAN OFF TASMANIA, AUSTRALIA - LATER
An Australian Coast Guard Aircraft is flying overhead of the lone fishing
captain survivor.
INT. AUSTRALIAN COAST GUARD AIRCRAFT COCKPIT -- CONTINUOUS
(AUSTRALIAN pilot, CO-PILOT, RADIOMAN)
An Australian PILOT and CO-PILOT are seated in the cockpit of an
Albatross, with a RADIOMAN seated behind him, when the Co-Pilot spots
the surviving fishing boat Captain.
AUSTRALIAN CO-PILOT
Down below at two o'clock we have a
survivor!
AUSTRALIAN PILOT
This is our thirteenth search and rescue
mission this week and our first live
survivor.
The radioman is talking in the background as the pilot and co-pilot are
talking.
AUSTRALIAN RADIOMAN
(speaking into headphone)

We have a live survivor!
AUSTRALIAN CO-PILOT
I know. There are a lot of fishing boats
missing. And, what is really strange, is we
only find one body, the Captain's body,
whose drowned. We never find any crew
members, and the fisherman's talk at the
pub's is that there's no fish. Strange!
EXT. OCEAN OFF TASMANIA, AUSTRALIA -- MOMENTS LATER
(AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN, AUSTRALIAN CREWMAN 1)
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE as the Australian Coast Guard Float Plane with its
side door open, with two crew men standing by the door to assist, lands
next to the Surviving Captain.
From the open seaplane door, One of the Crewmen throws the Captain a
life line. The Captain frantically grasps it and hastily assists himself while
the two crewmen are pulling him up on board.
AUSTRALIAN FISHING CAPTAIN
(psychotically frantic)
There's Kraken here! Get the hell out of
here quick!
AUSTRALIAN CREWMAN 1
What are you talking about?
Abruptly, two tentacles come from under the seaplane and wrap
themselves around the plane's hull, with an uplifting motion on the plane
then, pulling the seaplane into the depths of the ocean.
The Crew members and surviving Captain have a confused frantic fear as
they look into each other's faces, eye to eye.
A blurry figure flashes from the ocean surface, as this unknown creature
rushes on board through the seaplane door, just as the plane's hull begins
to crumble with a crunching sound.
Mass quantities of red human blood splatter out the seaplane door just
before the sea plane is finally and suddenly pulled downwards into the
ocean depths.
EXT. CANADIAN COAST OFF NOVA SCOTIA -- AFTERNOON
(CANADIAN CAPTAIN, CREWMAN 1 and 2)

A single small Canadian Lobster boat slowly drifts as TWO CREWMEN are
pulling up empty lobster pots from the depths of the ocean.
The two crewmen are talking between themselves quietly, as the Captain
stays in the wheelhouse slowly piloting the boat.
CANADIAN CREWMAN 1
First no cod. So, I sign on to go lobster
fishing. Now, this is the second day and we
have no lobster. Something just isn't right?
CANADIAN CREWMAN 2
If the government closes the lobster
season, our family is going to starve. I
can't afford to work on board anymore. I'm
going to have to get another job when we
get back into port.
CANADIAN CREWMAN 1
Me too! Even the Captain is worried about
paying for the fuel.
Without warning FOUR HUGE 170 WOLF EELS rise to the surface not thirty
feet from the boat, surrounding the little fishing boat just like a pack of
submarines, on the forward, aft, port, and starboard sides of the small
Canadian vessel.
The two crewmen with terrified expressions drop the last pot they'd just
brought on board to the deck. They both grab two long staffed gaff hooks
mounted on the aft side of the wheelhouse and rush into the safety of the
wheelhouse.
INT. SMALL CANADIAN FISHING BOAT WHEELHOUSE -- CONTINUOUS
(CANADIAN FISHING BOAT CAPTAIN, crewmen 1 and 2, TWO ALIEN LIFE
FORMS, RAMA)
The CAPTAIN has a complete shock of fear expression on his face as he
stops his engines with his eyes locked on the huge sea serpent which has
risen just in front of the bow of his boat.
CAMERA P.O.V. of the Captain, sees a huge wolf eel head and mouth are
directly in front of him, with its two tentacle like arms just rising out of the
sea, like arms. The eyes of the creature look like it is in some kind of
hypnotic state, almost motionless.
His two crew have just rushed into the wheelhouse, each holding a gaff
hook.

CANADIAN CREWMAN 2
Captain, those sea monsters have our boat
surrounded. What are they?
CANADIAN FISHING BOAT CAPTAIN
These creatures my lad, I believe are the
ancient mythological sea serpents called,
Kraken or Nidhφgg.
CANADIAN CREWMAN 1
Captain, I thought those were giant squids?
CANADIAN FISHING BOAT CAPTAIN
(softly, controlled fear)
There are many descriptions, lad. But, what
are these creatures up to? Put your life
vests on very slowly. That thing is looking
straight at us and my instincts tell me, one
way or the other, we're in deep shit.
One of the crewman lifts up one of the wheelhouse bench covers, pulling
out three life vests, handing one vest to his mate, and one vest to the
Captain.
CAMERA P.O.V. of the Captain, sees the wolf eel opens its mouth exposing
huge razor sharp teeth, and a hollow throat is clearly seen, as the creature
widens its mouth open.
Inside of the mouth, are seen, long and slender, milky white cocoon like
pod nodules lining the throat with some kind of creature wriggling and
moving inside of each nodule.
Unexpectedly, TWO ALIEN LIFE FORMS (ALF's) emerge and appear
mysteriously from their respective pods. The two creatures move across
the tongue of the huge serpent to a third odd shaped but more rounded
pod nodule. The two alien creatures reach into the pod and pull, a human
figure out, who is wearing a helmet and what appears to be some kind of
air tank. The fluid oozing out of the human pod is a strange different color
from that of the alien pods. The human collapses into the alien creatures
arms, unconscious, but alive.
The wolf eel nudges closer to the fishing boat, using its tongue as a plank,
while its two tentacles grab hold of the Canadian fishing vessel as
stabilizers.
The two alien life forms holding the human between them come forward
and rush on board standing onto the bow. They ALF's look directly into

the Captain and crewmen's eyes, speaking in a hissing tone, but totally
understood by the human fishermen.
TWO ALIEN LIFE FORMS
(simultaneously)
Kraaken. Peace!
The ALF's turn leaving the fishing boat where they are abruptly back on
board their biological troop carrier. The ALF's walk inside of the Nidhφgg's
(pronounced nid-hug) mouth of the huge sea serpent. The tentacles
release their hold of the small fishing boat, as the creatures mouth closes
and the wolf eel suddenly submerges. The other three Nidhφgg follow the
first and disappear from the ocean surface.
The ocean waters are now again calm, as if nothing had ever happened.
CANADIAN FISHING BOAT CAPTAIN
Get that guy in the wheelhouse!
The two crew members rush out of the wheelhouse excitedly.
CANADIAN CREWMAN 1
Yes, sir Captain!
CANADIAN CREWMAN 2
What the hell is this all about?
EXT. SMALL CANADIAN FISHING BOAT BOW - CONTINUOUS
(JETHRA RAMA)
The two crewmen pick the unconscious human survivor, who just happens
to be Jethra Rama, up from the deck and take him aft of the wheelhouse.
The human is covered with some kind of odd slimy substance.
One of the crew members grabs a bucket and fills it with saltwater from the
side of the boat. Then, throws the water on the human survivor to clean
him off.
The human gains consciousness, coughing and gagging, with a wild fear in
his eyes, when he suddenly screams a wild and horrific scream of terror.
JETHRA RAMA
Kraaaaken! No!
EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN EFATE ISLAND NI-VANUATU -- MORNING

Port Vila, situated on the south-west coast of Efate island, is the small
capital city which is seen beaming full of life, with cars and people. The
near by ocean beaches is filled with sunbathers.
An aerial view of this beautiful south pacific island shows crystal clear
beautiful blue ocean water surrounding the island, except for some
mysterious dark region under the sea not fifty miles from shore.
EXT. OCEANIC MOUNTAIN SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
Underneath the ocean waves is a large plateau mountain rising from the
ocean floor. Along one of the sides of this oceanic mountain is a cave like
entrance.
A pack of TEN gigantic wolf eel NIDHΦGGS enter the mountain side
entrance and disappear from view.
INT. ALIEN LEADER'S RESIDENCE COUNCIL ROOM -- CONTINUOUS
(ALL ZY COUNCIL MEMBERS, ZY-2, ZY-5, ZY-6, ZY-22)
A huge oval table is filled with TWENTY-FIVE ALF's, holding some kind of
council. Zy, the leader is standing and pointing to a huge visual monitor
which displays a map of the Ni-Vanuatu island named Efate while some of
his council members are speaking to him.
ZY 2
We must have Kraken. Peace with humans!
ZY-5
Zy, we contact human's leader today.
Human Leader Rama released safely.
ZY-6
We will be compassionate to humans.
ZY 2
Humans must accept Kraken. Peace.
ZY-22
Zy, situation in critical stage. We will
secure Kraken with humans today.
ALL ZY-KRAKEN COUNCIL MEMBERS
Kraaaken.
EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN EFATE ISLAND NI-VANUATU - DAY

It is a warm sunny day on the beach of Port Vila with MANY SUNBATHERS
laying in the sun, playing volley ball or splashing in the water.
Unexpectedly, like marine landing craft, a herd of sea serpents beach
themselves, near the beach, with a wide gapping mouth, unloading their
cargo of alien life forms and returning to the ocean depths, only to be
replaced with another serpent full of alien creatures. The alien life forms
instantly form a huge long line of warriors that stretch the length of the
beach and begin to surround the sunbathers in an ever tightening circle
with THOUSANDS OF ALF's appearing to come from nowhere, but are now
everywhere.
Within seconds the humans are surrounded by fierce, ugly looking aliens,
who tighten the circle, packing the humans together.
People are screaming and crying packed together like sardines in a
standing room only area of the beach.
P.O.V. AERIAL NI-VANUATU -- CONTINUOUS
The island is being completely surrounded by INVADING ALIENS emerging
from their sea serpent biological troop carriers, the NIDHΦGG as if marines
disembarking from landing crafts onto the shores.
Groups of human captives can be seen taken systematically into the
mouths of the sea serpents.
EXT. PORT VILA - EFATE ISLAND, NI-VANUATU -- LATER
The streets of the capital city are deserted of all human life in an eerie
silence, except for thousands of alien warrior occupiers who have replace
the humans, and are still searching all of the buildings. The ALF's have
surrounded one special humanoid building. The Presidential house.
INT. PRESIDENTIAL HOUSE - PORT VILA -- CONTINUOUS
(ALF 1, AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER, NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT)
The PRESIDENT of Ni-Vanuatu, who is an older gentleman is sitting humbly
at his desk surrounded by a LARGE GROUP OF ALIEN WARRIORS.
One of the alien life forms stands directly in front of the President's desk.
ALF 1
We bring you message of Kraken. Peace.
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
(very scared, fearful)

Where are all of my people?
ALF 1
We are compassionate. You are human
leader.
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
Yes, I am the leader of my people. Where
are my people?
ALF 1
You talk to all human leaders, the same as
all Zy talk to Zy leaders?
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
(calmly, very fearful)
Zy? What is Zy? Yes. I talk to other human
leaders. But, where are my people?
ALF 1
Situation critical for our survival. You talk
to human leaders now? We must have
Kraken. Peace!
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
(scared)
Yes, Peace! Ah, Kraken. You bet, the
situation is critical! Okay, I talk now to other
leaders. I must know where are my people?
ALF 1
We are compassionate. You talk Kraken to
other human leaders now.
The Ni-Vanuatu President nervously reaches over his desk and grabs a red
emergency telephone, pushing the buttons.
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT Mr.
Prime Minister. Ni-Vanuatu is now
occupied by some kind of intelligent alien
life forms who demand peace with humans.
The entire population of Efate is being held
hostage. I have been instructed to contact
all human leaders with their message for
Kraken, which I believe is their word for
Peace. They claim their situation is critical
for their survival.

AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER (O.S.)
(Australian accent, shocked)
What?
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
(softly, firm)
Please, you must pass the message of
Peace on to all human leaders. The
message of Kraken. Peace! I need help
immediately. Send Peace Keeper's
immediately! Do you understand? They are
listening to our conversation.
AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER (O.S.)
Ahh..., Yes, I understand. Their message
will be passed on. How many alien warriors
seek peace?
NI-VANUATU PRESIDENT
Tens of thousands!
CUT TO:
EXT. COCO ISLAND, COSTA RICA - MORNING
CAMERA AERIAL VIEW of Coco Island, Costa Rica which is a small tropical
island surrounded by the beautiful blue ocean waters is seen from an aerial
view.
A small lone Costa Rican fishing boat not far from the island shores, is
pulling in a long net from its stern, with three white objects spaced not far
apart from each other but, still just under the surface of the ocean.
The aerial view of the other side of Coco island, shows a large dark region
under the depths of the ocean, not five miles from its shoreline.
EXT. COSTA RICAN FISHING BOAT - CONTINUOUS
(ALF-1, COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1,2 AND 3, - COSTA RICAN
FISHERMAN 1,2, Y 3 - ESPANOLA, COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN, COSTA RICAN
CAPITAN - ESPANOLA)
The Costa Rican CAPTAIN of the small fishing boat is trolling very slowly
while his THREE CREWMEN man the net.
Costa Rican Fisherman 1 is manning the hydraulic reel, as the other two
crew members stand by the stern of the boat watching to make sure the net
reels in properly and to gaff hook any catch off the net.

COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1
No fish again today! It must be El Nino!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1 - ESPANOLA
No hay peces hoy! Debe ser el Nino!
Costa Rican Fisherman 2 turns back to answer his crew mate's statement.
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 2
The sea is too quiet!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 2 - ESPANOLA
El mar esta demasiado tranquilo!
The third Costa Rican Fisherman who is still watching the net being reeled
up notices, the first of THREE LONG, BUT SLENDER, COCOON LIKE
OBJECTS caught in the fishing boat's net being pulled from the sea.
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 3
(excitedly)
Hey, we caught something!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 3 - ESPANOLA
(con entusiasmo)
Oiga, atrapamos algo!
Both Costa Rican fishermen grab their gaff hooks to help pull the three
strange larvae looking pods on board.
The two fisherman pierce the first huge milky white larvae pod, with their
gaff hooks, and pull this first of three pods off to the side and on to the
deck, as the pod travels over the hydraulic reel.
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1
(curiously surprised)
Damn, that is big! What is it?
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1 - ESPANOLA
(curiosamente, coger
desprevenido)
Demonios, es grandisimo! Que es eso?
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 2
(confused, excitedly)
Hell if I know! But, we caught two more of
them!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 2 - ESPANOLA

(confuso, sa; con entusiasmo)
Carajo, si lo supiera! Espere, atrapamos
dos mas!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1
(shouting excitedly)
Captain! Come here! We caught
something strange!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 1 - ESPANOLA
(gritos, con entusiasmo)
Capitan! Venga! Hemos atrapado algo
extrano!
The engine of the small Costa Rican boat stops. The Captain exits the
wheelhouse door and comes out on deck, just as the two fishermen pull
the third pod off the conveyor like net reel and with a very hard pull,
yanking it to the deck next to the other two pods of milky white fluid.
COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN
(bewildered)
What the hell did we catch?
COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN - ESPANOLA
(desorientar)
Que demonis atrapamos?
Costa Rican Fisherman 3 looks down at the deck and notices the fluid
substance leaking from one of the larvae pods is dissolving a large hole in
the wooden deck.
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 3
(fearfully)
Captain. We are in trouble! These things
are not natural! The deck is melting or
something!
COSTA RICAN FISHERMAN 3 - ESPANOLA
(terriblemente)
Capitan. Tenemos problemas! Estas cosas
no son naturales! La cubierta esta como
fundiendose!
All three cocoon like pods show motion when something begins to wriggle
inside of each of them. The crew and Captain walk closer to observe at
their strange catch.
Unexpectedly, the three large narrow pods, jerk straight up.

In a sudden blur, three alien warrior appear on deck, shedding their cocoon
like protection.
They herd their speechless captive humans together.
One of the alien warriors opens its mouth, where a second snake like
tongue with a second mouth and set of teeth, protrudes out directly in front
of the Captain's face.
ALF-1
Kraaaken. Paz. Peace. Kraken!
An extreme fearful emotion comes across the Captain's face, who can only
nod affirmative.
A large sea serpent NIDHΦGG suddenly rises from the depths of the ocean
on the starboard side of the small Costa Rican boat.
The serpent opens its gapping mouth, while extending its tongue to the
side of the boat, as if a ramp, while using its two tentacles to grasp the
small boat and hold it in position.
The three alien warriors, without warning disappear with the Captain's
three Costa Rican crewmen into the sea serpent's huge mouth, leaving the
lone Captain on board his vessel.
The wolf eel's mouth suddenly closes. The creature's head sinks,
disappearing into the depths of the ocean, as its tentacles release their grip
of the vessels railing.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. OCEANIC MOUNTAIN NEAR COCO ISLAND - MORNING
A huge oceanic mountain, with large cave like openings near its base is the
scene of much wolf eel activity, as the sea serpents are coming and going
in every direction, out to sea and into the many cavern openings.
INT. NEAR COCO ISLAND, COSTA RICA KRAKEN LEADER'S RESIDENCE
COUNCIL ROOM -- LATER
(ZY, ZY-3,ZY-4, ZY-9, ZY-13 COUNCIL MEMBERS)
The alien leader's luminous blue council room is filled with TWENTY-FIVE
of its WARRIOR COUNSELORS who are seated with their Alien leader ZY,
at
a
large
oval
table.

The alien leader stands pointing to a large monitor which has show a series
of maps of the upper world, beginning with Coco Island.
ZY-3
Coco Island has few humans and no
leaders. Situation is critical. Scout for food
from upper world! Bring fooood.
ZY-4
My warriors will secure Coco Island. We
bring food!
The monitor zooms in on a volcanic region of Costa Rica near the city of
ALAJUELA, named VOLCANO POAS which has a sister volcanic cone filled
with water and is now a small lake, named LAGUNA.
ZY 3
Under water tunnel leads to this lake from
ocean. Few humans. Scout for fooood.
Find fooood.
ZY-13
My warriors will travel to Volcano Poas and
Lake Laguna. We scout and bring fooood.
The monitor now zooms in on a small Costa Rican peninsula and city
named PUNTARENAS.
Note: The very small ocean resort city of Puntarenas is located on a long,
but thin long peninsula surrounded on three sides by the ocean. It is a
perfect small Costa Rican village location for filming. It has a long
beautiful sandy beach lined with tropical trees which hides a parallel to the
beach street, with restaurants. Directly across the street are numerous
hotels with swimming pools and excellent accommodations, and very good
prices for the film crews and actors/actresses. At the end of the beach, and
perfectly placed, is a very long paved dock stretching out into the ocean,
where film crews can provide unique film footage from a new vantage point
for filming the aliens coming ashore. A second excellent alternative
location site is San Juan Del Sur, Nicaragua.
The Alien leader points to the map.
ZY-3
Situation is critical. We must contact
humans and secure Kraken. Peace. Paz.
Find human leaders and give message of
Kraken. Warriors be compassionate to
humans.

ZY-9
My warriors will find human leaders,
compassionate to humans.
The monitor zooms in on Lake Nicaragua and the rivers, RIO SAN JUAN
which leads to the Atlantic Ocean and a smaller river which leads from the
lake to the Pacific Ocean.
The alien leader points to the map as he speaks.
ZY
Use rivers for travel. Scout lake for new
colony and upper world fooood. Bring
fooood.
ZY-13
My warriors scout rivers and lake. We bring
fooood.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. COSTA RICA VOLCANO POAS AND LAKE LAGUNA -- AFTERNOON
A small bus load of TWENTY YOUNG TWELVE TO FOURTEEN YEAR OLD
STUDENTS are traveling up a windy mountain road on their way to visit the
Poas Mountain and its sister cone, Lake Laguna. The bus windows are
open to accommodate the warm tropical sunny climate of Costa Rica.
The students can be heard from outside of the bus as they are excitedly
talking and giggling among themselves about the field trip.
The bus reaches the Poas Volcano National Park, parking lot.
EXT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS -- AFTERNOON
(TOUR GUIDE PERSON)
The school bus is just pulling in to a parking stall.
A TOUR GUIDE PERSON observes the bus pulling in and walks over to the
bus door to greet the students.
INT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS -- AFTERNOON
(COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER, COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER - ESPANOLA,
COSTA RICAN TEACHER, COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA, EMILY,
EMILY - ESPANOLA, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA)

The SCHOOL BUS DRIVER looks back in his mirror at the student's
TEACHER who is monitoring the young adults from the back of the bus.
The bus driver stands up to address the students who are dressed in their
school uniforms, before they disembark the bus.
COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER
Okay, everybody stay together as a group!
Our tour guide is waiting for us by the door.
COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER - ESPANOLA
Okay, todo el mundo mantengase en grupo!
Nuestro guia nos esta esperando en la
puerta.
TWO SCHOOL GIRL friends, named VANESSA FERRER and EMILY, are
sitting together towards the back of the bus, and are excited about being
on the field trip. The two girls continue talking, as they get up from their
seats to exit the bus. Other students are giggling, goofing off and talking
in the background.
VANESSA FERRER
My father has brought me here before. It's
a really nice walk up to Lake Laguna.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Mi papa me ha traido aqui antes. Es de
verdad precioso caminar al lago Laguna.
EMILY
I've never been here. We don't have a car.
But, I love traveling out in the country!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Nunca he estado aqui. No tenemos carro.
Pero yo amo viajar por el pais.
VANESSA FERRER
Just wait until you see the steam from the
volcano! The crater walls are really steep
and deep. Especially the lake.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Espere cuando vea el vapor del volcano!
Las paredes del crater son de verdad
escarpado y profundo. Sobre todo el lago.
EMILY
(excitedly)

Really?
EMILY - ESPANOLA
(con entusiasmo)
De verdad?
The teacher, kindly gestures the girls to come out into the isle of the bus as
to position herself as the last person to leave the bus.
COSTA RICAN TEACHER
Come on girls!
COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA
Vengan muchachas!
EXT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS - AFTERNOON
(TOUR GUIDE PERSON, TOUR GUIDE PERSON - ESPANOLA)
The tour guide person escorts the student a short distance from the
parking lot, to a hiking trail which leads to an observation site for Volcano
Poas.
TOUR GUIDE PERSON
If the students would please follow me and
in a couple minutes we will be at the
observation site to view Volcano Poas. Oh,
and please don't try to climb down the
crater slopes. It is dangerous and not
allowed.
TOUR GUIDE PERSON - ESPANOLA
Si Los estudiantes me hacen el favor de
seguirme y en unos minutos estaremos al
lado del mirador del Volcan Poas.
The group is escorted by the tour guide person on the walk down the trail
to the observation site of Volcano Poas, with the teacher and school bus
driver following behind the students.
EXT. VOLCANO POAS OBSERVATION SITE -- AFTERNOON
(COSTA RICAN TEACHER, COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA, EMILY,
EMILY - ESPANOLA, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA)
All the students are looking down at the small reservoir of water, which is
lined by large steam vents coming from the sides of the crater.

Emily and Vanessa Ferrer are leaning over the railing to get a better look at
the crater.
EMILY
Wow! You were right Vanessa! The crater
walls are steep! Gosh, you're pretty lucky
to have a father who takes you everywhere!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Grandioso! Tienes razon Vanessa! Las
paredes del crater son muy empinadas!
VANESSA FERRER
No. You are the lucky one! My father is
usually gone. He's a pilot, so the time he
has at home, he spends with the family by
taking us places.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Mi padre esta afuera casi siempre. El es
piloto, asi que el tiempo que el tiene para la
casa, el gasta con la familia por ir a estos
lugares.
EMILY
But, you have money to do things and go
places. My father is a farmer and we go no
where. We sit at home and just sing songs
at night. We don't even have a television.
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Pero, usted tiene dinero para hacer cosas e
ir a estos lugares. Mi padre es un
farmaceutico y no puede ir. Nosotros nos
quedamos en casa y cantamos canciones
hasta la noche. Nosotros no tenemos
televisor.
VANESSA FERRER
Well, if I could trade you fathers so that my
father was home everyday with us. I would.
I love him very much!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Bueno, si Yo negocio con tus padres para
que mi papa para este con nosotros un dia.
Yo puedo. Lo amo mucho!

EMILY
I kind of see what you mean! My father
makes up for no money with hugs and love.
I wouldn't trade him for the world, either.
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Yo soy amistoso y veo que usted quiere!
Mi papa no lo hace por dinero si no porque
me ama. Yo no podria negociar con el por
el mundo, para ambos.
The tour guide person has already started to go back towards the hiking
trail which led the group to the Volcano observation site. Most of the group
is following, when the teacher get the girl's attention.
COSTA RICAN TEACHER
Come on girls. Let's stay with the group!
COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA
Vengan chicas. Vamos con en grupo!
The two girls rush over and join the rest of the group.
EXT. LAKE LAGUNA HIKING TRAIL -- AFTERNOON
(TOUR GUIDE PERSON)
The Tour Guide Person leads the students up the trail towards Lake
Laguna observation site.
EXT. LAKE LAGUNA OBSERVATION SITE -- CONTINUOUS
(EMILY, EMILY - ESPANOLA, TOUR GUIDE PERSON, TOUR GUIDE
PERSON - ESPANOLA, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER ESPANOLA)
The Tour Guide Person, students, teacher, and bus driver arrive at the Lake
Laguna observation site. Some of the students are complaining about the
length and steepness of the trail. Vanessa Ferrer and Emily, included.
EMILY
(taking deep breaths)
Vanessa, you never told me the trail was so
long and steep? My leg muscles are sore.
EMILY - ESPANOLA
(respiracion fuerte)

Vanessa, nunca me dijiste que el viaje era
largo y empinado? Mis piernas estan
adoloridas.
VANESSA FERRER
(taking deep breaths)
Mine too! I forgot it was this long.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(respiracion fuerte)
Tambien lo creo! Olvide que era tan lejos.
The two girls sit down to rest near some of the young men in the group,
while they rub the back calves of their legs.
ONE long haired young male student named MAGNI LEIVO catch's the
girl's eye. The girls begin to whisper to each other and giggle.
EMILY
Gosh, he's really cute! I've never seen him
in school before.
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Por Dios, el es muy astuto! Nunca lo vi
antes del Colegio.
VANESSA FERRER
Yea, he is! I think he just moved here.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Si, si lo es! Pienso que el se ira de aqui.
The young man notices the two girls looking at him, with smiles on their
faces. He shyly smiles back, but says nothing.
The Tour Guide Person begins to explain knowledge of Lake Laguna.
TOUR GUIDE PERSON Lake
Laguna was created by Volcanic activity.
They say Lake Laguna has no bottom, and
actually leads directly to the ocean which is
almost sixty kilometers away. Fishermen
who first came to the lake to try their luck
claimed to have caught ocean fish here!
TOUR GUIDE PERSON - ESPANOLA

El lago de la laguna fue hecho por una
actividad volcanica. Ellos dijeron que el
lago de la laguna no tiene fondo, y
actualmente llega al oceano en sesenta
kilometros de distancia. El pescador quien
fue el primero en llegar al lago afirmo que el
pesco aqui!
VANESSA FERRER
Did you hear that Emily? This lake leads
right to the ocean.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Estas escuchando Emily? Este lago llega
hasta el oceano.
EMILY
Yea, that is really weird! Costa Rica is so
beautiful and strange! We are lucky to live
here where it's always warm!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Si, es relamente misterioso! Costa Rica es
muy bella y extrana! Nosotros tenemos
suerte de vivir aqui donde siempre es muy
calido!
VANESSA FERRER
Yes. I agree with that. And, our men are
very handsome too!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Si. Lo acepto. Y, nuestros hombres son
muy guapos tambien!
The girls giggle as Vanessa Ferrer turns to look once again, at the young
man Magni who caught the girl's eyes just a few minutes earlier.
EXT. LAKE LAGUNA FORESTED CRATER WALLS - CONTINUOUS
(ALF-1, COSTA RICAN TEACHER, COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA,
EMILY, EMILY - ESPANOLA, TOUR GUIDE PERSON, TOUR GUIDE PERSON
- ESPANOLA, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA,
MAGNI LEIVO, MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA)
The two girls walk over to the railing and look down at the lake below. The
long haired Magni who caught the girl's eyes, shyly walks up next to the
girls and looks down at the lake.

The lake is calm, with trees thickly covering the crater walls all the way up
to the observation site. A trail leading from the observation site, down to
the lake edge, meanders through the very steep thickly forested slopes.
Most of the other students have already observed the lake and are sitting
around the observation site waiting to be escorted back down the trail.
Unexpectedly, there is a commotion by the lakes edge, as water splashes
upward, and abrupt shadowy blurs scurry from the water with such
extreme speed, their figures can't be seen.
VANESSA FERRER
(curiously)
Did you see that? What was that?
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(curiosamente)
Viste eso? Que era?
EMILY
(fearful)
I saw it too! This place is spooky!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
(temeroso)
Lo vi tambien! Este lugar es tetrico!
MAGNI LEIVO
(curious and confused)
I saw something too! That wasn't a fish
jumping either! Whatever it was it was a
large shadowy thing or things.
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
(curioso y confundido)
Yo vi algo tambien! Era un pez
saltandonos! Todo lo que fue era largo
oscuro cosa o cosas.
VANESSA FERRER
Maybe because the lake is connected to the
ocean, it burps up air or something?
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Talves porque el lago esta conectado al
oceano, algo erupto en el aire?
MAGNI LEIVO

It's possible. But, I don't think that is what
we saw.
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
Es posible. Pero, no lo creo que podamos
verlo.
The Tour Guide Person begins to descend down the trail from the
observation site. Most of the students follow.
The teacher notices Vanessa Ferrer, Emily and the young man have their
backs to the group which is just leaving.
COSTA RICAN TEACHER
Come on! We heading down the trail and
back to the bus!
COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA
Venga! Dejemos el viaje y volvamos al bus!
VANESSA FERRER
Okay, we're coming!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Esta bien, regresemos!
The three students begin to follow behind the teacher, who has already
started down the path.
Not far from the Lake Laguna observation site, is a second very short side
trail off to the right, which provides a secondary view of the Volcano Poas.
The young man spots it.
MAGNI LEIVO
Hey, let's check this trail out real quick!
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
Oigan, revisemos este camino rapidamente!
The adventurous young man runs quickly to the railing and stand on one of
the cross rails for a really good view of the Volcanic steaming crater! The
girls stand by his side peering over the higher cross railing.
Unexpectedly, the nearby thick brush begin to rustle with strange activity
and a shadowy blur.

The young man steps down and begins to walk backwards. The girls step
back, and suspiciously watching the brush, walk backwards with him
towards the main trail.
The three hear more rustling of brush just to the side of them, and turn to
see what it is.
A shadowy blur comes into focus as the strange ALIEN WARRIOR stops
right next to the three students.
The Alien Warrior's snake like tongue with a second mouth and set of teeth
protrude out directly in front of the young man and two girls.
ALF-1
(hissing sound)
Kraaken. Paz. Peace!
The three have a petrified look of terrifying fear on their face.
A voice comes from down the main trail. It's the teacher.
COSTA RICAN TEACHER (O.S.)
(angrily)
Where are the three of you at? You're
suppose to stay with the group?
COSTA RICAN TEACHER - ESPANOLA (O.S.)
(con enojo)
Donde estaban ustedes tres? Se suponia
que estabamos en grupo?
The three terrified students run as fast as they can, as the Alien Warrior
turns to look towards the voice of the teacher.
The girls and young man with a fear never before seen race right through
the entire group of students with a psychotic facial expression of fear.
Neither of the three even look back!
EXT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS - MOMENTS LATER
(COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER, COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER - ESPANOLA,
TOUR GUIDE PERSON)
The three students have locked themselves in the school bus with all of the
windows rolled up. Each of them make short peering looks through the
window, then pull their heads back down below the window.

The bus driver and teacher thank the Tour Guide Person for taking the
group on the tour.
The bus driver notices the door to the bus is locked and all the windows
are rolled up.
COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER
Son, what are you and those two girls doing
in there? Now unlock the bus door!
COSTA RICAN BUS DRIVER - ESPANOLA
Hijo, que estaban haciendo con esas dos
chicas por ahi? Ahora la puerta del bus se
cerro!
INT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS - MOMENTS LATER
The scared young Magni Leivo hurries up to the bus driver's seat and
unlocks the door as commanded. Then runs back and hides in one of the
seats next to the other two girls.
The bus driver, the rest of the students and the teacher come on board and
take seats. All of the students are giggling and excited about the field trip
and are gossiping among themselves.
The teacher glances at the three students with a curiously concerned look.
The teacher sees a terrifying and frightening fear on the girls faces along
with the young man's, as they keep crouched down in their seats.
The teacher take a seat but says nothing to the students about their
strange behavior.
EXT. COSTA RICAN SCHOOL BUS -- MOMENTS LATER
The school bus pulls out of the Volcano Poas National Park and begins
descending down the windy road home. Many of the students are pulling
their respective windows down and can be heard from outside of the bus
talking and goofing off.
EXT. COSTA RICAN FARM -- LATER
(EMILY, EMILY - ESPANOLA, EMILY'S FATHER, EMILY'S FATHER ESPANOLA, EMILY'S MOTHER, EMILY'S MOTHER - ESPANOLA)
A school bus stops by a dirt road leading up to a farm. Emily exits the bus.
Emily's FATHER and MOTHER are working out in their field picking coffee
beans.

Emily runs straight up the dirt road to where her parents are, then cuts
across the field to meet them.
EMILY
(shouting)
Father! Father!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
(gritando)
Papa! Papa!
EMILY'S FATHER
(concerned, questionly)
What is it, girl? How was the field trip?
EMILY'S FATHER - ESPANOLA
(consternado, interrogante)
Que pasa, nina? Como estuvo tu viaje?
Emily starts to cry holding her eyes.
EMILY'S MOTHER
What's wrong Emily?
EMILY'S MOTHER - ESPANOLA
(Que equivocacion con Emily?)
Emily tearfully looks up at her parents.
EMILY
I'm scared. There are MONSTERS up at
Lake Laguna!
EMILY - ESPANOLA
Estoy asustada. Ahi hay mounstruos en la
laguna!
Emily's father looks irritated and scolding.
EMILY'S FATHER
Girl, are you going crazy on your daddy?
Now, get up to the house and change your
clothes. You can help me and your mother
out here in the field before dinner.
EMILY'S FATHER - ESPANOLA
Chica, te vas a volver loca por tu papa?
Ahora, entra a la casa y cambiate la ropa.

Puedes ayudarme a mi y a tu madre a salir
de este campo antes de la cena.
EXT. COSTA RICAN HOME OF JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER CONTINUOUS
(JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA,
VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA)
JOSE MCFIGURES FERRER is just opening up the mail box to retrieve his
mail, when the school bus carrying his daughter Vanessa Ferrer arrives by
the drive way.
Jose seems very interested in one letter and begins to rapidly open and
read it. He is unaware of the very scared mental state of his daughter who
immediately runs up to him shouting his name.
VANESSA FERRER
Father! Father! Please I have to tell you
something about what I saw today!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Papa! Papa! Por favor tengo que contarte
algo que vi hoy!
Jose after reading some exciting news from the mail in his hand, but, at the
same time as Vanessa Ferrer starts talking.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Yes! I have been accepted!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Si! Debo aceptar!
Vanessa Ferrer grasps her father's arm.
VANESSA FERRER
Father, I saw a strange creature up at Lake
Laguna today! It was some kind of
monster!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Papa, hoy vi una criatura extrana en el lago
del volcan! Era un mounstruo amigable!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER

Sweetheart, the Earth has many creatures
that aren't a pleasant site to human eyes.
But, that doesn't mean they are monsters.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Carino, en el planeta hay criaturas que no
son agradables para la vista humana. Pero,
creo que no hay mounstros.
VANESSA FERRER
No, Father. What I saw isn't anything from
this world!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
No, Papi. Lo que yo vi no es de este
mundo!
Jose puts a comforting arm around his daughter and leads her into the
house. The door closes behind them.
INT. COSTA RICAN HOME OF JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - CONTINUOUS
(JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA,
VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA)
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
(happily)
I have good news for your mother when she
gets home!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
(felizmente)
Tengo buenas noticias para tu madre para
cuando llegue a casa!
VANESSA FERRER
(curiously)
What's that daddy?
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(curiosamente)
Cual es papi?
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
I have been accepted and commissioned as
an officer in the United Nations
Peacekeeping Force as a pilot. We're going

to be moving to the United Nations island of
Kerguelen in Indian Ocean.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
He aceptado una comision como
funcionario de las Naciones Unidas como
un piloto de paz. Nos mudaremos a la isla
de las Naciones Unidas Kerguelen en el
oceano de la India.
VANESSA FERRER
(concerned)
But, Father. You said you don't like
countries that have armies!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(consternada)
Pero, papa. Tu digiste que no te gustan
Los paises que tengan armas!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
You're right! I don't like armies. But, being
a peace keeper is much different. It is to
protect the innocent civilians from armies
at war in an effort to promote peace.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Tienes razon! No me gustan las armas.
Pero, ser un hombre de paz es muy
diferente. Es para proteger civilizaciones
inocentes de las armas como la guerra en
un esfuerzo de prometer la paz.
Vanessa Ferrer starts crying.
VANESSA FERRER
I don't want to go! I won't be able to see my
friends. And, I'll have to learn a new
language. I love Costa Rica!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
No quiero ir! No podre volver a ver a mis
amigos. Y, debere aprender otro idioma.
Amo Costa Rica!
Jose give his daughter Vanessa Ferrer a loving hug, as he explains the
need to relocate.

JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
I do too! Our nation is a proud nation and a
leader of peace through out the world. We
have no army! Only peace makers! It's
only for two years! We will be back! And,
there will be other Costa Ricans there!
Each peace keeping squad is now made up
of people from the same home country.
You'll be alright!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Yo tambien! Nuestro pais es un orgullo de
nacion y es lider en la paz del mundo.
Nosotros no tenemos ejercito! Solo
creadores de paz! Es solo por dos anos!
Regresaremos! Y, alli podemos tener otros
costarricenses! Cada funcionario de paz
tiene un equipo de gente del mismo pais.
Tu podrias pasarla bien!
EXT. PUNTARENAS PENINSULA COSTA RICA - LATE AFTERNOON
(COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN, COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN - ESPANOLA, COSTA
RICAN GIRL, COSTA RICAN GIRL - ESPANOLA, COSTA RICAN YOUNG
MAN, COSTA RICAN YOUNG MAN - ESPANOLA)
A small Costa Rican fishing boat arrives at the end of the long ocean beach
pier like dock, which extends far out from the beach.
The Captain of the boat throws the noosed rope around one of the metal tie
up shoes mounted on the pier and dashes off the boat by climbing up the
dock side ladder and runs as fast as he can towards shore.
Along both sides of the pier are hundreds of sunbathers who are laying on
the beach, playing in the sand, walking along the beach, chatting, drinking
refreshments from coolers, and splashing in the water.
COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN
Police! Police! Someone get the police!
There are monstrous sea serpents and sea
monsters around Coco Island! Police!
COSTA RICAN CAPTAIN - ESPANOLA
Policia! Policia! Que alguien llame al
policia! Hay mounstruos marinos
serpientes y mounstruos marinos alrededor
de la Isla del Coco! Policia!

A YOUNG MAN and GIRL who are sitting on the dock holding hands look
over at the frantic Captain racing down the dock.
COSTA RICAN GIRL
I think that old boy has had too much hooch
to drink!
COSTA RICAN GIRL - ESPANOLA
Creo que el senor tuvo que haberlo visto
tambien estaba tomando licor!
COSTA RICAN YOUNG MAN
Or, he's been at sea too long.
COSTA RICAN YOUNG MAN - ESPANOLA
O, el vio en el mar algo largo.
The couple chuckle between themselves and begin to cuddle and kiss
again, ignoring the Captain's warning.
EXT. PUNTARENAS BEACH, COSTA RICA -- MOMENTS LATER
(ALf-1, NIDHΦGG)
A herd of hundreds of huge gigantic Nidhφgg wolf eels 170 feet long,
beaching themselves in a few feet of water, just short of being on
Puntarenas Beach.
As the Nidhφggs arrive, their mouth opens wide, tongue extends out,
showing ferocious looking teeth, with strange white long slender pods
lining the inside of their throats. The creatures eyes appear trance like.
People immediately begin to run out of the ocean waters, others stand up
while screaming and running inland towards the safety of shore.
Shadowy blurs of THOUSANDS OF ALIEN WARRIORS burst from the
Nidhφgg mouths, spreading out and forming a circle around the entire
group of humans on the beach before any one human can make it to the
grass.
The ALF's tighten the circle enclosing the human captives ever closer until
there is only standing room among them. A grim silence come over the
crowd of captive humans who realize they are helpless.
ALF-1
Kraken. Paz. Peace.

The Alien Warriors begin escorting their captive humans towards the herd
of Nidhφgg wolf eel biological troop carriers.
The young couple who were just earlier, laughing at the Captain, now have
terrorized fear in their eyes as they race down the dock towards the police
station, which is located near the dock.
INT. PUNTARENAS BEACH POLICE STATION, COSTA RICA CONTINUOUS
(ALf-2, YOUNG COSTA RICAN MAN, YOUNG COSTA RICAN MAN ESPANOLA)
The young man and woman rush in the door to the police station. FIVE
PEACE OFFICERS man the station, one of which is the Captain. Two of the
peace officers are talking to the Fishing Boat Captain, with pen and pad in
hand.
YOUNG COSTA RICAN MAN
(screaming frantically)
We've just been invaded! You better go
look at the beach and call for help!
YOUNG COSTA RICAN MAN - ESPANOLA
(freneticamente gracioso)
Estamos invadidos! Mejor mire a la playa y
pide ayuda!
The two peace officers who are interviewing the Captain, replace the
laughing grins on their faces, with grim, concerned looks.
All five peace officers are met at the door of the police station, by MANY
SHADOWY BLURS, ripping right through the four of the peace officers
tearing them into pieces of human flesh, as they enter.
The Captain, young man and woman look at the horrific site of human
blood being instantly splattered everywhere, with shadowy blurs streaking
everywhere.
The young girl and man look into each other's eyes with shock.
An ALF second mouth secures hold of the girl's head, while the larger first
mouth, severe's her head like a razor knife, as the ALF closes its mouth
tight.
P.O.V. Of girl looking at her boyfriend, as ALF mouth attaches itself to her
head and the first mouth comes down over her eyes to severe her head at
the
neck,
where
P.O.V.
becomes
black
in
darkness.

Suddenly both are ripped apart. The blurs stop. An Alien Warrior is
holding half of the female, with her head gone. The creature spits her
human skull on the floor. The girl's skinless skull rolls next to the Peace
Officer Captain's feet with her eyes glaring a strange shock.
A SECOND ALF is eating the leg of the young man, who is still alive, laying
on the floor in a pool of blood from the lower portion of his torso missing.
He dies, with glazed eyes looking up.
There terrorized Police Captain and Fishing Captain stand speechless and
frozen in fright, as the alien creature's snake like tongue with a second
mouth and teeth appears inches away from his face.
ALF-2
(hissing human words)
Kraken. Paz. Peace. Fooood. Alimento.
The Peace Officer Captain begins to vomit.
All of the Alien Warriors disappear from the police station in a shadowy
blur. The two humans are left alone. Psychotic facial expressions of
extreme fright, with glazed eyes are the only response the two can provide.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. NEW YORK, U.S.A. UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT GENERAL'S
EMERGENCY BRIEFING ROOM - MORNING
(ANGRBODA, CAPTAIN YMIR, LOGI, LAUFEY, MIDGARD-LOKI, SURT,
SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N. AMBASSADORS FOR AUSTRALIA,COSTA
RICA, U.S.A.,CANADA, CHINA,BRAZIL, RUSSIA, SOUTH AFRICA)
The SECRETARIAT GENERAL enters the room, walks to the end of the
table and sits down. The U.N. AMBASSADORS from AUSTRALIA, BRAZIL,
CANADA, CHINA, COSTA RICA, EUROPEAN UNION, RUSSIA, SOUTH
AFRICA, and the UNITED STATES are seated at the conference table.
Some are wearing ear phones for translations of the conference. Each of
the U.N. Ambassadors have some documents in front of them, along with
their respective coffee cups, glasses, with pitcher's of water and coffee
spread around the table.
SEVERAL TRANSLATORS sit at desks with microphones behind a glass
window on the right side of the room. There is a large video monitor
mounted on the wall behind them.
TEN AMBASSADOR AIDES, including one for the Secretariat General sit at
desks with telephone, computers, and fax machines behind a glass window
on the left side of the room.

Both side rooms have doors directly to the Secretariat's Briefing Room.
The Secretariat General's Aide comes into the briefing room with messages
in hand for the Secretariat General, which he hands them to.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
(speaking to his aide)
Thank you.
The Secretariat takes a moment to glance over the recent messages just
placed in his hand.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (CONT'D)
We have some very serious problems at
hand.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Secretariat General. Our Prime Minister
received an emergency call from the small
nation of Ni-Vanuatu yesterday. The
islands were invaded, and the entire
population taken hostage. The President of
Ni-Vanuatu claims the invaders were some
kind of aliens which came from the ocean.
The Ni-Vanuatu President passed on a
message directly from these creatures
indicating they seek Peace with humans
and that Peace is crucial for their survival.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
Mr. Secretariat General. Costa Rica has a
similar problem. Aerial flights over one of
our Pacific islands shows photographic
evidence of some strange life forms which
have invaded and occupy Coco Island. We
also received a report that possibly
hundreds of our citizens were taken captive
on the Puntarenas Peninsula on the Pacific
Coast. A second report indicates that four
of our peace officers and two civilians were
killed during the invasion. Two of the
survivors, one being the peace officer
Captain is in one of our psychiatric wards
being treated for severe psychosis. The
second survivor is a fishing Captain, whose
statement appears delusional. First he
states the creatures seek peace and goes

on to say, they ate a woman and spit out
her skull.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
The United States has no reports of any
unusual activity on any of its coasts. We
have zero tolerance for any nation or
terrorist group, including aliens. This
problem isn't our problem until they land on
our shores!
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
I don't believe it's coincidence, but,
yesterday one of our Canadian lobster
boats picked up Captain Jethra Rama of the
U.N. SSA1 which was destroyed on an
oceanic exploration voyage almost a year
ago.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
What? He's alive?
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
He was returned alive with a message
directly from the alien leader who seeks
peace with humans and indicated that such
a peace was critical to their species
survival.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
I have read the report of our observer Ah
Quin who was also on that mission. He
indicated that the only way to secure peace
with these creatures would be to fight them
until they were exterminated, even if it
meant total suicidal mutual destruction or
relinquish the ocean floor to their control as
a peaceful co-existence gesture. May I ask,
what is the suggestion here?
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
We have had no reports of any unusual
activity on our coasts, except that our
fishing fleets are not catching any fish at
all. The aliens could be the cause of this
dilemma.

U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR
I agree. We have a severe world wide
oceanic depletion of resources. There's
nothing left. No fish!
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
The Russian salmon from the Far East are
severely depleted. Do we have an estimate
of just exactly how many of these alien
colonies exist on Earth?
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
We need more information on these
creatures. Not just colonies, but how many
are there? What are the weaknesses?
What kind of weapons do they possess?
And, what is the alien protocol to establish
peaceful contact with some ground rules
for peace without loss of human life?
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Is it the suggestion of this conference that
we attempt a second contact for peace with
the alien life forms?
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
Not without some more information and
help from the Utgardians, on just exactly
what, when, how, and where these
creatures came from, and their habits and
requirements to establish some kind of
peaceful co-existence. Without that
information you going to have a hell of a
time getting volunteers to make contact
with those creatures, with respect to the
information our observed provided.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
I agree with our Chinese Ambassador on a
need for more information. The report we
received from the aliens indicated that
human captives would be treated
compassionately, but, we need first hand
knowledge on their safety and just exactly
these colonies exist.

The Secretariat General's Aide receives a fax, which he rips off from the
machine and comes out into the Emergency Briefing Room and hands to
the Secretariat General.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Gentlemen. In a few minutes, you are going
to meet a newly appointed Utgardian
Ambassador to Earth, whose is on his way
this very minute from Kerguelen Island.
The Utgardians have returned to Earth.
They are going to take all of us with them
on their return to Kerguelen Island, so that
we may have a first hand look at their
technology.
All of the U.N. Ambassadors become excited by the news and chat among
themselves, with a somewhat relieved attitude towards the situation at
hand.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
I motion, that we try to get as many of the
survivors from the first exploration
encounter to volunteer for a second
mission, or at least provide briefing for the
volunteers of a second exploration mission.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
I don't see much need for a second mission
for peaceful contact with either humans or
aliens that take hostages for the purpose of
blackmailing us into a peace conference.
We need to find out just exactly who the
supreme alien leader is and take him out of
the picture. Then, we can deal with a new
leader. The reports from the first
exploration mission clearly indicate these
creatures bleed. And, if they bleed, then
they die!
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
What about Jethra Rama? Was anyone
killed when he was returned by the aliens?
How did he survive the attack on his ship?
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
Nope. Not a human! That is why I believe
the aliens really want to establish peace. I

guess his encapsulated chair was thrown
clear of the explosion but hidden by some
of the debris. His life support readings
malfunctioned and he was listed as dead.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
I have a gut feeling these aliens are
deceptive about peace. Our Costa Rican
Ambassador was just appointed to the
Security Council on the rotational basis. He
wasn't versed in reviewing the exploration
reports about these creatures using
humans for food.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
You mean they really eat people?
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
You damn rights they do. And, they think
we taste good! As far as we know, there is
only one colony. The expeditionary
mission data indicates the alien life forms
provided information that they are
everywhere. Now we're getting reports
from the Pacific of alien invasions with
thousands of warriors and human captives.
This is a very bold move. We have to find
out how to contain them or at least how
many of these creatures we're dealing with.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
The aliens have definitely made a desperate
attempt at getting our attention by coming
ashore and taking huge numbers of human
captives. It is all we can do to keep these
events out of the newspapers to avoid
world wide panic. Half of the world
population would have heart failure if they
even knew about our Utgardian brothers
and they are our allies!
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
Why do the Utgardians call Neptune ootguard?
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR

They don't! We did! That is an ancient
Scandinavian name for the outer planet.
The Utgardians call themselves Jotuns.
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
Okay. Then our Neptunian brothers are
mislabeled Utgardians, who call themselves
Jotuns. That makes sense coming from
humans!
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
May I ask all of the translators to relocated
to the Ambassador's Aide's room. Our new
Ambassador from Utgard requires a special
atmosphere for his extended visit for this
meeting. Your room will accommodate this
need of his.
The translators begin to pick up their personal belongings, along with
cords, microphones, and documents.
They walk through the briefing room to the other glassed room which is
filled with Ambassador's Aides.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
Do you know how much longer it will be
before our Utgardian Ambassador arrives?
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Well, I do know he will be rushed right up
here as soon as he arrives because of his
need for a richer atmosphere of helium and
hydrogen. He could walk in the door at any
moment.
Just as the Secretariat General finishes his answer, the main door to the
Emergency Briefing Room opens.
SIX UTGARDIAN'S enter the Secretariat's Emergency Briefing Room. They
are in order of entrance, Ambassador MIDGARD-LOKI (mid-guard low-kee),
CAPTAIN YMIR (ee-meer), SURT (sert), LOGI (lo-ghee), LAUFEY (lou-fee),
and a female, ANGRBODA (anger-bod-da).
The Secretariat General's Aide opens the translator room door and
gestures the Utgardians to enter the glass enclosed room. The Utgardians
comply.

Following behind the Utgardians, are some U.N. Maintenance Peace
Keepers who bring in some large containers with gauges to create an
adequate atmosphere for the new United Nations guests.
The U.N. Maintenance Peace Keepers enter the same room as the
Utgardians and quickly hook up the atmospheric equipment.
A light mist can be seen through the glass by the U.N. Ambassadors, as it
rises in the room. The Utgardians sit at the desks which were previously
occupied by the U.N. Translators.
Midgard-Loki stands and speaks with the aide of his translator.
MIDGARD-LOKI
I have been appointed Ambassador by the
Jotuns. I am Midgard-Loki.
The U.N. Ambassadors stand and applaud their new Ambassador and his
introductory note.
MIDGARD-LOKI (CONT'D) On
this planet, there are four highly
intelligent species. Humans and the Light
Elves of the upper world. And, Nidhφgg
and the alien life forms who dwell in the
oceanic seas. On our return to Kerguelen
Island, each of you will meet two of these
species, the Nidhφgg and the light elves.
The U.N. Ambassadors turn to each other confused by what the Utgardian
is saying.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
(interrupting)
Excuse me. Would you please explain what
you are saying? Are you suggesting that
the human race is not the dominant species
of Earth?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Humans are the most populous of the
species. Intelligence is measured by both
environmental factors and electromagnetic
frequency thought analysis.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
(interjecting)
What is a Nidhφgg?

MIDGARD-LOKI
Nidhφgg is the largest species of wolf eel.
The same species you call sea serpent or
mistakenly call, Kraken. It is the species
which has been enslaved by the alien life
forms to act as biological troop carriers.
Much like human submarines.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
How did you measure their intelligence?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Eons ago, the Nidhφgg were near
extinction. We communicated with them
and saved their species by relocating them
to Utgard where they could multiply.
Unknown to us, the alien life forms
deciphered our data and came here, where
it was their belief that they were the
dominant species. They have bred them in
captivity, where they have multiplied to
meet the alien demands for their services.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
(confused)
I'm not sure how that answers my
question?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Humans at the time of our data, were an
experiment and hybrid species of genetic
engineering. There was insufficient data to
designate the human species as the
dominant species of this planet.
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
Are you saying your species created
humans?
MIDGARD-LOKI
No.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
Who or what are the Light Elves and where
do these creatures dwell? I have heard of
them in mythological stories, but no human
has ever seen one.

MIDGARD-LOKI
Their numbers are few. They dwell in the
Northern polar lands. The Light Elves
escaped to Midgard by using the Rainbow
bridge which once existed and called,
Bifrost.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
Where is Midgard? Isn't that part of your
name?
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
This is an ancient Scandinavian name
which translates middle planet and another
name for our planet.
MIDGARD-LOKI
That is correct. The planet you now call
Earth, is identified by Jotuns and
Asgardians as Midgard.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
(sarcastically)
When I was a young man. I'd never seen an
Utgardian, Jotuns, Aliens, Asgardians,
Krakens, Nidhφggs, or little Light Elves.
Now why is it, that once the Jotuns appear
on Earth, we have all these other species,
which I had never seen? And, if these
creatures have reproduced and expanded
to other parts of the world, where they
believe they can invade with impunity, the
U.S. is going to have to go on some kind of
alert. We need more information.
MIDGARD-LOKI
When the Light Elves arrived here through
the Rainbow Bridge, they observed an
unusual change. Other than under special
circumstances, through light refraction,
where you may see a momentary shadow,
they are invisible in Earth's light spectrum.
But, they exist and are humanoid in form
and shape, only smaller.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR

Okay. I can handle that explanation on the
Light Elves and why we can't see them. So,
where did they come from?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Genetically engineered from Asgard.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Asgard and Asgardians are Scandinavian
mythological gods, aren't they?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Asgard was the 5th planet which was
destroyed. The remains of Asgard, you
now call your Asteroid Belt just beyond the
planet Mars.
U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR
Is Asgard the planet where the alien life
forms are from?
MIDGARD-LOKI
No. They create paradox and are
dangerous to both of our species.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
What do you mean by paradox?
The Utgardians look at each other then nod affirmatively at Midgard-Loki to
explain.
MIDGARD-LOKI
Our solar system as we now know it has
three futures. Two futures have no hope.
The third future is confusing but, there is
hope. We have prepared a four future for
both of our species and Nidhφgg.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Midgard-Loki. I am a bit confused! Could
you be a little more specific on just exactly
what the hell your trying to tell us?
MIDGARD-LOKI
There is a natural destiny and future for
each planet with its own species, time,
position, and space continuum. When this
is altered, then depending on what changes

are implemented to avoid a destiny and
future, can then, change that destiny into
another future. We have looked into the
future. Two destinies have no hope. Earth
will be destroyed. The third destiny, Earth
will be replaced. And, the fourth destiny
which we plan to create, will be relocation
of the human and other species to a new
galaxy with no regard to any of the Earth's
three potential destinies and futures.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
So, our destiny and future depends on how
we decide on what to do about the alien life
forms? Is that correct? And, how can we
find out how many of these alien life forms
are now on the Earth?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Yes. Earth future involves the alien life
forms. We aren't sure how many alien life
forms or colonies now exist on Midgard.
We have sent out our Nidhφgg allies to
scout all of the alien oceanic colonies. We
will meet with them on Kerguelen Island
soon!
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
You call the third destiny confusing! Why?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Because, in that destiny, there are ancient
Asgardian Warriors whom reappear and
that is not genetically possible. Therefore,
confusing because if true creates the
potential of a fourth destiny of hope.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
If that destiny is a potential fact, then it
must be genetically possible or your data is
in error.
MIDGARD-LOKI
The Jotuns took extreme precautions to
assure no Asgardian genetic warrior genes
would be capable of dominance in the
human hybrids. Therefore, they do not

exist. And, if they do not exist, it can not be
possible. There is no error in our data.
But, there may be an error in our
interpretation of the third destiny, which
causes confusion. So we have taken
precautions and have prepared a fourth
destiny to assure survival for the human
and many of Midgard's species.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
If there is no hope in two of our destinies.
And, the Earth is replaced in the third
destiny. What purpose will it serve for
Jotuns and mankind to establish peace with
the alien life forms?
MIDGARD-LOKI
In the third destiny, where Midgard is
replaced with a new Earth. If this happens
Jotuns are preparing for repopulating of
Earth's species. Utgard will be saved from
destruction. The yggdrasil of Utgard will be
maintained, with planetary replacement.
Peace with the aliens affords time. Time is
needed for the creation of a destiny with
hope.
U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR
What you're saying is that the Earth as we
know it, is going to be destroyed! This is
unacceptable! And, why is that one
Utgardian, I mean Jotun darker than the
rest of you?
MIDGARD-LOKI
(smiling)
Excuse me. I have not introduced the
Jotuns. The one you speak of is, Surt. He
lives near much heat, and therefore his skin
is of a darker color. Similar to human's who
live in the equatorial regions of the Earth.
Surt will return to Jotun and Captain the
Starkadhr which is responsible for
evacuation for the fourth destiny. Next to
him, is Captain Ymir whose mission is here
on Midgard. He will return in the Jotun
vessel Nagelfar. The female is Angrboda

our research scientist. And, next to her are
Jotun officers of the fleet, Logi, and Laufey.
Each of the Utgardians stand as their name is called and make a nod with
their head, then take their seats.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Is it possible, for a fifth destiny where
humans and aliens live a peaceful coexistence here on Earth?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Yes. But, it is not an acceptable destiny for
humanoids or other species of Midgard and
is a limited destiny lasting only until
extinction.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
The extinction of humans or the extinction
of aliens?
MIDGARD-LOKI
The aliens are in possession of a Jotun Star
Blaster, which can completely destroy
Midgard and disrupt the solar system's
yggdrasil energy field. The weapon was
installed on the spacecraft they seized. We
are not sure if the weapon is functional.
Their present weaponry does not contain
our technology.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
What kind of technology does their
weaponry and species use or consist of?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Multi-ionized molecular quartz light
spectrum analytical-memory transfer
systems. There technology is not superior
to our own, except for the Jotun Star
Blaster. And, we must presume that it is
functional.
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
So, their basic weaponry is some kind of
laser beam weapons. Is there a way to
deactivate or make this super weapon
inoperable?

MIDGARD-LOKI
Yes. Prior to our arrival here, we left
instructions on Kerguelen Island with the
U.N. Peacekeepers for locating and
destruction of the weapon.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Then, under these circumstances there has
to be a multipurpose second expeditionary
mission to make contact with the alien life
forms, in name of peace and our own
survival, correct?
MIDGARD-LOKI
Correct. As long as the aliens believe they
are not being attacked in a suicidal total
mutual mass destructive war, they will not
use, the Jotun Star Blaster. For the sake of
time, if warfare is used by humans, then
warfare must be restricted to a limited
scale.
Captain Ymir stands up and walks over to Midgard-Loki where the two
council for a moment.
MIDGARD-LOKI (CONT'D)
Captain Ymir has a request. He shall speak.
CAPTAIN YMIR
It is my request for your governments to
provide the services of those who survived
the first encounter with the aliens. Their
names are Zuver, McKenzie, Quin, Zhukov,
Collins, Dundee, Sherman, Samford, Taylor,
Laffiette, Putin, Carcha, Kalinski, and Rama.
MIDGARD-LOKI
Their wisdom is going to be needed to
teach others what to do and what not to do
in the presence of these creatures. And, if
necessary how to protect themselves.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Zuver? You want Zuver? He defected to
Canada after a warrant was issued for his
arrest! We want him!
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR

Chill out, Yank! He saved three Canadian
lives and an Utgardian child. Not to
mention, he married the girl and has a very
happy life! And, he left before the warrant
was issued. He's our Canadian hero!
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
(laughing sarcastically)
Never ending American laws and national
paranoia! Eight million of your citizens
behind the razor wires of your super-max
concentration camps and you whine
because one got away! Sometimes
Americans make me wonder if the Chinese
shouldn't become allies with the aliens by
offering to stay neutral, while they eat
American humans for dinner and leave us
alone!
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
(chuckling)
Well, if feeding these monsters can save
humans, we can always offer them some of
our 'Roo stew! It's my opinion, their
numbers are not that large. They can't have
many biological troop serpents because we
have recorded only one official instance, as
provided by the Canadians. If the new
accounts of the alien invasions are correct,
we are looking at possibly hundreds of the
serpents, which limits the amount of
warriors our military will have to deal with.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
(sarcastically)
It wouldn't surprise me if the Yanks offered
the aliens all of their prisoners for dinner in
exchange for peace.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
(snickering)
Actually that's not a bad idea, but it might
cost us too many jobs for correctional
officers. On the other hand, we can
increase the quota for arrests of
undesirables and make new classification
standards. Or, turn over the bodies of the

three strikers when their dead in their cells.
In all seriousness, I agree with the
Australian ambassador. Our military can
handle this and our satellites should be
able to pinpoint any underwater alien cities.
Those orders will go out today! We need
more information.
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
I don't find any humor in these American
jokes, when there are still human captives
that need to be rescued.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
I agree! Let's get serious! We represent
nations of peoples, not fanaticism and sick
humor.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
I have one more question of Midgard-Loki.
You plan on evacuating humans for the
fourth destiny. When, who, and where?
Surt stands up and answers the question for Midgard-Loki.
SURT
I will immediately return to Jotunheim to
take command of Starkadhr, which is the
largest and most powerful vessel in our
fleet. We will make as many evacuation
trips as time allows. We have selected the
first humans for evacuation from the two
nations of this world which have no need
for an army or weapons and live in Peace.
The nations of Iceland and Costa Rica.
Human selections from other nations will
follow. Our destination is here! Captain
Ymir will return from Jotunheim in a smaller
craft named Nagelfar.
Surt points up at the huge monitor behind him, which suddenly comes to
life with an image of strange solar system with five planets. The monitor
zooms in on the second planet, which is very earthlike, and has a moon like
the earth, but is larger and a further distance away from the planet.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL

Captain Ymir we will try to meet your
request for the services of these people.
Midgard-Loki we will have your
accommodations ready by the time we
reach Kerguelen Island, so that you may
remain here on Earth. Our Kerguelen
United Nations facilities have been
completed. All future U.N. activities will be
transferring their offices to the island by
next week. Meetings will be resumed there.
Captain Ymir and Midgard-Loki nod affirmatively.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Thank You. Our space craft has landed on
the roof of this building. Everyone should
prepare to proceed there.
All of the United Nations Ambassadors get up from their chairs. The door
opens from the Ambassador's Aide room and the aides and translators mix
with their respective ambassadors. The U.S. Ambassador quietly talks to
his aide.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Get the President on the red line. Let him
know I am going to the Kerguelen Islands.
As soon as I can get some more
information, he'll be notified immediately.
Let him know, that there are some really
strange events going on around the world
and our military should be put on
immediate red alert. Especially Naval and
Coast guard forces. It is my counsel to get
every world wide American military vessel
back to our shores immediately! Get a
copy of this meetings transcript to him as
soon as possible.
U.S. AMERICAN AIDE
Yes, sir!
CUT TO:
EXT. NEW YORK UNITED NATIONS ROOFTOP -- MOMENTS LATER
The Jotun spacecraft with its ramp extended and door open is centrally
positioned on the rooftop of the New York City United Nations Building.

The Jotuns lead the procession of humans on board. The hatch closes.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. CITY STREET - HONG KONG, CHINA -- DAY
(AH QUIN, GIRL FRIEND, HONG KONG POLICEMAN)
AH QUIN is walking with a new GIRL FRIEND whose gleefully hanging onto
his arm as they window shop along one of Hong Kong's nicer district
streets.
A Hong Kong POLICEMAN sees Ah Quin and immediately races towards
him shouting frantically.
HONG KONG POLICEMAN
Ah Quin! Stop! You must come with me!
The policeman grabs his arm. Ah Quin jerks away. His girl friend fearfully
stands by his side.
AH QUIN
What the hell is this all about? I haven't
done anything illegal!
GIRL FRIEND
We've done nothing wrong. It's not against
the law to hold hands and kiss in public.
HONG KONG POLICEMAN
China needs your immediate assistance to
represent us as a United Nations Observer.
Our orders are to find you and bring you in
to catch your flight.
AH QUIN
(loudly resistive)
Oh.....NO! I've been there and done that
shit before!
EXT. HARBOR CENTER - VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA -MORNING
(ALVAH ZUVER, KOKO ZUVER, R.C.M.P.)
A ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICEMAN walks up to ALVAH and
KOKO ZUVER, as they are just about to enter the Harbor Center. Alvah's is
hold his daughter in his arms.

R.C.M.P.
Alvah Zuver, I presume?
ALVAH ZUVER
Yes?
R.C.M.P.
We'd just stopped by your house, when
your neighbor told us you'd just left with
your wife to go shopping here. We have an
emergency request from the United Nations
High Command for you and your wife's
services.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police hands Zuver an envelope. Zuver,
hands it to his wife to read.
KOKO ZUVER
We've been reactivated for U.N. Peace
Keeping duty and were to leave
immediately for Kerguelen Island.
ALVAH ZUVER
We're not going anywhere with a baby.
R.C.M.P.
Read the fine print to him Mrs. Zuver.
KOKO ZUVER
If you don't agree, the United States will
seek extradition for your return and the
R.C.M.P. are instructed to take you into
custody. Here's your airline tickets for
tomorrow night.
ALVAH ZUVER
This is blackmail!
R.C.M.P.
That's Canada! Have a nice flight and a
good day!
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police walks away with a smile, unaware of
the extreme dangers facing both the world and the Zuvers.
INT. KELTON MCKENZIE'S BEDROOM - VANCOUVER, CANADA -EVENING

(BABES, GIRL FRIEND, KELTON MCKENZIE, R.C.M.P.-1,2, and 3)
KELTON MCKENZIE is laying on his back, smoking a marijuana cigarette,
as his ASIAN GIRLFRIEND, BABES straddles him in a romantic ritual of
love. Her petite breasts rock with the rhythm that she has set.
Two glasses of wine and a half filled bottle sit on the night stand. The
telephone is off the hook.
BABES
Oh.....Kelton, you feel sooo good inside of
me!
Kelton laying on his back, reaches over grabs what appears to be a
cigarette smoldering in the ashtray and takes another toke off his
marijuana cigarette.
KELTON MCKENZIE
Babes, just keep going! You're doing just
fine.
A loud banging continuous knocking on the door of his apartment begins.
Kelton and his sweetheart ignore it.
R.C.M.P.-1 (O.S.)
Kelton McKenzie, we know you're in there!
Now open the door!
R.C.M.P.-2 (O.S.)
McKenzie this is the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. Now come on out!
R.C.M.P.-3 (O.S.)
McKenzie, we saw a young Asian woman
come into your apartment this morning. We
were just waiting for her to leave, so we
could serve you with an emergency order.
No one has left this apartment so we know
your in there!
Kelton McKenzie's girl friend arches down and kisses him deeply as he
wraps his arms around her in a tight embrace.
The banging on the door continues.
Kelton reaches over and grabs another toke, as his girlfriend changes to
another position, which he likes.

KELTON MCKENZIE
Oh, yea.....Ohh....yeaaa....!
R.C.M.P.-1 (O.S.)
Kelton, we're going to have to break the
door down to serve you this order if you
don't open this door immediately.
The banging on the door continues and so do Kelton and his girlfriend,
when all of a sudden, a loud door bashing begins.
THREE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE walk into the bedroom.
KELTON MCKENZIE
(irritated)
Who the fuck do you think you are? Get the
hell out of my apartment! All three of
you...Out of here! Me and babes have our
private day today! Now get the hell out of
here!
Two of the officers stare in amusement, with lust, while the third tries to
hold his compose and professionalism by walking up and dropping an
envelope on Mckenzie's chest.
Kelton's girlfriend slides down to lay her head in one of his arms.
R.C.M.P.-1
That is an emergency order from the United
Nations High Command. Our orders are to
deliver it to you personally no matter where
you are or what you're doing. Your flight
leaves tomorrow. Make sure you're on it.
McKenzie looks down at the envelope with a bewildered expression and
takes hold of it with his free arm.
BABES
Oh, can I come too?
The three officers turn and slowly walk out of the bedroom. Two of them
are laughing, while making some innuendo remarks.
R.C.M.P.-2
Damn, I guess I wouldn't of opened the
door either, if I had a delicious looking
woman like that to occupy my time!

RCMP 3 using a falsetto voice.
R.C.M.P.-3
(laughing loudly)
Oh...can I come too? I'll bet she comes!
R.C.M.P.-2
(laughing)
I think with a beauty like her, anyone would
come. The smell of the refreshments don't
smell bad either.
R.C.M.P.-1
Come on you guys, we invaded his privacy!
Show a little courtesy, okay? Do you really
think any of us would open the door with a
woman like that straddling our ass? Hell
no! I'd be pissed off too!
EXT. KELTON MCKENZIE'S APARTMENT - VANCOUVER, CANADA -CONTINUOUS
(BABES, KELTON MCKENZIE)
The three Royal Canadian Mounted Police are just exiting the front door of
Kelton McKenzie's apartment. They overhear hear remarks being made
from McKenzie which makes them all laugh again.
KELTON MCKENZIE (O.S.)
(firmly, then sweet)
Make sure you dumb asses close the door!
Yea, Babes you can come with me!
BABES (O.S.)
(sweetly)
Oh! I knew you wanted me! I get to come!
INT. SERGI ZHUKOV'S HOUSE - MOSCOW, RUSSIA -- EVENING
(SERGI'S WIFE, SERGI ZHUKOV, YOUNG RUSSIAN WOMAN 1, YOUNG
RUSSIAN WOMAN 2)
SERGI ZHUKOV and his WIFE are sitting by the fire. He is reading a
newspaper, while his wife is knitting a sweater.
The sound of a car pulling up into his driveway, can be heard from outside.
SERGI'S WIFE

It sounds like we're going to have company.
SERGI ZHUKOV
I could enjoy some friendly conversation. I
wonder who it is?
A knock on the door comes, just as Sergi stands up to see who has come
up the driveway.
Sergi answers the door. TWO well dressed YOUNG WOMEN with beautiful
fur caps are standing there with an envelope.
YOUNG RUSSIAN WOMAN 1
(questioningly)
Mr. Sergi Zhukov?
SERGI ZHUKOV
Yes.
The second young woman hands him an envelope.
YOUNG RUSSIAN WOMAN 2
This is an emergency order from the United
Nations High Command.
Sergi looks very concerned, as he opens the letter.
YOUNG RUSSIAN WOMAN 1
We are to escort you to the airport
immediately. The plane leaves for the
Kerguelen Islands in four hours.
SERGI ZHUKOV
I knew a day like this would come. It's just
a little sooner than I expected.
EXT. EASTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMAND HEADQUARTERS -- DAY
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR)
GENERAL BORSSON is just returning to his office with his AIDE, STAFF
SERGEANT McGREGOR. General Borsson salutes a COUPLE of
OFFICERS who are just exiting the building as he's entering.
INT. EASTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMAND HEADQUARTERS -MOMENTS LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR)

General Borsson and Staff Sergeant McGregor are walking down the long
corridor to the General's Office.
GENERAL BORSSON
McGregor, how would you like a transfer
and come with me to Kerguelen Island?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Sir, I didn't know you were being
transferred! Would I be able to take my
family?
GENERAL BORSSON
You have about six hours to get them
ready. If there isn't enlisted family housing,
there will be when I get there. I've been
appointed U.N. Executive Officer of the
island.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yes, sir! We'll be ready! Why didn't you tell
me earlier?
GENERAL BORSSON
I just got the U.N. emergency orders this
morning as I was leaving home. They want
me to command some kind of secret
expeditionary mission.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Does your transfer have anything to do with
those rumors floating around about NiVanuatu and some kind of invasion?
GENERAL BORSSON
Probably. Since we're on that topic, get me
all of the most recent aerial photos of the
islands. Also, I want all reports on my desk
before we take off. And, issue an order for
my signature to zoom in on any activity or
invasion troops occupying the island. I
don't know if I believe in aliens, but those
islands would be very strategic for China's
naval armada. I want to see for myself.
Have them fax me those photos to U.N.
Kerguelen High Command Headquarters.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR

Yes, sir. I will have the order drawn up for
signature immediately.
GENERAL BORSSON
Fine. Once those issues are taken care of.
Take the rest of today and get your family
ready to go.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yes, sir!
The General and his aide stop in the hallway, open the door to their office
and walk in.
INT. VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT -- EVENING
(ALVAH ZUVER, BABES, KOKO ZUVER, KELTON MCKENZIE, PUBLIC
ADDRESS SYSTEM)
Alvah Zuver, his wife and child are sitting in the boarding lounge for the
international flight, when Kelton McKenzie and his Asian girlfriend, Babes
appear standing right in front of them. Alvah stands up to shake Kelton's
hand.
KELTON MCKENZIE
(half snicker, laughing)
I'll be damned, if it isn't Zuver and Kalinski!
Hey, cute kid! So you volunteered too,
huh?
ALVAH ZUVER
It's good to see you Kelton. I was
volunteered by Canada. To change the
subject, are you married now?
BABES
He asked me to marry him today!
KELTON MCKENZIE
Soon! Something's different about you
Zuver. Oh...you don't smell like cigarettes.
The women are talking simultaneously with the men.
KOKO ZUVER
Congratulations. I'm Koko.
BABES

You can just call me, Babes.
KOKO ZUVER
Okay.
ALVAH ZUVER
I had to give them up. We have a little girl
now and Koko doesn't like smoke in the
house.
KELTON MCKENZIE
(laughing)
So, the little girl's your boss now huh?
ALVAH ZUVER
(irritated)
Knock off the wise cracks, you blackmailing
Canadian shithead.
The public address system announces their flight.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM (V.O.)
Flight 1375 Canadian Airlines is now
boarding. Please have your tickets ready.
The couples line up with the rest of the passengers to board, still talking
along the way.
KELTON MCKENZIE
Well, here we go again! Alvah, you don't
know what this is all about do you?
ALVAH ZUVER
Instinct tells me, it isn't good, whatever it's
about!
KELTON MCKENZIE
Yea, I got the same feeling. That's why I
decided to get married and take Babes with
me. I did all the observing I needed to
observe last time.
ALVAH ZUVER
Unless something drastically has changed,
I'm not too enthused about second
encounters of the fourth kind either.
CUT TO:

EXT. PORT-AUX-FRANCE, KERGUELEN ISLAND -- MORNING
Port-aux-France is a small city of newly constructed United Nations high
rise buildings with nicely paved boulevards. The landscape surrounding
the city is a barren mountainous grasslands.
The United Nations Peacekeeping Rapid Deployment Airport stands out as
an extension of the small city.
Commercial airliners and Military aircraft of all kinds are landing and taking
off.
U.N. PEACEKEEPERS with national flag patches of many nations are seen
scurrying about the airport, as both INDIVIDUAL PEACEKEEPERS and
SQUADRONS of INDIVIDUALS are engaging in their duties, routines, and
work.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA on a commercial airliner, with AIR CANADA painted
in large letters which is being taxied over to the new disembarkation
building.
INT. KERGUELEN UNITED NATIONS RAPID DEPLOYMENT AIRPORT
DISEMBARKATION BUILDING -- MORNING
(AH QUIN, ALVAH ZUVER, BABES, CAPTAIN COLLINS, KOKO ZUVER,
KELTON MCKENZIE, LIEUTENANT DUNDEE, LIEUTENANT PUTIN,
SERGEANT CARCHA, SERGEANT LAFFIETTE, SERGEANT SAMFORD,
SERGEANT SHERMAN, WARRANT OFFICER Taylor)
Official U.N. PEACEKEEPER ESCORTS and GREETERS escorts and
greeters are stationed by the airport disembarkation exits which are
coming from the newly arriving aircraft.
CAPTAIN COLLINS, LIEUTENANT DUNDEE, LIEUTENANT PUTIN,
WARRANT OFFICER Taylor, SERGEANT LAFFIETTE, SERGEANT
SHERMAN, SERGEANT CARCHA, and SERGEANT SAMFORD are all
excitedly waiting for the arrival of this airliner from Canada, as the surprise
official greeters for Kelton Mckenzie, his girlfriend, Babes, Alvah and Koko
Zuver and their baby.
CAMERA ON the passengers coming through the exit door into the Airport
Disembarkation Lobby.
Kelton McKenzie, his girlfriend Babes, and the Zuvers exit as a small group
surrounded by other passengers, including Ah Quin who is just in front of
them, and came on board unknown to the others when the aircraft stopped
in Hong Kong. All have carry on luggage.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
Quin, McKenzie, Zuver, over here!
Everyone begins handshaking and looking over the new baby.
AH QUIN
I never expected to any of you again. How
are you doing Lieutenant?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
It's Captain now! I was promoted. In fact,
every survivor of the first expeditionary was
promoted in some way, if they stayed on.
AH QUIN
Congratulations. Ah...Zuver! I heard you'd
gone to Canada and got married.
ALVAH ZUVER
It's good to see you again Ah Quin. I
believe you remember my wife Koko and
this is our little daughter, Dorothy.
Simultaneously Captain Collins is greeting Kelton McKenzie and his
girlfriend, Babes.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Kelton! Is this your new wife? We have
you down as single and assigned to the
barracks.
KELTON MCKENZIE
She's going to be and I wasn't coming with
out her. Babes, this is Captain Collins.
BABES
It's nice to meet you.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
It's nice to meet you too. Under these
circumstances, we'll have you reassigned
to housing.
AH QUIN
You mean I could have brought my
girlfriend?
CAPTAIN COLLINS

There's no law against it. I guess so!
AH QUIN
Where's a telephone? You can put me
down for housing to!
Lieutenant Dundee starts to laugh and points over to a telephone section of
the airport.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
The telephone is right over there.
AH QUIN
Thanks.
Ah Quin leaves the group and walks over to make a telephone call.
Warrant Officer Taylor who has Sergeant Carcha standing by his side,
turns to Captain Collins.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
Captain Collins, Sergeant Carcha and I have
to go over and greet the new arrivals from
Central and South America.
CAPTAIN COLLINS That's
fine. Remember briefing for everyone will
be tonight at six o'clock just after dinner
hour.
SERGEANT CARCHA
I will remind him, Captain.
The three salute. Warrant Officer Taylor and Sergeant Carcha take leave of
the group and head for another disembarkation Lobby.
ALVAH ZUVER
So, Captain what's this all about?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
The rumor is were going on a second
expeditionary mission. Captain Rama was
found alive. He brought back a message of
peace and for new contact with us from the
alien leader himself.
KELTON MCKENZIE
What?

LIEUTENANT PUTIN There's
more! A new General from Australia,
name GENERAL BORSSON is also coming
in today. He's taking over the U.N. High
Command Peace Keeping Rapid
Deployment Forces.
SERGEANT LAFFIETTE
And, I am the official greeter of a new U.N.
Observer from the United States whose
also arriving this afternoon. A Larry
Zervos. Captain Jethra Rama is on board
too. He's coming from the United States.
U.S. authorities wanted to debrief him
before he came to Kerguelen Island.
ALVAH ZUVER
Zervos? This is going to be a homecoming!
KOKO ZUVER
Why? Do you know him?
ALVAH ZUVER
Yea. Yea, I know him. I know him too well.
If you think I used to be a fanatical
American. Wait until you meet this guy!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
A bunch of us are going to greet Captain
Rama when he arrives, so if you and Kelton
want to join the greeting party. You're
welcome to.
KELTON MCKENZIE
Jethra Rama lived a year with the aliens.
Damn. Yea, I'd like to sit down and talk to
him. I'll be there.
SERGEANT SAMFORD
Captain Collins, it's time Lieutenant Putin
and I greet the new peace keepers from the
European Union. Mr. Sergi Zhukov is on
board with them.
KELTON MCKENZIE
Oh, old Zhukov is coming back too, huh?
The whole gang is going to be here!

CAPTAIN COLLINS
It was the Utgardian request of the U.N.
Secretariat General. Putin, you and
Samford can take leave now.
The three salute. Lieutenant Putin and Sergeant Samford head down the
airline corridor to a new disembarkation lobby.
SERGEANT SHERMAN
Captain, it's about time that Lieutenant
Dundee and myself greet the peacekeepers
from coming from Africa.
Ah Quin comes back from his phone call.
AH QUIN
Captain Collins, my girlfriend is on the next
flight. Her name is MAI HER. Would you
see to it, she is escorted to my quarters
when she arrives.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
No problem. No problem at all. I will
personally escort her.
AH QUIN
Thank you.
CUT TO:
INT. KERGUELEN UNITED NATIONS RAPID DEPLOYMENT AIRPORT
DISEMBARKATION BUILDING -- CONTINUOUS
(ALBERTO LEIVO, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, MAGNI LEIVO, MAGNI
LEIVO - ESPANOLA, SERGEANT CARCHA, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA
FERRER - ESPANOLA, WARRANT OFFICER Taylor, WARRANT OFFICER
Taylor - ESPANOLA)
A Costa Rican Airlines plane can be seen through the window of the
disembarkation building just being taxied to the passenger disembarkation
ramp leading to the building.
Warrant Officer Taylor and Sergeant Carcha are standing by the exit door
of the disembarkation lobby.
TWO MEN with their FAMILIES and FIVE SINGLE YOUNG FEMALES come
off board the aircraft and into the lobby from the disembarkation exit door.

Sergeant Carcha is holding a roster sheet and begins to announce names.
SERGEANT CARCHA
Captain Jose Ferrer, Nellie Campos, Astrid
Britton, Emily Fischel, Vanessa Ferrer Cruz,
Ms. Scarlett, Mr. Martinez, and Alberto
Leivo if you would please come over here,
we will escort you to your quarters. This is
Warrant Officer Taylor and I am Sergeant
Carcha. You have been assigned to our
crew. The United Nations Peacekeeper use
the English language as the official
language of communications.
Jose McFigueres Ferrer leads his family and the rest of the group over to
Warrant Officer Taylor and Sergeant Carcha. Warrant Officer Taylor shakes
Mr. Ferrer's hand. Jose casually notices that Warrant Officer Taylor is
missing an arm.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
You must be Captain Ferrer? I am Warrant
Officer Taylor.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Yes, I am Jose Ferrer. This is my wife,
Maria and my daughter Vanessa Ferrer. My
apologies in that except for myself, my
family only speaks Spanish.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
It is nice to meet you.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR - ESPANOLA
Es bueno conocerte.
Warrant Officer Taylor turns to MR. ALBERTO LEIVO and his family.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
And, you must be Mr. Alberto Leivo.
ALBERTO LEIVO
Yes, I am. This is my wife Elizabeth and my
son, Magni. Like Mr. Ferrer's family, my
wife doesn't speak English very well. But,
my son has taken English in school, with
good marks!
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR

It is nice to meet you two!
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR - ESPANOLA
El placer es para mi!
His wife Elizabeth nods, while the young man extends his hand to shake in
greeting.
Jose Ferrer's daughter Vanessa Ferrer looks shocked when she notices
that Mr. Lievo's son, is the very same young man, whom she'd met on a
school field trip. The young man turns and smiles at her. Vanessa Ferrer
walks right up to him.
VANESSA FERRER
(surprised)
You've cut your hair! Why did you cut your
hair? I didn't recognize you!
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(sorprendida)
Te cortaste el cabello! Porque lo hiciste?
No te reconoci!
MAGNI LEIVO
Yes. My father requested me to cut my hair
before we left Costa Rica.
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
Si. Mi papa me exigio que me lo cortara
antes de irnos de Costa Rica.
VANESSA FERRER
(bewildered, whispering)
Why, I loved your long hair? Did you tell
your father what we saw up at the lake?
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(Desorientado, susurrante)
Porque, Yo amaba tu cabello largo? No le
dijiste a tu papa de lo que vimos en el lago?
MAGNI LEIVO
(quietly)
Why? Because he is my father and I
respect him. My Father didn't believe me,
when I told him, what we had seen.
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA

(silenciosamente)
Porque? Porque el es mi padre y yo lo
respeto. Mi papa no me creyo, cuando le
conte, de lo que vimos.
VANESSA FERRER
(very softly, sad)
Neither did my father.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
(muy silenciosamente, cansada)
Ninguno de Los dos padres.
The two young adults smile at each other with the eyes of young love.
Vanessa walks back over to her father and mother's side.
Warrant Officer Taylor turns to the five young women, who are standing
directly behind the two families.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
Welcome to Kerguelen Island. Sergeant
Carcha will escort the five of you single
ladies over to the barracks. There is a
briefing this evening at 6 o'clock for all new
arrivals. I will escort the two families over
to family housing. Then I will be taking
Captain Ferrer over to our new flight
simulator. He's going to be our new pilot!
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR'S BRIEFING ROOM - DAY
(CAPTAIN YMIR, JOTUN 1, LOGI, LAUFEY, MIDGARD-LOKI, U.N.
AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR, U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR)
The Jotuns and humans are sitting around the table with a huge monitor
screen showing the Icelandic landscape below, as the spacecraft is flying
low level.
The Jotuns Laufey and Logi walks around the table dispersing some kind
of mushroom shaped object as they hand each of the humans one each.
LAUFEY
To increase your visual perception beyond
the human light spectrum for sight, please
eat. There will be no other effect on your
human bodies.

The human delegates begin to eat their respective sight enhancing
mushrooms.
LOGI
From Jotun eyes, the light elves are quite
visible. Other than observations based on
ancient records from Loki and our own
monitoring various species, we have never
before made contact with this species.
However, for the expeditionary mission,
their invisibility may be an asset.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
You might be right about having invisible
troops. That could come in very handy.
What do these creatures look like? Are
they docile or are they capable of violence?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Except for their transparency, they are quite
Asgardioid and humanoid in shape. They
are an extremely docile species. We are
going to use our retractor beam to some of
their species aboard. Each of you will now
visually be able to see them.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Is Iceland the only place these creatures
exist?
MIDGARD-LOKI
No. Iceland has the largest population of
these little hidden people. They will be
easier to secure here.
A Jotun comes into the briefing room.
JOTUN 1
Captain Ymir, we have a Light Elf village
coming into view. The retractor beam is
ready.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Secure three males and three females.
JOTUN 1
As you request.

EXT. ICELAND - SPACECRAFT STARKADHR -- CONTINUOUS
The Jotun Space Craft hovers over a an area adjacent to an Icelandic river.
There appears to be nothing there, until the retractor beam lightens the
area. A small village of very small houses suddenly appears as if by magic.
Six small figures rise up into the air from under the space craft, where they
are taken into the ship from a hatch located directly centered underneath
the space craft.
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, LIGHT ELF 1, LIGHT ELF 2, SURT, U.N. COSTA RICAN
AMBASSADOR, U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR, U.N. BRAZILIAN
AMBASSADOR, U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR, U.N. RUSSIAN
AMBASSADOR, U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR)
The Jotun leaders and human delegates are just exiting an elevator like
descending room to the lower level of the craft. Each of the light elves are
confined in small tubular glass like containers. The little people are a
transparent red, with black glittering hair and blue eyes.
Captain Ymir adjusts his translator for speech with the light elves.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
Unbelievable! Little people really exist! By
why are the light elves red? I thought they
would be light as in white?
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
What is the Captain doing?
SURT
Our translators will pick up mental and oral
communications for analysis, translation
and counter-communication with this
species. In a moment he will be able to
communicate with them. The light elves
originally were light skinned. There was
some genetic transformational changes
once they came to Midgard. But, that's
another story. These are the light elves!
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
That is an excellent gadget to have.
Captain Ymir stands closer to one of the Light Elves. He provides the
symbol of Utgardian peace and begins to speak.

CAPTAIN YMIR
We come in peace, and mean you no harm.
We need your help!
LIGHT ELF 1
If you come in peace, why do you seize us?
You are not a human nor an Asgardian.
What and who are you?
CAPTAIN YMIR
We are Jotuns from the planet known to
you as Utgard.
LIGHT ELF 1
Utgard? Then you have knowledge of our
ancient home, Asgard? Why has the
rainbow bridge never appear again, after
the great flood, which once caused us to
seek safety in the mountains?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Your species continues a living history of
your past. The rainbow bridge collapsed
long ago, when Asgard was destroyed at
Ragnarok.
LIGHT ELF 1
This we did not know! If we help you, then
how long will you keep us until we are set
free?
CAPTAIN YMIR
The survival of this planet may require your
help. There is a new species which causes
paradox. If they can not see you, then your
help is needed. None of the light elves
have to go on this mission. If you ask, we
will release you this very minute. Please
council with your species. The glass will
open shortly, and you will be free to see our
vessel.
LIGHT ELF 1
Why do those humans look as if they can
see me? There is not a human a live that
can see such as we!
CAPTAIN YMIR

We provided them with the ability to see a
new ally. Their survival depends on your
help too!
LIGHT ELF 1
No promises! I shall council the others to
see what they say. And, you guarantee,
that if we ask, we will be set free?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Yes.
Captain Ymir steps back and walks over to a near by control panel. He
pushes a few of the buttons. The glass like tubular holding areas suddenly
open up. Little humanoid like creatures not taller than three feet suddenly
hop out and the first light elf immediately starts telling the others what this
is all about.
LIGHT ELF 2
I am the eldest of the light elves! And, it is
me, who you should have been speaking
with, Utgardian. We are a species of peace,
if peace among humans can ever be. Does
our help, require us to kill, such as
humans? If so, then you may release me!
CAPTAIN YMIR
I beg your forgiveness for not recognizing
the protocol of your species, eldest of the
light elves. And, the answer to your
question is no. You will not be required to
kill any species. We are searching for a
Utgardian weapon, that an alien species
has seized. We need the light elves to
search and dismantle the weapon if found.
That is all!
LIGHT ELF 2
Oh, now that is a different matter! And,
what happens if these creatures can see the
light elves in such a manner as your
species?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Then, if peace is not secured, they may eat
you!
LIGHT ELF 2

And, if we don't help?
CAPTAIN YMIR
The aliens will most probably destroy this
planet named Midgard and your entire
species, along will all of the other species
of this planet. There is not much time until
the space time continuum cross-roads of
destiny's time arrives.
LIGHT ELF 2
This is a very serious matter! I am only the
eldest of this group you seized. For such
serious matters, as this, council of the
eldest of the eldest elders is required.
CAPTAIN YMIR
With the help of the light elves or with out
the help of the light elves, this mission will
proceed. There are four destinies or more
that may come about. The natural destiny
of this planet, is its destruction which will
happen very soon, if we don't try to alter the
future. What kind of offer can we make for
your vital assistance?
LIGHT ELF 2
Let me council with the others and I will
give you our answer.
The SECOND LIGHT ELF rushes over to the others. Whispers to and fro
continue between them. Strange shocked and grim looks come over their
faces.
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
Captain Ymir, what are you saying to them,
and why is this taking so long?
CAPTAIN YMIR
We are asking a seized group of light elves
to help us, which may cost them their lives.
They are a very peaceful species and abhor
killing. This is a very delicate matter for
them. Give them some time. They have
many fears and this situation is new to their
thoughts.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR

Captain Ymir, I don't see what difference
their help will make. You're telling me that
a whole bunch of different destinies and
futures exist and no matter which one,
nations of humans are going to die and our
planet will cease to exist. What the hell
future is there with hope? The one we
create right now? Is that what your telling
us? We have to change the present right
now, to alter the future? Correct?
CAPTAIN YMIR
I understand your concerns. We Jotuns
knew of the light elves existence as an
intelligent and crucial species. Their help
was not sought in all three futures, which
we have foreseen. This means, that we are
changing the present which will or can alter
the future! Therefore, they are needed! If
the yggdrasil of Midgard is altered, it will
alter the Jotun yggdrasil just enough to
eradicate life on our planet. I will try
anything and everything in my power to try
and secure the safety of this world and our
world.
U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR
Now that makes sense!
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
Okay. I agree!
Light Elf 2 comes up to Captain Ymir.
LIGHT ELF 2
(sadly)
Hope for the future is pretty grim without
our help, isn't it?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Yes!
LIGHT ELF 2
We will help you! The vote was six to zero,
in the name of peace and survival!
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.R.D.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - CONTINUOUS

(CAPTAIN COLLINS, GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT
MCGREGOR)
An Australian military transport lands on the airfield and is taxied over to a
small military style parade of U.N. Peacekeepers which was prepared for
the arrival.
A ramp is brought over to the plane which leads to a long red carpet. U.N.
Peacekeepers line both sides. Captain Collins is there to greet the new
High Command Commanding Officer General Borsson of the small
Peacekeeping Rapid Deployment Force.
As General Borsson, reaches then end of the red carpet, with his AIDE, and
SIX other new AUSTRALIAN PEACEKEEPERS, including some of their
FAMILIES who are subordinately following him, Captain Collins and the
General exchange salutes.
She hands him a manila envelope during her greetings.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Welcome to Kerguelen Island General. I am
Captain Collins, at your command. We'd
just received some photographic material
you'd requested before you left Australia.
The situation looks very serious.
The General opens up the envelope and starts to review a group of
numerous military photographs.
An expression of deep concern races across his face.
GENERAL BORSSON
(surprised shock)
What the hell kind of creatures are those?
CAPTAIN COLLINS Those
creatures are the aliens we'd encountered
in the North Atlantic on our first
expeditionary mission. A full report is on
your desk!
GENERAL BORSSON
Get me up to my new office immediately! I
want every kind of information, we've got
on these aliens!
CAPTAIN COLLINS

Yes sir! I believe I have provided that
already, including the new orders for our
second expeditionary mission.
GENERAL BORSSON
Orders?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
United Nations High Command, from the
Secretariat General himself. He and many
of the U.N. Security Council ambassadors
will be arriving here sometime today! I was
told to have you briefed as soon as you
arrive.
GENERAL BORSSON
Excellent! Have your men show my staff
their quarters.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, sir!
GENERAL BORSSON
Staff Sergeant McGregor!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yes, sir?
GENERAL BORSSON
I want everyone on my staff, in my office in
a half hour! And, everyone should expect
to work late.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yes, sir!
General Borsson and Captain Collins break off from the rest of the
General's staff, as she escorts him to his new office. They continue to talk
along the way.
GENERAL BORSSON Captain
Collins, how many of these new spacecraft
which travel oceanic, space and air, do I
command?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Six sir! I am preparing the rosters for craft
assignment today.

GENERAL BORSSON
I started out in the military as a jet fighter.
I'm going to pilot one of these ships myself.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes sir! Captain Jose Ferrer from Costa
Rica just arrived earlier today. He's over at
the SSA simulator right now. These
spacecraft are very easy to pilot with top
technology and maneuverability!
GENERAL BORSSON
Excellent. I think you and I are going to get
along just fine!
The two reach the building where the new General's office is located. The
office building is located off to the side of the airport runway, adjacent to
the airport building. They enter the building door.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
A general doesn't have to walk too far to get
on an airliner here, does he?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
No sir! Port-aux-France is still a pretty
small city!
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR - OCEAN NEAR KERGUELEN ISLAND-AFTERNOON
The Jotun spacecraft Starkadhr hovers over the ocean near Kerguelen
Island. The retractor beam descends into the ocean and THREE huge
NIDHΦGG are retrieved from the ocean up into the spacecraft.
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, LOGI, LIGHT ELF 2, MIDGARD-LOKI, NIDHΦGG 1, 2, and 3,
SURT, SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N. AMBASSADORS AUSTRALIA,
COSTA RICAN, U.S.A., CANADA, CHINA, BRAZIL, EUROPEAN UNION,
SOUTH AFRICA)
The Jotun leaders, human delegates, and light elves are descending back
down to the lower level from the elevator like room, whose door opens.
The lower level is now one huge large tank filled with sea water and holding
the sea serpent like creatures.

There is barely enough room for the Jotuns, humans, and light elves to
stand between the glass and the outer section of the lower level.
Captain Ymir and the other Jotuns adjusts their translator-communicators.
The Jotuns have some additional translator-communicators which they
first adjust then hand out to all of the human delegates, and light elves.
The human delegates and light elves remain silent as observers but can
actually here the communications between the various species.
SURT
Nidhφgg, where are the seven others of
your team? What have learned of the alien
colonies on your mission?
NIDHΦGG 1
Aliens cruel, no tolerance for classifications
of subspecies. Nidhφgg species enslaved.
Much information learned. We must go to
Utgard for safety! Extreme Danger here!
War if no peace is established with
humans!
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Excuse me Ymir, I have to ask this
question. Nidhφgg, who is alien leader?
NIDHΦGG 2
Zy. Each colony has own leader. Zy is
leader of colony.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
(speaking out loud)
I wonder if this means that similar to
humans, as we have nations here on earth,
they have differences?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Nidhφgg, what is their population? How do
you know war is coming?
NIDHΦGG 3
Billions. Aliens staging large weapons and
warriors near shores of many continents for
invasion soon!
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR

I am not sure if I believe this information.
Nidhφgg, are you telling us there are
billions of aliens under the sea for
population?
CAPTAIN YMIR
The analytical statistical mental capacity of
the Nidhφgg is pretty close to the capacity
of a modern human computer. This is why
they were sent on this mission.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Thank you Captain. But, I want to hear this
one more time! Nidhφgg, are you telling us
that the alien population under the oceans
is billions?
NIDHΦGG 3
Seven Billion, two hundred and fifty million
aliens exist in Midgard's oceans.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
Holy Shit! I have a few questions.
Nidhφgg, where do most alien colonies
exist? Do they congregate, live close by
each other? How can so many aliens many
travel and move weapons? Is alien
population all warriors?
NIDHΦGG 2
Less alien colonies near polar regions.
More colonies near equatorial and tropical
regions. Everywhere. Nidhφgg enslaved
species used as transport. Millions!
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
Are you telling us, that there are millions of
your species which exist here on earth?
NIDHΦGG 2
Five million Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand
Nidhφgg exist on Midgard enslaved. One
hundred Nidhφgg freed. Forty still live.
Accidentally attack us. North Atlantic. Free
Nidhφgg always hide and attack aliens. We
make peace! They understand too late, we
are not controlled by aliens.

CAPTAIN YMIR
That makes sense. The first expeditionary
mission set some Nidhφggs free, which
was estimated to be about one hundred of
them. Once, they were released from alien
mental controls, they held us counter
attack. In one year, less than half still live.
The Nidhφgg are still active.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
If this information is correct, we are going
to have to contact the Kremlin. Mass
population relocation to the polar regions of
our nation is going to be required. And,
Stalin's strategy will have to be
implemented for the sake of Russian
survival.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Stalin? What the hell did he do, except kill
twenty million of his own people?
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
He won the war and life for one hundred
and fifty million other Russians. It's a
matter of military strategy. They had more
bullets, tanks, and weapons than we did.
So, he used our population to as targets
until the enemy ran out of supplies and
bullets. Then we counter-attacked and we
victorious! How do you propose to fight
seven billion warriors, who have five time
the energy and speed of the common
soldier and both have weapons? Shear
numbers would win over an army unless
the entire population is the army!
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
Do you know what you're saying?
U.N. BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
I think our President is going to have to
contact both the Argentine and Chile
governments for a possible mass Brazilian
population relocation to the Southern most
polar region, including the Antarctica.

SECRETARIAT GENERAL
This information is not good. Maybe that is
why Captain Rama was released unharmed
with the message of Peace and immediate
contact with humans! We have at least one
Zy leader, who is trying to avoid a war!
CAPTAIN YMIR
I agree! He is probably the only alien leader
who has had contact with humans under
terms of peace, where humans fought back
causing injury to the aliens and survived.
The North Atlantic is the most probable
place to find our Star Blaster, as they used
the outer emblem of our ship to seal the
original entrance of their city. So, it is this
leader, who may be the most crucial leader
of the aliens.
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
I am going to communicate with our
President for an evacuation plan for Costa
Ricans to the Northern regions of Canada.
May I presume that it will be Canada's
position to accept all refugees from all of
North America? We have no army nor any
military weapons and the first invasion has
occurred on our soil. If a war escalates, it
will mean the survival of our people!
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
Do you know what you're asking? You
can't presume anything like that, nor can
any other nation! This is a question for our
Parliament.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
I think we better seek some kind of Peace
before advising our governments to
prepare for an attack by seven billion alien
warriors. In the worst case scenario, under
these circumstances, Canada won't need to
seek any permission from your Parliament,
because we will annex Canada to secure
the survival of our nation. We may have to
nuke our own shoreline and pull our entire
population back from the coasts! This is a

very dangerous situation! These creatures
have about the same population as our
entire species. Depending on their attack
plans we could be put into a position of
continually bombing a never ending
attacking army on our shores. It sounds
like these aliens live in some kind of ant
colonies, but under the ocean.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
Precisely!
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
But, what is so critical that these creatures
would attack the surface world now?
U.N. SOUTH AFRICAN AMBASSADOR
Food! The oceanic fish are almost
depleted. It all makes sense. Some nations
have no fish at all anymore. Others, like
Russia still have salmon. The Nidhφgg
mentioned there are more colonies around
the equatorial and tropical regions of the
ocean. These creatures like warm water. If
you notice the oceanic currents traveling
just south of Iceland. Those currents come
from the tropics like a river along North
America. I'll bet where the colder currents
are, there aren't any alien colonies. Just an
opinion and observation, not based on any
actual facts.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Then our sarcastic conversation about
offering some kind of food program in
exchange for peace with the aliens, has
some merit, as long as it's not human?
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
I think you might be right! We can send the
expeditionary mission with food and see
what happens.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
We don't have many options available and
these don't have much tolerance for talking

about various alternatives. We take them
food!
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
That is like giving these creatures a tribute!
We have enough food, but we have to
establish some kind of barter or trade with
them. We are not a subspecies of this
planet!
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
Fifty years ago, it was said, we couldn't
feed the population of the world. The
population has doubled and tripled, and yet
we found away. Considering the alien
population is equal to our own, we would
only have to double our output of food
production. It might work!
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
I agree with the food program. We send our
emissaries with lots of different kinds of
food and a counter message of peace.
Then, we can find out what food they like
most, besides humans. We have just filled
the warehouses of Kerguelen Island with
food, so there's no problem trying.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR
I agree with the Secretariat. A food offer for
peace.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
And if there's another alien invasion or
attack because a different Zy doesn't want
peace? What do we do then?
U.N. EUROPEAN UNION AMBASSADOR
Stall for time, so we can evacuate our
peoples to safety until peace can be
established. That's what!
U.N. COSTA RICAN AMBASSADOR
We can place tons of food on the beach!
But what do they eat besides us?
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR

With a military defense line right behind the
food! It is worth a try!
MIDGARD-LOKI
I have been silent listening to alternatives
for peace. I concur with the food program
for peace. The North Atlantic alien
stronghold is our best chance to find and
destroy the weapon of mass destruction of
this planet. We must not forget that were
Utgardian captives observed in the North
Atlantic. We seek their release. We shall
have to counsel with the Expeditionary
mission to be assured they attempt to
address all of the issues we have
counseled on.
Light Elf Two turns to Captain Ymir.
LIGHT ELF 2
Captain Ymir. The situation you explained
to us, is much worse than we first thought.
If we can help we will.
CAPTAIN YMIR
If there are not any more questions for
Nidhφgg, then we should proceed to
Kerguelen Island. I must return Surt to
Jotunheim to begin the evacuation for the
fourth destiny.
LIGHT ELF 2
Fourth destiny? What is that?
CAPTAIN YMIR
That is a planet where we will evacuate
many of Midgard's species to assure their
survival should war prevail over peace!
LIGHT ELF 2
And, there are no aliens there?
SURT
No.
Light Elf Two huddles with the other five elves then comes back with a
request of Captain Ymir and Surt.

LIGHT ELF 2
We will help you with all that you require of
us. But, after the mission, whether
successful or not, we six will chose this
fourth destiny as our destiny on the very
first vessel leaving after we return from our
mission.
SURT
Agreed!
CAPTAIN YMIR
It seems our Light Elf friends do like to take
too many chances outside of a peaceful
existence.
LOGI
Very wise decision, for these little hidden
people!
CAPTAIN YMIR
We are ready to land at Kerguelen Island.
Let's return to the main deck for landing.
The Captain pushes a button on the wall, which opens the door for the
elevator like room to take them topside.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - MOMENTS LATER
(MIDGARD-LOKI, SECRETARIAT GENERAL)
The Jotun spacecraft Starkadhr descends onto the runway. The eight legs
of the vessel touch down on the runway, as the landing ramp almost
simultaneously descends. The hatch door opens. Midgard-Loki, the Light
Elves, the Secretariat General, U.N. Ambassadors, translators, and aides,
walk out of the space craft and on to the landing field.
The landing ramp retracts back into the spacecraft and the hatch door
closes.
The GROUP of LEADERS are welcomed by U.N. Peace keeper greeters and
escorted towards a some official vehicles to take them to their new
headquarters.
Starkadhr ascends up into the atmosphere. Hovers for a second and
disappears into the cosmos.
INT. U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR'S OFFICER QUARTERS -- LATER

(U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR, U.S. PRESIDENT)
The U.N. American Ambassador just dials a number as he sits relaxed at
the desk provided in his quarters.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
Mr. President. There is an extremely grave
and disastrous potential for an alien
invasion of our shores if this peace mission
does not succeed.
U.S. PRESIDENT (O.S.)
How bad is that?
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
We are going to try a second attempt to
contact the aliens with a food for peace
offer. The aliens may be in possession of a
weapon which can destroy the world if we
attempt to attack and exterminate them.
They are massing both warriors and
weapons just off the shores all over the
world and more than likely the United
States and Canada.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Hold on a minute! This is more serious
than I anticipated. I have to get my Chief of
Staffs and Homeland Security in here!
INT. OVAL OFFICE - WHITE HOUSE, U.S.A. -- LATE AFTERNOON
(CABINENT OFFICIALS 1, 2, and 3, HOMELAND SECURITY OFFICIAL, TWO
SECRET SERVICE AGENTS, U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR, U.S.
PRESIDENT, U.S. GENERAL CHIEF OF STAFF)
The PRESIDENT places his hand over the telephone and starts shouting
orders. TWO SECRET SERVICE AGENTS are on duty standing by the door.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Get the Chiefs of Staffs in here immediately
and contact Homeland Security. We have a
threat of imminent invasion. Red alert!
TWO SECRET SERVICE AGENTS
(simultaneously)
Yes Sir, Mr. President!

The two agents rush out the door of the President's Oval Office. The
President turns and pushes the speaker controls for conference calls
where everyone in the Oval Office can hear the conversation.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
Did you call back our naval forces?
U.S. PRESIDENT
Yes, I did, but your information was quite
vague. Now your telling me that the
situation may be disastrous. Fill me in on
the worse case scenario.
A LARGE GROUP of high ranking MILITARY GENERALS and ADMIRALS
rush into the Oval Office, along with MANY other high ranking CABINET
MEMBERS, who over hear the President's and U.N. American
Ambassador's remarks. A grim look spreads across their face as they
comprehend the extent of the emergency.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
The alien colonies of the ocean exceed
seven billion warriors and over five million
biological troop carriers massing along the
shores all over the world at this very
moment.
U.S. PRESIDENT
What the hell are you telling me? That's
seven times worse than trying to invade the
Chinese mainland! What kind of weaponry
are we up against?
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
Mr. President there is more serious news
than this! The aliens if we attempt to
exterminate them, have a weapon of mass
destruction, called a Star Blaster, which can
destroy the entire world if we try to
exterminate them. The main weaponry of
the aliens are extremely sophisticated types
of lasers, laser artillery, and laser blasters,
not withstanding the facts that these
creatures are five times stronger and faster
than humans.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Do you have any suggestions?

U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
I'm not the President. It has been
suggested that there are fewer alien
colonies in the northern polar regions and a
mass evacuation of the population should
begin immediately. We plan to send out a
second expeditionary force to make contact
with the North Atlantic alien leader,
bringing mass amounts of food as a peace
gesture. This specific leader is responsible
for the return of Captain Rama with the
message that contact with humans is
critical for peace.
U.S. PRESIDENT
What time frame are we looking at for a
possible alien invasion?
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
The time frame is unknown. Yesterday and
the day before, alien warriors in the tens of
thousands, have seized a couple of pacific
islands and in Costa Rica there are reports
of the alien life forms taking human
captives. There is another report indicating
that each alien colony has their own leader,
which means just like nations, we may have
to deal separately with them. On the other
hand, this contradicts the mobilization of
such a large invasion force. There has to
be some kind of co-ordination. Each alien
encounter however, the word peace, in
conjunction with Kraken, was been cited by
the aliens with the message that contact is
crucial with humans.
One of the officials in attendance is the Homeland Security Official.
HOMELAND SECURITY OFFICIAL
There are no reports of any strange activity
on our coastal shores from Alaska to
Florida. Are you sure the figures your
providing are accurate?
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
I am telling you they are massing
underwater on the Continental Shelves. I

suggest you secure some satellite photos
or send some kind of submarines down
there and check it out before we have to put
our entire population on the front lines!
U.S. PRESIDENT
Keep us updated on the expeditionary
mission's success or failure for peace in
exchange for food. I sure as hell hope they
like some other kind of food better than
humans! I will handle the preventative
defense matters from here, on a worse case
scenario basis.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR (O.S.)
Yes sir, Mr. President. I strongly urge
preparations for a mass evacuation towards
Canada, massive food placement near the
coasts and a military line of defense. Those
are some of the United Nations
recommendations.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Noted. Thank you for you update.
The President hangs up the telephone.
U.S. PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
Okay. You heard the man, seven billion
alien warriors preparing for an invasion and
staging their weapons and personnel on the
continental shelf just off both of our shores,
with a weapon of mass destruction which
can destroy the world if we engage in a
prevailing counter attack of suicidal mutual
total destruction. Your my team, so tell me
how do we prepare and what do we tell the
nation?
HOMELAND SECURITY OFFICIAL
We have a million man army with the latest
technological weapons. But, you're talking
a seven billion enemy that is stagging or
has staged their troops in position for an
attack right under our noses. We'd better
pray for the food for peace talks to work
into some kind of treaty and stall for time!

CABINENT OFFICIAL 1
We have zero tolerance of terrorists and
criminals. This goes for aliens too! We can
contain them on our shores, but its going to
take some constructive military planning
and the possible mobilization of the entire
population. We can move government
functions up north.
CABINENT OFFICIAL 2
We can mobilize eight million prisoners
over night. Arm them and put them on the
west and east coast shores with an
amnesty for volunteers.
CABINENT OFFICIAL 3
Hell, they'd turn on us or run! We can't give
felons guns and expect them to fight seven
billion enemy warriors. They can't be
trusted and they'd run! That's why we have
pre-classifed them as terrorists.
U.S. PRESIDENT
I'm going to have to void out Secret
Executive Order 1321 if we do that!
HOMELAND SECURITY OFFICIAL
What order is that?
U.S. PRESIDENT
In case of any invasion against the U.S.
home land, there is an Executive order to
have all confined felon prisoners executed.
They are potentially dangerous and may
side with the enemy as well as lead to
claims of human rights abuses with
potential witnesses if ever the U.S. were to
be defeated and war trials take place.
CABINENT OFFICIAL 1
I go along with the amnesty offer, with one
condition.
U.S. PRESIDENT
What's that?
CABINENT OFFICIAL 1

We prepare a second line of defense and if
any of the classified undesirables retreat,
we shoot them! This will assure they will
fight! Up against the odds, they're going to
die so we hit two birds with one stone! We
exterminate our undesirables to protect the
rest of our citizens as well as stall for time
to prepare for a counter attack with a
stronger second line of defense!
U.S. PRESIDENT
That's eight million, plus one million
military. We still too far away in numbers.
What else?
CABINENT OFFICIAL 2
We keep falling back, from the time we set
up the first line of defense where we route
our population in a Northerly direction from
the center of the nation, while still
maintaining civilian replacements as
needed. This will stall for time, and as the
aliens advance we bomb the hell out of
them. I don't think we have a choice.
CABINENT OFFICIAL 3
What about permission from Canada? We
will need to secure that for such a massive
evacuation.
U.S. GENERAL CHIEF OF STAFF
There is no permission needed from
Canada on something this major. We just
do it! The same thing goes for the aliens, if
they are mobilizing just off shore. We
attack first! I read some of the reports
about these sea monsters. They eat
humans, like we eat chicken. And, the food
we offer, just might not be the food they
want. Seven billion alien mouths to feed.
That is why their situation is critical. It's my
opinion, we are their food and any peace
with these creatures, will mean we will be
filling their bellies with our souls!
U.S. PRESIDENT

I will contact their Prime Minister. We are
going to have to have some kind of a
television announcement that is a very
stern demand for mandatory national
mobilization. We have over two hundred
and eighty million citizens. And, even that
might not be enough.
CABINENT OFFICIAL 3
If we don't have some kind of defense line
prepared, those creatures will walk right in
and take over.
U.S. PRESIDENT
We keep this low key for right now to avoid
public panic. Contact all arms
manufacturers for every weapon available
and distribute them to everyone. Send in
military units to seize everything in every
warehouse. Contact prison officials and
inform them of an extreme national
emergency requiring an amnesty for every
single felon whose willing to take a weapon
and maintain our first line of defense.
Those who refuse to volunteer are to be
shot. Officials and prison officials are to
seize every bus, truck or method of
transportation for prisoner transport to the
front lines. Set up check point perimeters to
arm all the prisoners, while we set up a
second military controlled defense
perimeter. At the front line check points the
prisoners will be notified of my standing
orders as Commander and Chief. The
military is to shoot any prisoner who
retreats! Get every naval vessel out to sea
tonight, fully armed. Every military ship is
to monitor and scout any potential
undersea buildup. All military leaves are
canceled! Make sure there is evacuation
plan put in place for all top level
government officials and their families for
relocation to a secure Canadian polar site.
Now, get out of here and get this job done
by the morning sun.
Everyone rushes out of the Presidential Oval Office.

EXT. UTGARD - OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM - TIMELESS SPACE
Two Spaceships are leaving the Utgardian upper atmosphere at great
speed. One of the spaceships is almost one hundred times larger than the
other. Their Trident Emblems are clearly seen, as well as the names
Nagelfar and on the largest Jotun spacecraft, Starkadhr.
The two spacecraft suddenly stop at the twisted wire like Utgardian moon
ring. A beam extends out to the planetary ring. Both, ships become
luminous with a strange glow, which is absorbed by their respective
propulsion systems.
The two spacecraft slowly reposition themselves. Then in a blast of light
the two ships head towards the inner solar system and third planet.
EXT. MIDGARD - UPPER ATMOSPHERE -- TIMELESS SPACE
The Jotun spacecraft Nagelfar enters the atmosphere in an angle for the
South Indian Ocean of Kerguelen Island.
The Jotun spacecraft Starkadhr positions itself for reentry over the nation
of Iceland.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLAND U.S.P.K.F. AIRPORT -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, MAGNI LEIVO, MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA,
SECRETARIAT GENERAL, VANESSA FERRER, VANESSA FERRER ESPANOLA)
Vanessa Ferrer and Magni Leivo sneak off from their new housing area and
walk around the airport exploring their new city and surroundings. The see
the spacecraft Nagelfar descend onto the landing field near by and run over
to see what it's about.
Nagelfar's landing ramp and hatch door opens. Captain Ymir appears. The
two young people are astonished by the appearance of a different kind of
alien who appears to be some kind of ally. They boldly walk up to the
Utgardian.
MAGNI LEIVO
Do you understand us, if we speak to you in
Spanish or English? I speak both
languages. Who are you and where do you
come from?
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA

Entiende si hablamos en espanol o en
ingles? Yo hablo ambos. Quien eres y de
donde provienes?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Yes. I am Captain Ymir. I understand you
no matter which human language you
speak. I am a Jotun from the outer planet
Utgard. We have come to help the human
species deal with the alien creatures who
now threaten this planet.
The two young adults are astonished that this alien knows about other
aliens.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
El sabe tambien sobre Los dos extranos
que vimos! Como puede ser que nuestros
papas no saben?
VANESSA FERRER
He knows about the other aliens that we
saw too! How come our parents don't
know?
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
No se!
MAGNI LEIVO
I don't know!
Vanessa takes a pen and paper from her small purse and begins writing
something. Then, she hands her note to Captain Ymir.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Capitan Ymir, yo y Magni vimos una
creatura extrana con una larga lengua
como serpiente, cuando vivimos en Costa
Rica.
VANESSA FERRER
Captain Ymir, Magni and I saw a strange
creature with a long snake like tongue when
we lived in Costa Rica up at the lake by the
Volcano Poas.
MAGNI LEIVO

No one believed us. If these creatures are
dangerous, Vanessa wants to know if you
can save our friend Emily? She wrote her
address here. She's her best friend and she
really misses her a lot!
Captain Ymir smiles and takes the note.
CAPTAIN YMIR
I will pass your message on to Surt. He is
in charge of human evacuation.
MAGNI LEIVO
Human evacuation?
MAGNI LEIVO - ESPANOLA
Evacuacion de Los humanos?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Yes. Children I must hurry to an emergency
meeting. The evacuation is only
precautionary. Don't worry. Everything will
be fine!
Captain Ymir leaves the young Costa Rican couple for an emergency
meeting with the Secretariat General and High Command.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, JETHRA RAMA, LIEUTENANT DUNDEE, LIEUTENANT
PUTIN, U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS, WARRANT OFFICER Taylor)
An American Airlines Commercial 747 arrives at the Kerguelen Rapid
Deployment Airport. A GROUP of North Americans who are FOUR
FEMALES and THREE MALES disembark, some with their FAMILIES in two,
along with Captain Jethra Rama. One of males is U.N. AMERICAN
OBSERVER LARRY ZERVOS.
Captain Collins, Lieutenant Dundee, Lieutenant Putin, Warrant Officer
Taylor, and Sargent Samford are the greeters and escorts for the new North
American arrivals and Captain Rama.
All of the Peacekeepers rush of to Captain Rama, almost ignoring the rest
of the group.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Jethra, by gosh you made it!

JETHRA RAMA
It's good to see you again Collins! Taylor,
Putin, Samford, and you Dundee. You all
made it?
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Yup, we made it. It's really good to see you!
You get your command back and your
ship's been replaced! And, your crew has
been trained.
JETHRA RAMA
Dundee, I don't know if I can handle another
meeting with the aliens. They're
cannibalistic savagery offers no hope and
little tolerance for the human species.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
But, they kept you alive and let you go with
a message of Peace? We we're shocked
that you survived all of this time.
JETHRA RAMA
You're not anymore shocked than me! I
was kept caged like an animal, with little
visual or audio perception allowed, except
for terror. Peace? The human race's days
are numbered. Those creatures are
dangerously desperate and starving while
their population is growing..
Lieutenant Dundee gives Captain Rama an emotional hug.
Warrant Officer Taylor, makes a joke about the loss of his arm.
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
For some of us, it may have cost us an arm
or a leg, but we made it!
Captain Rama notices Taylor is missing an arm.
JETHRA RAMA
It's good to see you Taylor.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Come on we will take you to your quarters.

Everyone starts to walk with Captain Jethra Rama. The apparent leader of
the North Americans who are practically ignored speaks up.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
(angrily)
Is this the type of respect and protocol a
U.N. Observer and North American's
receive?
Lieutenant Dundee acknowledges the remark and turns around, taking
Sargent Samford in tow.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
My apologies! I am Lieutenant Dundee and
this is Sergeant Samford. We are your
escorts. I presume you are Mr. Zervos. If
you and the others would follow us please,
we will take you to your quarters.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Your presumption is correct! The
individuals who are with me, were specially
selected for this team. And, Captain!
Captain Collins turns around to face U.N. Observer Zervos.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
That's about enough questioning of Captain
Rama. We've debriefed him and the
information he has is not for everyone's
ears!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Well, I will tell you what Mr. Zervos. I was
on that expeditionary mission with Jethra.
And, I will talk to anyone I damn well
please, about any subject that crosses my
mind.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS It's
a breach of national security. If you don't
stop discussing this matter with Captain
Rama, I will report you to your superior
officer and have you imprisoned.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
You do that! And, go fuck yourself! I'm
going to make sure you and your team are
on my roster! And, I'm Captain of the SSA3
and your going to take orders from me! My
first order is for you to keep your damn
nose out of my business! Dundee, get him
and his crew over to their quarters. We
have a six o'clock briefing tonight!
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Yes, Sir!
U.N. Observer Zervos appears humiliated in front of the others and quickly
jerks his head to the side.
Captain Collins walks back over to Jethra Rama and begins to personally
escort him.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT BARRACKS - LATER
(CAPTAIN COLLINS)
Captain Collins has a handful of roster flyers and posts the (Space, Sea,
and Air Vessels) SSA personnel assignment roster list on the barracks
bulletin board. She passes out the rest personally to make sure everyone
knows their assignment. The lists read:
The First Asian Squad for SSA1A are:
CAPTAIN JETHRA RAMA
MASTER SARGENT SAGE
CORPORAL MENG (female)
PFC LIAN
PRIVATE LIN (female)
PRIVATE HUENG (female)
PRIVATE KENTO
PRIVATE RYO (female)
U.N. OBSERVER AH QUIN

SSA1A-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SSA1A-SQUAD LEADER
MAINTENANCE TECH
COM-WEAPONS TECH
MARINE BIO TECH
MEDICAL TECH
WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
MEDICAL TECH
OBSERVER

The Second European Squad for SSA2A are:
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
SARGENT SAMFORD
CORPORAL BLOK (female)
PFC UTTERBACH
PRIVATE MAGNUSSON
PRIVATE MARKUSON

SSA2A-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SSA2A-SQUAD LEADER
MAINTENANCE TECH
COM-WEAPONS TECH
MARINE BIO TECH
MEDICAL TECH

PRIVATE BLAIR
WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
PRIVATE MARCELLI (female) MEDICAL TECH
U.N. OBSERVER SERGI ZHUKOV OBSERVER
The Third North American Squad for SSA3 are:
CAPTAIN COLLINS
SSA3-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SARGENT LAFFIETTE
SSA3-SQUAD LEADER
CORPORAL SIMEL (female) MAINTENANCE TECH
PFC SCHULTZ
COM-WEAPONS TECH
PRIVATE WEEKS
MARINE BIO TECH
PRIVATE BACHMAN (female) MEDICAL TECH
PRIVATE JACOBSON (female) WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
PRIVATE BARNES (female)
MEDICAL TECH
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
OBSERVER
The Fourth South American Squad for SSA4A are:
CAPTAIN JOSE FERRER
WARRANT OFFICER TAYLOR
SARGEANT CARCHA (female)
PFC FISCHEL
PRIVATE CRUZ (female)
PRIVATE SCARLETT (female)
PRIVATE BRITTON (female)
LIEUTENANT LEIVO
U.N. OBSERVER MARTINEZ

SSA4A-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SSA4A-SQUAD LEADER
MAINTENANCE TECH
COM-WEAPONS TECH
MARINE BIO TECH
MEDICAL TECH
WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
MEDICAL DOCTOR
OBSERVER

The Fifth African Squad for SSA5A are:
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
SARGENT SHERMAN
CORPORAL PHETO (female)
PFC DE KOK
PRIVATE MABIKA (female)
PRIVATE TALIT (female)
PRIVATE DE WAAL
PRIVATE MOTSAPI (female)
U.N. OBSERVER MCKENZIE

SSA5A-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SSA5A-SQUAD LEADER
MAINTENANCE TECH
COM-WEAPONS TECH
MARINE BIO TECH
MEDICAL TECH
WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
MEDICAL TECH
OBSERVER

The Sixth Australian Squad for SSA6 are:
GENERAL BORSSON
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
SARGEANT MCGREGOR
PFC PATERSON
PRIVATE STEVENS
PRIVATE LI (female)

SSA6-CAPTAIN-PILOT
SSA6-SQUAD LEADER
COM-WEAPONS SPECIALIST
MAINTENANCE WEAPONS
MARINE BIO TECH
MEDICAL TECH (Bai Li's daughter)

PRIVATE PETITE (female)
PRIVATE FERMIN (female)
U.N. OBSERVER ZUVER

WEAPONS-LANG SPEC
MEDICAL TECH
OBSERVER

EXT. MIDGARD ATMOSPHERE - SPACECRAFT STARKADHR CONTINUOUS
(EMILY)
The Jotun Space vessel Starkadhr appears over the Costa Rican city of San
Jose, Costa Rica. A retractor beam descends over a school play field of
children. The entire field of children and teachers ascends up into the
spacecraft. The Space Vessel sudden disappears from the sky.
The Space vessel Starkadhr appears over Emily's family farm. Emily has
just arrived home from school and is walking up the very long dirt driveway
which separates two of their fields and leads to the house. She is walking
with a new school friend named, Skye and plans to introduce her new
school sister to her parent.
Her father and mother are out in the field working. A couple of cows and
horses are over in the other pasture grazing by a couple of large trees.
Chickens and pigs can be seen near the barn.
Skye, Emily and Emily's parents look up at the strange unidentified flying
object. Fear spreads across Emily's face as she thinks of the creature her
and Vanessa had seen. The girls starts racing towards the house.
Starkadhr's retractor beam literally ascends Skye, Emily, Emily's parents,
as well as the livestock, barn and pasture field up into the spacecraft. The
space craft suddenly disappears from the sky at fast speed.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - CONTINUOUS
(AH QUIN, MAI HER, PRIVATE MAGNUSSON, SERGI ZHUKOV, U.S.
PEACEKEEPER)
Sergi Zhukov and some new European Union Peacekeepers disembark
their commercial airliner. Mai Her, Ah Quin's girlfriend is also on board,
who plans to surprise her boyfriend by finding an expeditious flight to him.
The U.N. Peacekeeping greeter's are listen too and followed by, but ignored
by Zhukov who wears a very grim face, as he talks to one of the European
Peacekeepers.
U.S. PEACEKEEPER
Welcome, Mr. Zhukov. We will show you
and the others, your quarters.

Sergi Zhukov nods one short nod. Then proceeds to talk with PRIVATE
MAGNUSSON who is a midget.
SERGI ZHUKOV
So, what made man of your size, decide to
become a peacekeeper?
PRIVATE MAGNUSSON
Nobody gives short people a chance or
believes that we are very intelligent people.
I am totally committed to Peace. And, since
many consider my size a handicap, I took
this opportunity to show them, that I can do
many things including helping mankind
maintain Peace.
SERGI ZHUKOV
Well son, if ever we needed someone to
help maintain the Peace, this is one mission
where your services are needed.
PRIVATE MAGNUSSON Well,
thank you sir! Who knows why a dwarf
just pops out every once in a while?
It doesn't make us bad people! By the way,
your accent sounds like your from Russia.
SERGI ZHUKOV
Yes, I am. And you?
PRIVATE MAGNUSSON
I am Fjalar Magnusson from Sweden!
SERGI ZHUKOV
Well, Fjalar! It's nice to meet you and have
you on the team!
Ah Quin is races over to his girlfriend, Mai Her, where they embrace with a
deep passionate kiss.
AH QUIN
Darling, you are a dream come true!
MAI HER
I love you so much, I couldn't stand being
in Hong Kong or anywhere else without
you!

The two kiss again, then walk off in a different direction from the rest of the
group.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY - KERGUELEN ISLAND CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, MIDGARD-LOKI, SURT, SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N.
AMBASSADORS AUSTRALIA, U.S.A., CANADA, CHINA , RUSSIA,
EUROPEAN UNION, SOUTH AFRICA)
The Secretariat General is at the podium. Many United Nation's
Ambassadors, translators, and aides are present. A final resolution for a
peace offering of food to the aliens has been decided as well as
contingency plans.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Today decisions for peace are the hope of
our species. The peace offering of food for
the aliens has been unanimously accepted.
I will forward our directives to United
Nations High Command, General Borsson
for immediate action.
U.N. CHINESE AMBASSADOR
The People's Republic of China has
endorsed the resolutions. However, if the
offering of Peace is rejected our entire
nation has been mobilized and ready to
engage any alien invasion attempt.
U.N. AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
The United States of America has taken a
similar approach as the Chinese and our
nation has been mobilized and is on high
alert.
U.N. RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR
Our nation has already implemented a
nation wide evacuation of our entire
population for relocation to our polar
regions. We will accept all refugees
seeking safety.
U.N. CANADIAN AMBASSADOR

Our nation has endorsed the food for peace
plan and Canada will accept all refugees
seeking safety.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
If the U.N. Australian Ambassador would
please come to the podium.
Australia's U.N. Ambassador walks up to the podium. The Secretariat
General hands him a stack of directives.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
(to U.N. Australian Ambassador)
Our new Commanding Officer of the Rapid
Deployment Peacekeeping forces is
General Borsson. I am aware that he is
intensely studying the situation at this very
moment. Would you please take these
directives over to his office immediately.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Yes, Mr. Secretariat. I will do this right now.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Thank you.
The U.N. Australian Ambassador walks away from the podium as MidgardLoki stands up from seating situated behind the podium and the Secretariat
General.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (CONT'D)
I would like to introduce our new
ambassador from Jotunheim, known to us
as Utgard or Neptune, who would like to
make his presentation.
The Jotun walks up to the podium. Behind him is a monitor.
MIDGARD-LOKI
The near future holds extremely serious
problems for the human species. We have
already begun evacuation of flora, fauna,
and humans from Midgard. The Starkadhr
is already on its third return to relocate
evacuees to a new world similar to Midgard
and a fourth future which orbits a sun in our
galaxy.

He turns towards the monitor and points. The monitor lights up with an
image of Surt who is at the commands of Starkadhr. The Spaceship
monitor behind Surt shows the spaceship is just entering the orbit of a new
planet which has a larger moon than the Earth.
Captain Ymir stand up and along side of Midgard-Loki.
CAPTAIN YMIR
We are brothers of the same solar system
and allies in the name of Peace. We are
doing everything we can to secure peace
and alternatives to the destruction of this
planet as well as our own.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Ladies and Gentlemen of the General
Assembly, if our plan for peace in exchange
for food does not succeed, this could very
well be our last General Assembly. This
session is now closed.
INT. GENERAL BORSSON'S OFFICE -- MOMENTS LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, LT. MORRISON, U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR)
The United Nations Ambassador enters the General's Office.
General Borsson, Lieutenant Morrison, and Sargent McGregor are standing
over a strategy table which has been created with all of the informational
layout of the North Atlantic alien colony and oceanic floor and
subterranean caves leading into the city.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
General, here are your directives from the
United Nations for this mission.
The General looks over the first page.
GENERAL BORSSON
What the hell kind of orders are these? I
thought I am suppose to command this
mission?
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
You are! But, the American's have zero
tolerance procedures and laws against
terrorism, human or even aliens. They have
very specific procedures in dealing with

dangerous situations. The U.S. has
required that the American team under their
U.N. Observer Zervos the right to over ride
any foreign orders.
GENERAL BORSSON
And, what's this item? All six vessels must
proceed as one group into the alien landing
area filled to capacity with food? I am
going to make the strategy here! If the
United Nations orders me to seek peace
with a shipment of food in an attempt to
secure Peace. I will do that! But, I will do it
my way! No one knows the dangers of
Peace or war unless they are there on the
battle field! Decisions must be made at the
table or on the battle field, and not before
the events happen. This is why they have
Generals!
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
General, much of the Earth doesn't even
realize how grim the situation is. You're the
General, and we're expecting a miracle! So,
just use common sense and do it the
Aussie way!
GENERAL BORSSON
Thank You Mr. Ambassador! Now, that
gives me a free hand on the situation!
The two shake hands and the U.N. Australian Ambassador exits the office.
INT. U.N. ZERVOS'S OFFICER HOUSING -- CONTINUOUS
(AMERICAN PEACEKEEPERS, CAPTAIN COLLINS, CORPORAL SIMEL,
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS)
U.N. Observer Larry Zervos, CORPORAL SIMEL (FEMALE), PFC. SHULTZ,
PRIVATES WEEKS, BACHMAN (FEMALE), JACOBSON (FEMALE), AND
BARNES (FEMALE) are attending a private meeting at Zervos' housing and
ordered by Mr. Zervos.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS Our
instructions are explicit. We have authority
to overrule any order we don't feel is
appropriate for this mission. We will also
deal directly with the alien leader on behalf

of the United States government. I will do
the negotiations. Weeks, Bachman,
Jacobson, and Barnes after you unload the
food, you are to seek out any human
captives and secure their release,
especially if they are American. Do you
understand?
AMERICAN PEACEKEEPERS
(in unison)
Yes, sir!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Simel, you are to standby in the SSA to
command the SSA by my command, if
necessary. Understood?
CORPORAL SIMEL
Yes, sir! I have extensive training on
similar craft, and have trained on a secret
simulator in Sweden for the SSA'S. If force
is necessary, Collins is no match for me.
Just then, there is a knock at Zervos' door. He walks over and opens the
door. It is Captain Collins with a personal roster sheet for Zervos.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Yes?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
(to Zervos)
Oh, you're still here? Great! Here's the
roster for tomorrow's mission. You will be
the observer on my crew. Ten hundred
hours sharp! That's 10:00 o'clock a.m. in
civilian time!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I will be there!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Oh, I see your guests are the very people I
am looking for. Why don't you give all of
them a muster sheet for tomorrow's
mission.
Captain Collins hands Zervos five more rosters. He takes them.

U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I will do that!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
And, Zervos. On the first expeditionary
mission, I had an American observer.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Yes, I am aware that Mr. Zuver represented
the United States during that mission. But,
he's been classified as a criminal and I'm
not!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
There was a time before he became a
human being, when I had to issue an order
that he either shuts up or one of my men
were to have him shot. Let's not have the
same scenario, play out again! And, Zuver
is not a criminal! He's a husband and father
who's volunteered for a second mission.
This mission, even if we succeed, is going
to be terrifying even if any of us leave the
alien colony alive!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I thought there was a briefing meeting at six
o'clock tonight?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, there is. But that is for the SSA pilots
and the outline of the mission. In fact, I
have to go get ready now.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I would like to be at that meeting with my
group to observe.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
That's between you and the General. If you
show up, all he can say is no. Well, you
have your rosters. For sure, I will see you
tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. and I'd get all of the
rest you can get! It's going to be a long
day!
Captain Collins leaves.

INT. UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING ASSEMBLY ROOM -- 6:00 P.M.
(AH QUIN, ZUVER, BABES, CAPT. COLLINS, GEN. BORSSON, JETHRA
RAMA, MCKENZIE, LT. MORRISON, MAI HER, STAFF SGT. MCGREGOR)
General Borsson, and his entire staff consisting of Lieutenant Morrison,
Staff Sergeant McGregor, Pfc Paterson, Pvt. Stevens, Pvt. Li, Pvt. Petite,
Pvt. Fermin, have prepared the General's presentation. A huge monitor is
visual lit up with a schematic of the Alien North Atlantic colony.
The room begins to fill with the SSA Pilots and those Peacekeepers from
the first mission who take the front row seats which are designated with
name cards. In attendance are, Captain Collins, Alvah Zuver, Koko Kalinski
Zuver and daughter, Kelton McKenzie and Babes, Ah Quin and MAI HER,
Zhukov, Dundee, Sherman, Samford, Taylor, Laffiette, Putin, Carcha, and
Jethra Rama along with their respective families.
The rest of the SSA crew members take the back row seats of the
auditorium. U.N. Observer Larry Zervos and his group of five enter the
auditorium and sit in the back.
GENERAL BORSSON Ladies
and Gentlemen, I am General Borsson
your new commanding officer of the
United Nations Peacekeeping Rapid
Deployment Forces. For those of you who
were on the first mission, I would like you
to share your knowledge of what you
encountered with your comrades and crew
as soon as possible. If you look at the
monitor, you will see they North Atlantic
Alien Colony layout, which we recreated
from the informational data received from
the first mission over a year ago.
P.O.V. ON MONITOR WHICH PRESENTS A SERIES OF SLIDES AND AUDIO
VIDEOS TAKEN FROM THE FIRST MISSION.
CAMERA ON General Borsson.
GENERAL BORSSON
Now, you will see these creatures in action.
Please note the shadowy blurs, which race
across the screen. Those are aliens and
their speed is phenomenal. Over in the
corner of the cavern, you will note they
have large artillery like laser weapons.

CAMERA ON MONITOR showing various attacks by aliens on SSA Crews
taken from their audio visual recorders.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Here you will see, the horrific attack on our
crew members.
Some of the Peacekeepers in the audience scream of fright and are
shocked at peacekeepers being ripped apart and eating on the spot.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
There is only one known survivor, who was
a prisoner for over a year and actually
survived. That is Captain Jethra Rama and
he is here with us tonight!
General Borsson points Jethra Rama out to the audience. Mr. Rama,
fearfully rises. His face breaks out in an immediate sweat. He is scared by
the videos and memories of his captivity but composes himself.
The audience gives a standing ovation in recognition of this feat for
survival.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
These very same alien life forms released
him with a message that they seek contact
to establish peace with humans. Kraken, is
the alien word for Peace. Our mission is
sweet and simple as outlined to me by the
Secretariat General's emergency order
which I just received. We attempt to
establish Peace in exchange for a peace
offering of food and negotiate acceptable
terms for both sides to peacefully co-exist.
And, then we leave with some kind of treaty
in place before war breaks out. There are
just six of our SSA craft going on this
mission. We not an army and we sure as
hell don't have enough fire power or man
power to make this mission some kind of
an attack or counter-attack. Any questions
before I hand out my explicit written orders
to the SSA pilots?
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Sir, who is going to conduct the
negotiations once we get there?

GENERAL BORSSON
That question is answered in my explicit
written orders. Captain Jethra Rama will be
negotiating on our behalf.
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
But, sir? You are the general! Why aren't
you or some civilian representative going to
do the negotiating with the aliens?
GENERAL BORSSON
Good Question! Why Jethra Rama? He
lived with them for almost a year in
captivity. They know him and they know he
is a leader. These aliens have no tolerance
whatsoever, for subordinate humans. If
they mistake a civilian for a non-leader, that
person may be killed and eaten instantly. I
take no chances.
ALVAH ZUVER
General, what if part of the peace treaty
involves providing humans for
consumption?
GENERAL BORSSON
Then, its war! Jethra Rama's orders are
explicit, if that issue is brought forth. He is
to accept their demands and use this
deception to get his crew and SSA craft out
of the alien colony immediately. From this
point, our survival as a species on Earth, is
extremely limited. Information indicates,
that just like we as nations have different
laws and ideologies, so do the different
alien colonies. Except when their very
survival is at stake they have allied with
each other. They have massed alien
warriors and staged their weapons just off
shore of the entire world's coasts.
AH QUIN
General, how many warriors do we estimate
that they have?
GENERAL BORSSON
(grimly, quietly)

It is estimated they have seven billion
warriors ready for the invasion of the upper
world.
The entire audience gasps and faces suddenly appear very grim at this
news.
A young Asian woman on his staff, suddenly realizes the consequences of
the second mission and its success!
PRIVATE LI
General, if we don't meet every demand of
the aliens, we're going to be exterminated
as a species. How can we fight that many
alien warriors if they chose to use their
invasion forces?
GENERAL BORSSON
You're were assigned as part of my staff,
but I don't think we've formally met? You're
Private?
PRIVATE LI
Private Li. General Bai Li's daughter. You
have taken my father's command. My
mother has dual citizenship. She's
Australian and Chinese. Now for the
answer to my question?
GENERAL BORSSON
How can we fight? Man to alien, hand to
hand, and eye to eye! Until one of us are
extinct. That's how! There are about seven
billion humans on this planet.
SERGI ZHUKOV
General. Is there anything else we should
know about?
GENERAL BORSSON
We are all under the most extreme stress
that any human can possibly endure in
seeking to assure the safety and survival of
our nations and our species. If I come up
with something or a new secret weapon
which we can use to prevail before
tomorrow, I will use it and you will have
new orders in your hand before you take

off! And, if that miracle doesn't come forth,
then you take these orders I've written and
follow them explicitly. Each Pilot is
directed not to discuss, show, or share
their written orders with anyone else. There
is a reason for this! If captured, you can
not reveal any information, which could
possibly make the situation even worse
then what it is! Pilots make sure you and
your crews have complied with these
orders prior to take off. We will see
everyone on board their vessels at 10:00
a.m. sharp! This meeting is now adjourned!
The General has six envelopes sealed, which he hands to each of the SSA
pilots.
INT. GENERAL BORSSON'S QUARTERS - LATE NIGHT
(GENERAL BORSSON)
General Borsson is tired and prepares to go to bed. He has his pajama's
on and crawls into bed and turns out the light.
CLOSE IN on the General's sleeping face, which is silhouetted in the
darkness of his room.
A strange dark silhouette of a second person emerges in the room and
appears to merge its form with the body of the sleeping General.
The General now appears to be experiencing some kind of nightmare,
where his eyes open glazed, trance-like, then close. His body twists and
turns, as his head jerks back and forth in his sleep. Quietly he talks in his
sleep.
GENERAL BORSSON
(very soft, sleeping)
What is this?
CAMERA P.O.V. ON borsson DREAM, BEGIN FLASHBACKS:
INT. FEMALE WOMB.
A spermatozoa is penetrating an ova. An unusual colored halo surrounds
the ova as the spermatozoa enters. Little lightning-bolt like electrical
impulses are seen as the newly fertilized egg begins to divide.

DNA strands begin to line up and link billions of strands of genetic code.
One particular set of DNA strands which link up, are unusually longer. An
unusual electrical signal is created at the merging of the two strands,
which literally runs through the entire DNA chain.
The fertilized ovum begins to divide until the appearance of a small human
fetus appears, heart beating.
INT. JOTUNHEIM CRYSTAL DOME - ANCIENT PAST
(GENERAL BORSSON)
General Borsson sees himself with an ancient looking Jotun who offers
him, a strange liquid to drink. He begins drinking a strange fluid, then
sitting under some kind of machine. He screams in pain.
EXT. TOOTHGNASHER-TOOTHGRINDER - ANCIENT PAST
The Ancient Asgardian Warrior Thor is smiling and then turning, as he
proceeds to board his personal spacecraft, ToothGap-ToothGrinder. The
spacecraft ascends with a thunder like blast into the Asgardian
atmosphere.
INT. VALHALLA - VODTHIN'S THRONE ROOM - ANCIENT PAST
(ASGARDIAN MAGNI, GENERAL BORSSON, LIFTHRASHIR)
General Borsson sees himself in strange alien clothes and making strange
remarks to others in his dream as he whispers the words out loud from his
deep nightmarish sleep.
GENERAL BORSSON Take
these two flasks marked with my name and
this third flask to Heimdall immediately.
They contain all of the wisdom of the
mystical Fountain of Knowledge called,
Odtherir. This will allow
genetic visual imprintations of technologies
never before believed. Have Magni take
you in his new vessel Gullfaxi.
General Borsson sees three humans, a young male and a young male and
female who look like identical twins, but brother and sister and another
human being escorted by Heimdall out to the Bifrost landing strip of
Asgard. He sees the young ancient Magni take the three on board and
disappear in the Rainbow Bridge called Bifrost as its light beam engulfs
them in the color spectrum.

The next portion of his dream takes him on another mental journey as the
Rainbow bridge disappears and he's on Earth. His eyes see the spacecraft
land in a small human village and humans taken aboard. He then sees the
spacecraft in the air heading for a huge mountain with a large cavernous
opening very near the top. The spacecraft enters the mountain and lands.
His mind fills with new strange visions, as if he were someone else, when
he is looking at the young twin like female and hears the conversation
between her and someone else, he knows to be the young Asgardian
Warrior, Magni.
ASGARDIAN MAGNI Everyone
we are safe now! Thor's great vessel
ToothGap-ToothGrinder has brought us to
safety. We will wait out the great
rains on this mountain named Gimli.
Magni turns towards the humans and notices the beauty of the young
human maiden who accompanied him on the journey with her twin brother,
named, Lif.
ASGARDIAN MAGNI (CONT'D)
What your name?
LIFTHRASHIR
My name is Lifthrashir.
ASGARDIAN MAGNI
My name is Magni and you shall become
my wife!
General Borsson's mind flash back again, as he turns and twists his body
during the time he relives the events of this uncontrollable nightmare.
GENERAL BORSSON
Fjalar and Galar, I want these new weapons,
the black hole imploders installed on all
Asgardian vessels immediately, starting
with mine first!
General Borsson now sees a strange young man talking to Thor inside of
Thor's ship ToothGap-ToothGrinder, who is laughing as he speaks.
STRANGE YOUNG MAN
You have a loose cable there in the main
feed.
CAMERA END borsson's DREAM FLASHBACKS:

The General wakes up from his dream with a scream. His body is massive
sweat! He turns the light on! The clock reads six o'clock a.m. He stands
up and looks out the window of his quarters. It is daylight.
The General realizes who he is and what he can do!
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Gimli Mountain! The secret weapon! Magni
and Lifthrasir. They married! Now, I
understand!
INT. GENERAL'S QUARTERS - LIVING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER
(CAPT. COLLINS, GENERAL BORSSON, JETHRA RAMA, JOSE
MCFIGUERES FERRER, LT. DUNDEE, LT. PUTIN, LT. MORRISON, STAFF
SERGEANT MCGREGOR)
The General walks over to the telephone and dials a number.
GENERAL BORSSON
Staff Sergeant McGregor?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR (O.S.)
Uh...Yes? Is this General Borsson?
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes. Get Rama, Collins, Ferrer, Dundee,
Putin, and Morrison over here right away!
And, tell them to get their families ready for
a possible emergency journey. They are
not to discuss this meeting with anyone.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yes, sir! I have them over there as quick as
I can!
Within minutes, there is a knock on the General's door to his quarters. The
General opens the door. Staff Sergeant McGregor, Captain Collins, Rama,
and Ferrer; Lieutenants Dundee, Putin, and Morrison, are all present. The
General invites them in.
GENERAL BORSSON
There's been a change in orders. Here are
your new orders. Please read them, follow
them explicitly, and if you have any
questions, ask now!

The General hands each of the pilots their respective new orders, sealed in
an envelope.
The pilots look bewildered over the orders.
JETHRA RAMA
Sir, my orders are pretty much the same! I
am to make contact with the alien leader
and take food and negotiate a peace. But, I
don't understand to proceed towards Mars?
That's outer space.
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes, outerspace! And, I'm not going to be
standing next to you. You're on your own!
I have one oral order for you and your crew,
which supersedes all other orders after you
arrive and fulfill your mission. Get the hell
out of there and get out of Earth's orbit as
fast as your vessel can take you. But, if
you succeed in establishing some kind of
acceptable peace treaty, you contact me
instantly. Is this understood?
JETHRA RAMA
Yes, Sir!
Lieutenant Morrison comes forward.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON Sir,
your orders indicate that I am to pilot the
SSA6 and drop you off at a secret
weapons site. That's understood, but I am
not proceeding to the North Atlantic to back
up Rama?
GENERAL BORSSON
No. You are to return to base, as fast as
you're vessel can take you. Load up all of
the crew members families, friends and
lovers and any human being you can get on
board as fast as you can. Make sure you
get Ah Quin's lady, McKenzie's girlfriend,
and Kalinski's wife and child. Then, with as
many others as you can safely carry, head
for deep space! We will regroup out
beyond Mars.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
Sir, my new orders indicate that I am to take
the Light Elves with me and the North
Americans to find the Star Blaster and
back-up Rama. The little creatures
disappeared right after they arrived here.
General Borsson reaches over and takes a bag of the pills from his night
stand, then gives Captain Collins one of mushroom like shaped Utgardian
pills.
GENERAL BORSSON
The Light Elves are next door. Here take
one of these now and keep the bag of pills.
Remember, to see the light elves, we're
suppose to take one of these pills!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
That's right! Where did you get these?
GENERAL BORSSON
Our Ambassador left them with the U.N.
directives they gave me. So, I tried one,
and when I opened the door next to my
quarters, I realized just exactly who the
light elves are! Remember, if the aliens can
see them, have them hold their tongues and
slowly return to the SSA. That's the deal!
Otherwise, they are going to scout out and
look for the Star Blaster.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Should I give the North American's some of
these pills.
GENERAL BORSSON
No, that's not necessary. You keep them
for yourself! When Captain Rama takes off,
you get your ship out of Earth's orbit and
into outerspace. The North American's
don't need to know this new plan.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
As you command!
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Sir, you want me to take off last. But, prior
to take off you want me to unload some of

the food for the aliens and take on
passengers. Is that correct?
GENERAL BORSSON
That's correct. I don't want any of the two
crews to feel like they have been
abandoned. The other crews don't need to
know, your not going to the Alien colony.
You take, food, crop seed, tools, tents,
medical supplies, and people where you
will head for deep space. Is this
understood?
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE Yes,
sir! I don't understand what your secret
weapon is or the overall plan, but I know
our situation here on Earth is not good.
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
My orders are pretty much the same at
Lieutenant Dundee's. Take off second to
last with everyone's family members and
food, blankets, tools, crop seed, medical
essentials. Correct?
GENERAL BORSSON
That is correct. You and Dundee with make
sure Rama's, Ferrer's and Collin's crew
have their family member's on board. If
there's not enough room, we'll have one
last ship returning after their mission is
complete!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
And, that sir, is my ship!
GENERAL BORSSON That's
correct. Your mission will be to carry one
of the most explosive nuclear devises on
board and detonate it when and
where your orders tell you. We can not take
a chance with putting civilians in harm's
way. Which may seem ridiculous under the
circumstances, but, there is always the
hope, that Rama can secure a peace treaty.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
But, that isn't a secret weapon? What
weapon are you going to secure?
GENERAL BORSSON
There is only one in existence and its best
its secret stays with me. Okay, everybody
has their orders. Be casual with your
crews. If anyone asks to bring someone.
Just say yes and do it! It will save crucial
time later. But, keep this new strategy
totally secret between us. Let's go do what
we gotta do!
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT HANGER -- EARLY MORNING
(MAGNI LEIVO)
When no one is around, Magni Leivo sneaks aboard the SSA6 as a
stowaway and hides in the back of the craft in one of the storage
containers.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT HANGER - MORNING 9:45 A.M.
(ALVAH ZUVER, BABES, CAPTAIN COLLINS, GENERAL BORSSON,
JETHRA RAMA, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, KOKO ZUVER, KELTON
MCKENZIE, LT. DUNDEE, LT. PUTIN, LT. MORRISON, MAI HER, MRS.
ZHUKOV)
The Six Flight Crews of the SSA's arrive with their families and girlfriends
who are there to bid farewell.
Kelton McKenzie is kissing his girlfriend Babes, good bye. Lieutenant
Dundee comes is standing near the couple and overhears the
conversation.
KELTON MCKENZIE
Babes, I am going to miss you sooo much!
Damn, I don't want to leave you.
BABES
I'm going to miss you too Kelton. I'm
scared for you!
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Damn Kelton! As long as she promises to
stay on board, why don't you just bring her
along for the ride!

KELTON MCKENZIE
Are you serious?
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
I'm the pilot and two can fit in your flight
seat! Just keep it quiet and bring her
aboard.
BABES
Oh, thank you Lieutenant!
Babes, gives Lieutenant Dundee a hug and a kiss on the cheek.
Lieutenant Morrison is standing near Alvah and Koko Kalinski Zuver, who
have their little girl with them. Alvah, is hugging Koko, whose crying.
KOKO ZUVER
I don't want you to go Alvah! I know there's
not much time for any of us! I just know it,
and I want this time for us to be together!
ALVAH ZUVER
I know it too! I've dreaded this day! Those
creatures aren't going to negotiate any kind
of peace that we can accept.
Morrison walks up to the two.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
Alvah, if you keep it quiet, you can take
Koko and your little girl on board and show
them around before we go.
ALVAH ZUVER
Seriously?
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
Kalinski was a SSA crewmember before.
It's only proper that she look over one of
the SSA's one last time. Sure go ahead!
Alvah Zuver takes his wife and child aboard the SSA6.
Captain Collins of the SSA3 takes control of her crew expeditiously.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Come everyone! We're the first SSA to take
off. Let's get on board!

All of the North Americans hastily come on board. The hatch door closes.
The small taxi vehicle pulls the craft out onto the runway.
Captain Rama of the SSA1A makes a similar command to his crew.
JETHRA RAMA
Let's go! Everyone on board.
All of the Asians abruptly come on board and prepare for take off. A
second taxi vehicle follows Collins' SSA and pulls Rama's craft out of the
hanger.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Let's go! We're third in line!
All of the South Americans enter the SSA4A and the hatch closes. A third
taxi vehicle follows Rama's SSA out on to the runway.
Everyone is already aboard the General's SSA6 including an unknown
stowaway.
GENERAL BORSSON
Okay, let's close the hatch!
Alvah and Koko are taken by surprise.
ALVAH ZUVER
General, my wife and child are still on
board! I don't want them near that Alien
colony. They have to get off.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
Alvah, the General knows what he's doing!
Just sit back and have Koko and your
daughter sit with you.
GENERAL BORSSON
It's okay, Alvah, this ship isn't going to the
Alien colony. There's been a change of
plans.
KOKO ZUVER
What?
GENERAL BORSSON
You're just coming along for the ride!

A fourth taxi vehicle begins to pull the SSA6 out following Captain Ferrer's
craft onto the runway.
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
Ms. Her. We're about to depart. How would
you like to give us a hand and go for an
adventure?
MAI HER
Seriously? And, meet Aliens?
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
We have a different mission. And, we need
a little extra help.
MAI HER
Sure!
The Lieutenant notices Mrs. Zhukov being consoled by both Mrs. Ferrer
and Mrs. Lievo, who are all crying, as they start to walk away.
LIEUTENANT PUTIN
Ladies, how would like to join us? We can
use your help?
The two South American's don't understand what Lieutenant Putin is trying
to say. But, Ms. Zhukov surprisingly accepts. The other two women walk
away from the hanger.
MRS. ZHUKOV
Anything which can help my husband on
this mission, I will help too!
The two remaining SSA5A and SSA2A begin to quickly unload their cargo
of food and replace most of it with other cargo instructed by the General.
Some of the crew leave the hanger very speedily to seek out crew members
families to bring aboard.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - CONTINUOUS
The SSA3, SSA1A, SSA6, and SSA4A lift off from the Kerguelen runway
and head directly towards the North Atlantic.
EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN ATMOSPHERE -- MOMENTS LATER
The Four SSA are flying in formation towards the North Atlantic over North
Africa.

The SSA4A trails the other three SSA's when it suddenly breaks formation
and changes its positioning to a projectory angle for outerspace flight.
INT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT HANGER - FIFTEEN MINUTES
LATER
The SSA2A and SSA5A are taxied out onto the runway a few minutes after
the other four have departed.
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - MOMENTS LATER
The two SSA ascend from the Kerguelen runway on a projectory course
towards outerspace.
INT. SSA6 - MOMENTS LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, LIEUTENANT MORRISON, MAGNI LEIVO, PRIVATE
FERMIN, PRIVATE PATERSON)
General Borsson is piloting the SSA6 in formation with the other two
SSA's.
The stowaway Magni Leivo comes out of hiding. PRIVATE FERMIN takes
first notice.
PRIVATE FERMIN
Hey, we got ourselves a stowaway!
The entire crew looks around to see Magni Leivo standing up from a
storage container.
PRIVATE PATERSON
What should we do with him General?
GENERAL BORSSON
Bring him up here!
The boy walks up to the General on his own.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Son, what made you decide to stow away
on my ship? If you wanted to come, you
could have asked.
MAGNI LEIVO
A dream!
GENERAL BORSSON
What?

MAGNI LEIVO
I had a dream General. It was very strange,
like I was on another world. But, I dreamed
of a mountain and a hammer.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
(laughing)
Son, that's a pretty strange dream. What do
a hammer and a mountain have in
common?
MAGNI LEIVO
The hammer has some kind of magical
power and the mountain. Gimli.
GENERAL BORSSON
What mountain did you say?
MAGNI LEIVO
Gimli, sir!
GENERAL BORSSON
What's your name son?
MAGNI LEIVO
Magni. Magni Leivo.
GENERAL BORSSON
(exclamation, normal)
MAGNI! Everything is okay! You can sit up
here and check out the view from the pilot's
area!
MAGNI LEIVO
Thank you sir!
EXT. SSA6 OVER EUROPE -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, GENERAL BORSSON)
General Borsson suddenly breaks formation and heads in a North Easterly
direction.
The SSA3 commanded by Captain Collins and SSA1A commanded by
Captain Rama continue on their North Atlantic headings.
EXT. SCANDINAVIA MOUNT GIMLI -- MOMENTS LATER

(ALVAH ZUVER, GENERAL BORSSON, LT. MORRISON, MAGNI LEIVO)
General Borsson slows the speed of the SSA6 and descends, as he
approaches a mountain range in Scandinavia.
General Borsson has landed the SSA6 on top of a mountain somewhere in
Scandinavia.
GENERAL BORSSON
Ladies and Gentlemen. This is where I get
off. On this mountain is our only hope to
neutralize the Alien Star Blaster before it
destroys the earth. Lieutenant Morrison
you take over as the pilot.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
Yes, sir! But, what are our further orders?
What do you want us to do?
GENERAL BORSSON Don't
panic Morrison. Just follow the orders I
gave you earlier. I have a backup plan. If
the Aliens fire the Star Blaster to destroy
the Earth, the secret weapon in this very
mountain, may be able to alter the course
of a habitable replacement for the Earth.
The Jupiter moon of Europa!
Alvah is not quite understanding what the General has planned.
ALVAH ZUVER
(confused)
General, you're not going to strand us here
are you? What are we suppose to do?
GENERAL BORSSON
Lieutenant Morrison, take this vessel and
get your asses back to Kerguelen Island
and evacuate your loved ones to outer
space. If I am successful, Europa will
stabilize in about 40 days, where it can
colonized. Take as much food from the
warehouses as you can. And don't forget
those United Nation's tools and seeds for
crops stored there either! We're going to
need those, if the worst comes!
ALVAH ZUVER

And, if you fail?
GENERAL BORSSON
Well, you will have lived 40 days longer
than anyone else left on Earth. And, maybe
you can make it to the 4th destiny created
by the Utgardians. I don't have all of the
answers to your futures. I only have the
answer to my destiny!
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
General, it's been an honor serving with
you! Okay, we're going back to Kerguelen
Island, and pick up some family and food
for the duration. Then, we're going to wait a
couple months out in space with the hope
that you've succeeded!
The two men salute. The General opens the SSA6 hatch. The young lad
who came aboard, as a stow away stand ups.
MAGNI LEIVO
General, I want to go with you! It was also
in my dream! Remember, the mountain in
my dream is named, Gimli.
The General turns and looks at the young man with a peculiar look.
GENERAL BORSSON
Gimli, you said didn't you?
MAGNI LEIVO
Gimli, sir!
GENERAL BORSSON
Come on son! I think I need a little help
with this mission.
EXT. GIMLI MOUNTAIN, SOMEWHERE SCANDINAVIA -- CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, MAGNI LEIVO)
General Borsson enters the mountain top cavern of Mount Gimli with the
young Costa Rican lad, Magni Leivo. The two walk for several minutes and
there it is, as if it were left parked just yesterday. The Asgardian Spacecraft
ToothGap-ToothGrinder, once owned by the legendary Thor!
MAGNI LEIVO

How did we know it was here?
GENERAL BORSSON
Destiny comes with many futures! We were
genetically programmed with visual
imprintations of a previous life and world
that no longer exists.
General Borsson walks up to the spacecraft and touches an area next on
the spacecraft which instantly causes a landing ramp to extend and the
hatch door to open.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Let's go inside! We got a world to save!
The two enter the spacecraft. Moments later the landing ramp suddenly
retracts and the hatch closes. The twin engines begin to thunder and roar
as the craft lifts off the cavernous floor, with only a few feet to spare.
ToothGap-ToothGrinder almost magically eases itself out of the cave
entrance and hovers in mid air.
INT. SSA6 -- CONTINUOUS
(ALVAH ZUVER, LIEUTENANT MORRISON)
Lieutenant Morrison is at the controls, as Alvah Zuver looks over his
should at this strange craft.
LIEUTENANT MORRISON
I'll be damned! These Generals sure keep
secret weapons in the strangest places!
You know, I believe his plan is to save all of
us that he can, with what he's got!
ALVAH ZUVER
Indeed they do! General's are generals,
because they know all of the weapons
available to win. Let's hope whatever
secret weapon he has on board will
neutralize the alien Star Blaster before they
decide to use it or exterminate the human
race for food!
EXT. WEST COAST UNITED STATES OF AMERICA -- MORNING
(CONVICT 1 and 2, MILITARY OFFICERS 1 AND 2)

Military check points have been set up 50 miles from the Oceanic coasts of
the United States of America, where all branches of military personnel are
indiscriminately handing out every kind of available weapons to bus loads
of convicts who are taking their first steps of freedom from the bus, and
being led into a line for weapon distribution. The released prisoners, who
are on amnesty don't really have any idea of what they are about to get
themselves into.
Mass cars, trucks, busses, and people are on the road coming from the
direction of the coasts.
One check point have hundreds of military personnel distributing weapons
immediately and directing the new convict troops towards the coast!
MILITARY OFFICER 1
Chose your weapon, all the ammunition you
can carry and proceed to the coast!
CONVICT 1
Can't you tell us who the enemy is or how
many there are or how far away they are?
Hell, I've lived around here before, we must
be 50 or 60 miles from the coast.
MILITARY OFFICER 1
I don't know how many there are, or who
they are, but our orders are to distribute
any weapons of your choice, direct you
towards the coast and if you retreat, we are
to shoot you! If you can drive and want to
take a Humvee, truck, or tank or artillery,
they're over there! You'll know who the
enemy is, when you see them!
The military officer points towards a long line of tanks.
The convict, gets a surprised look over his face, while grabbing a L.A.W., a
grenade launching machine gun and masses amounts of ammunition.
CONVICT 1
It must be the damn Chinese! I think I'll just
walk, and let someone else get there first!
MILITARY OFFICER 1
Next!
A moment later.

CONVICT 2
Hey dude, wait up! I decided to walk too!
The first convict turns around and waits.
From a distance Military observers notice the convict stopping rather than
advancing.
MILITARY OFFICER 2
(shouting to soldiers)
There is a convict whose turned to retreat.
Ready, aim....
CONVICT 1
Hey fuck heads hold your fire! I'm not
retreating, I'm waiting for Johnny Rebel to
catch up!
MILITARY OFFICER 2
Hold your fire! He's just waiting!
The second convict catches up. There are groups of hundreds, and
thousands of convicts in front of the two convicts on the road to the coast.
CONVICT 2
Damn, they're not bullshiting are they?
CONVICT 1
Hell no! They were going to zap my ass.
You know a person can disappear with 50
or 60 miles between them and the ocean.
CONVICT 2
I hear that! Who the hell are we fighting?
CONVICT 1
I have no idea! But, they said, we'd know
them when we see them! So, from this
point on, anything that's in front of me and
has a military uniform on, get's their ass
shot off by me! This is our territory now!
EXT. CHINA - EAST COAST - MORNING
Massive air flights are dropping millions of troops near the coast. Tanks,
are pouring in by the thousands, and thousands of aircraft fighters are in
the sky over the coast. The civilians have been being evacuated for hours.

EXT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER SPACECRAFT - CONTINUOUS
The Asgardian spacecraft repositions itself in mid-air. Then, similar to a
bolt of lightning, the spacecraft blasts off from Earth's atmosphere towards
the great void of outer space.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, JETHRA RAMA)
The SSA3 and SSA1A arrive over the North Atlantic and position their craft
for descent into the ocean for travel to the oceanic Alien Colony.
The two vessels dive into the ocean and level their craft out near the
oceanic floor.
The two vessels near the oceanic trench where the Alien Colony entrance
is. They descend down one of the oceanic trench walls.
The two SSA's position themselves for the SSA1A to enter the Trident
Emblem through huge strange bubble of atmosphere which separates the
colony entrance from the ocean depths.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Okay, Captain Rama, go a head and open
the Trident Emblem doorway!
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
Roger! I've got the Utgardian gadget right
here to do just that!
Captain Rama aims and pushes a small Utgardian type devise which is
some kind of remote control activation for opening the huge entrance to
the Alien cave.
The Trident Emblem suddenly opens to expose a very strange bubble like
entrance opening. It appears the opening was the former retractorprotractor beam opening of an ancient gigantic Jotun space ship.
INT. SSA1A -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, JETHRA RAMA, MASTER SARGEANT SAGE, PRIVATE
HUENG, THE ENTIRE SSA1A CREW)
The entire crew is getting ready for this peace mission. They are putting on
their micro audio-visual recorders, preparing their personal weapons, when
Captain
Rama
gives
some
additional
orders.

JETHRA RAMA
Master Sargent Sage. We are going to back
in to the Alien cavern stern first. If you see
anything stranger that what already is
stranger than hell, then get this craft out of
the cave and to safety. There's a final
standing order in the drawer here, which
will tell you where to go. Secondly, turn
this chair around and you cover the hatch
door while everyone is unloading, but do
not leave the SSA1A under any
circumstances. Understood?
MASTER SARGEANT SAGE
Yes sir!
JETHRA RAMA
Private Hueng, you stand by the door, with
your medical bag right there. If there is an
attack, people will be missing arms and
legs. They're going to need immediate
help. And keep a laser blaster on the hatch
from the aft end of the SSA1A, understood?
PRIVATE HUENG
No problem, Jethra!
JETHRA RAMA
Cpl. Meng, Pfc. Lian, Privates Lin, Kento,
Ryo, and Mr. Quin. As soon as I leave the
hatch, do not follow me. Just remove the
food and place it just a few meters on either
side of the door, but leave yourself a
straight shot to the hatch. And, remember,
NO ONE TALKS or even attempts to
yourself, another crew member or talk to
any alien. We are classified as a subspecies. If they do not perceive you as a
leader they will rip you apart and eat you
alive. Understood?
THE ENTIRE SSA1A CREW
(in unison)
Yes, sir! Understood.
Jethra turns on the audio-video monitor for ship to ship communications.

JETHRA RAMA
Captain Collins we are ready to enter.
CAPTAIN COLLINS (O.S.)
Roger. Give me a moment for last minute
instructions, and we will follow you in.
JETHRA RAMA
Roger. Standing by.
INT. SSA3 -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, CORPORAL SIMEL, JETHRA RAMA, PFC SHULTZ,
PRIVATE JACOBSON, SERGEANT LAFFIETTE, U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS)
Captain Collins is making last minute instructions to her crew.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Okay. Last minute instructions. Remember
we are strictly back-up for the SSA1A.
Other than unloading food, we do not
communicate with the alien life forms. If
they do not perceive you as a leader they
will kill you while eating you alive. Don't
stray or follow any alien without my direct
orders to do so.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I thought we had a secondary mission here
to find the Star Blaster? And, where are the
other SSA's? Something's going on that we
don't know about!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
You're right Mr. Zervos. Something is
going on that you don't know about.
SERGEANT LAFFIETTE
Captain Collins, what about our unseen
guests? Where are they?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
They are right here! I am about to instruct
them too.
The SIX LIGHT ELVES are standing up forward near the Pilot's chair.
CORPORAL SIMEL

What's going on here? Light Elves?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
I thought everyone had been briefed on the
Light Elves and their participation with this
mission.
PFC SHULTZ
I don't know anything about Light Elves
either. Do you mind filling us in?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Here eat one of these! Then, you will
understand. I don't have time to explain all
of the new orders. We are to unload food,
stay by our SSA and keep our mouths shut.
Once the food is unloaded. We leave.
During this time, the Light Elves are going
to search for the Star Blaster. Unless, they
can be seen by the Aliens. If that is the
case, then we abort the search and get out
of here!
She hands Private First Class Shultz a pill who pops one in his mouth and
swallows.
Not a moment later.
PFC SHULTZ
(looking down at six elves)
Holy Shit! I see six little people giggling
and looking at me! Okay, Light Elves!
Right!
PRIVATE JACOBSON
Those aren't exactly our orders, are they
Mr. Zervos?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS No.
However, if these little humanoids which
can't be seen by our eyes, can accomplish
the mission. Let them! If they can't
accomplish the mission, then I will issue
new orders.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Mr. Zervos, if you screw up this mission, I
will personally shoot you! Understood?

U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Captain Collins. I have no intentions of
screwing up this mission. We have specific
instructions and a mission to accomplish.
Our procedures are very simple and
explicit. Zero tolerance for our enemies. If
your not with us, then you're against us!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Zervos, I have no intentions of standing in
your way. But, when I decide to leave, and
you fail to follow my orders and your not
here! I will leave you and your crew behind.
These creatures are just as procedural as
you Americans. When it comes to zero
tolerances, I do compromise for the safety
and security of my crew.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Your crew are Americans and I am their
superior. They will do as I say or they will
be imprisoned when they return to the
United States.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Sir, this is a United Nations Peacekeeping
mission. This crew isn't even on American
soil. Is your country going to try and pull
another Zuver situation?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
We have new laws to control our citizens
overseas. They will do as I say.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Oh, I see! You try to impose American laws
internationally, huh? Do you send spies
out to see if your citizen are breaking
American laws when they're in other
sovereign nations which has more liberal
laws or do pay other governments to spy
on your citizens?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Both! I am not here to argue politics with
you. I am here to fulfill a mission.

CAPTAIN COLLINS You're
right! Well, as long as your Americans
unload the food we have on board,
until I leave, then you can do whatever
mission you've got to do!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Agreed. Private Barnes, Jacobson,
Bachman, Weeks, Pfc. Shultz, Cpl. Simel
and Sergeant Laffiette. Once the food is
unloaded. Search for any human captives,
while I negotiate a peace treaty with the
aliens on behalf of the United States of
America.
SERGEANT LAFFIETTE Mr.
Zervos. I am not American. I am
Canadian, whose commanding officer is
Captain Collins. I was on the first
expedition and know what these creatures
are capable of. I will man my weapon and
cover the hatch door!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Sargent, you will do as I tell you!
Sargent Laffiette immediately pulls his weapon and places it at the temple
of U.N. Observer Zervos.
SERGEANT LAFFIETTE
Sir, I told you what my orders are! To fulfill
my orders, I will splatter your brain matter
all over this compartment before the aliens
eat you for breakfast! Comprehendo?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
You've made your point.
Sergeant Laffiette holsters his laser blaster. Both men look at each other
with extreme contempt.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Jethra we are ready to follow you in!
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
Roger! Let's do it!

EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEANIC TRENCH ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE MOMENTS LATER
(MASTER SARGEANT SAGE)
The SSA1A enters the bubble stern first. Private Kento, Master Sgt. Sage,
and Pfc. Lian have their weapons unlocked and ready to fire as the SSA1A
enters.
INT. ALIEN COLONY CAVERN -- CONTINUOUS
Aliens are positioned everywhere, on some type of strange laser like
artillery pieces mounted in various places around the huge luminous
cavern. All weapons are directed at the cavernous opening and on the
SSA1A.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEANIC TRENCH ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE CONTINUOUS
(PRIVATE JACOBSON)
The SSA3 now enters the bubble stern first. Sargent Laffiette, Pfc. Shultz,
and Private Jacobson have their laser blasters unlocked and aimed at all
alien targets as the SSA3 first enters the huge bubble and then descends
down to the cavern floor just forward of the SSA1A.
INT. SSA3 -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, JETHRA RAMA, LIGHT ELVES 1 THROUGH 6)
Captain Collins reminds the Light Elves of safety precautions.
CAPTAIN COLLINS Remember,
if you perceive that the aliens can indeed
see you. Touch the shoulder of the elf in
front of you. That is the signal to return to
the ship. Walk slowly backwards towards
the ship and do not attempt to talk. Or, the
aliens will want to find out if you taste better
than humans. Exit after the last human
leaves this craft. I will be remaining right
here, with a laser blaster in my hand to
protect. Understood?
LIGHT ELVES 1 THROUGH 6
(in unison)
Understood.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
Okay.
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
Captain Collins. I am about to open the
SSA1A hatch and exit.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Roger. We will follow.
EXT. ALIEN CAVERN FLOOR -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, JETHRA RAMA, U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS, ZY)
HUNDREDS OF ALF's come from everywhere in shadowy blurs, and
suddenly form two processions, which makes sort of a path way from each
SSA which merge as one pathway towards their leader Zy. A tunnel
entrance is directly behind the Alien leader.
The hatch doors of the SSA1A and SSA 3 open almost simultaneously.
Captain Jethra Rama exits the SSA1A first. He walks a short distance then
stops, to place himself between the alien leader and his crew. His crew
begin to unload the food a few meters away from their vessel, which is
intended as a peace offering for the aliens.
The alien leader and warriors intently and curiously watch the humans
unload their cargo.
U.N. Observer Zervos exits the hatch first from the SSA3. He walks out and
observes what Captain Rama has done and proceeds out to a similar
distance from the SSA3. His crew exits and step a little aside as the six
light elves exit the SSA3. Then, the crew begins to unload the food.
The alien leader and warriors intently watch the humans unload the second
ship simultaneously with the first vessel.
The Alien Leader motions the two humans forward by pointing his arm,
and a swirl of his wrist.
The Light Elves very slowly walk towards but way behind U.N. Observer
Zervos.
Jethra Rama proceeds directly up to the Alien Leader Zy. U.N. Observer
Zervos follows his lead and comes up and stands next to Jethra Rama.
Jethra maintains his composure.
Zy's long snake like tongue protrudes out and his second mouth speaks.

ZY
Kraaaken. Peace! Rama you come back?
JETHRA RAMA
Peace! Kraken. I come as leader of
humans. Talk Peace.
Before U.N. Observer Zervos can say a word, suddenly, the Alien Warriors
surround the Light Elves, who are half way between Zervos and the SSA3.
An Alien Warrior grabs one of the male Light Elves and bites the upper
portion of his body off, chewing with a crunching sound, the instantly dead
Light Elf.
Jethra notices the commotion and turns to see. There is nothing there.
Then he realized the Light Elves must be visible to the Aliens.
JETHRA RAMA (CONT'D)
Little humanoids not food. Leaders of other
human species!
Zy looks towards the Light Elves. With a hissing sound and a twirl of his
wrist, somehow orders the Alien Warriors to stand back from the remaining
Five Elves.
The last of the five elves touches the shoulder of the one in front, who in
turn touches the next one until all are notified to back up and return to the
SSA3.
They begin to back up.
ZY
Why little humanoids return to ship and not
come before Zy?
JETHRA RAMA
Death. Little ones mourn death. They will
return. I bring peace offering of new food
for you!
ZY
Where is foooood?
Jethra turns and points to boxes.
JETHRA RAMA
There! Inside much food. Humans can
supply food. Trade for peace.

ZY
Much energy. Much food needed. Peace
with humans is critical for our survival.
Zy looks again at the containers being unloaded. He makes a swirling
motion. One of the warriors close by picks a container and brings it before
Zy.
Zy opens the container. It filled with large jars of peanut butter. Zy opens
the jar and taste the nourishment by his second mouth going down and
biting a glob of the peanut butter out of the jar.
ZY (CONT'D)
Foooood? Food sticks in mouth.
JETHRA RAMA
Good protein food. Name Peanut butter.
Humans supply much food to Zy for peace.
U.N. Observer Zervos whose listening to the negotiations begins to speak
to Zy and point to himself.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Peace! Kraken. I am a human leader! We
trade food for peace.
ZY
Name?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
My name is Zervos. I represent all humans
of the United States of America. I come in
Peace. Kraken. Food for Peace. We trade
food for human captives and peace.
U.N. Observer turns and points to the containers by the SSA3.
Zy hisses and makes a swirling motion. A second Alien Warrior picks up a
container and places it before Zy. Zy opens the container. The container is
filled with large jars of Pineapples. Zy opens one jar. His second mouth
extends out and bites into the pineapples. A scream screeches out of his
second mouth, which has spit the pineapples out. Zy throws the jar
breaking it and splattering the contents.
ZY
No Foooood. Not Gooood.

U.N. Observer Zervos tries to hide his intense fear. He urinates in his
trousers from the fright of Zy's intense anger and displeasure.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Humans have many foods. Each food is
different. Food for human captives and
peace.
ZY
Humans foooood. Good Fooood. We trade
for Peace. Kraken for fooood. I show you
Kraken for Foooood.
Zy leads Jethra Rama and U.N. Observer Zervos into the tunnel directly
behind him.
The tunnel leads into an observation deck covered with some kind of
strange luminous tinted glass or plastic covering. Below is a large circular
room with entrances and one exit. The exit tunnel is also covered with a
glass roof like observation area. Everything is empty. Jethra Rama and
U.N. Observer are confused at what Zy is trying to show them.
Zy points down to the huge circular room, which is almost a hundred yards
in circumference.
ZY (CONT'D)
We show compassion to humans. Watch.
The many doors to the circular room open, as Jethra Rama and Zervos
observe. Almost a thousand humans enter through the doors.
Once the room is filled with human life, all of the doors shut closed.
Everyone below is looking around with the fear of death on their faces as
they see Rama and Zervos above them with the Alien Leader. The two
human leaders can hear many pleas for help from different languages
including English.
The exit door opens. Suddenly all of the doors from which the humans first
entered reopen. Hordes of Aliens pour in and push the humans towards
the exit door. Zy escorts the two men further down the glass partition of
the exit door and its lower path like hallway. A conveyor belt like
contraption is on the floor like a type of horizontal escalator. The humans
being pushed in through the exit door, suddenly have a laser zap their head
and they fall to the floor of the conveyor belt. They are dead instantly
As the conveyor belt takes the body of each human down its path, other
strategically positioned lasers, cut off arms, legs, heads, and divide the
human torsos into two halves.

Rama and Zervos look at each other in disgust. Zy is showing them a
human meat processing plant where humans are being processed like
cattle for food. Zy points downward at the dissected human bodies.
ZY (CONT'D)
Foooood. GooodFoooood for Kraken.
Peace!
JETHRA RAMA
I understand now! Yes, we trade food for
Kraken. Peace.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Do you know what the hell you're telling
this freak of nature?
JETHRA RAMA
You negotiate for yourself mister!
Zy's mouth extends out and right in front of U.N. Observer Zervos.
ZY
Zervos, you understand now? You leader!
Do you trade for peace?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I must counsel with other human leader on
my vessel to confirm Peace offer.
JETHRA RAMA
Zervos leader of other humans. He does
not lead my people. I agree to treaty for
only my people and Food for Peace. How
much food needed for Peace? Zy
understand?
ZY
Zy understands. Treaty. We come. We
take fooood. We leave foood when we don't
need. We need much food now. Critical for
survival. Peace with humans critical for our
survival.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Zy. Take me back to ship, so I can counsel
and give you decision on treaty of food for
Peace.

Zy's mouth protrudes out in front of Zervos' face and hisses.
Then, Zy leads the two men back to their vessels.
ZY
I wait. You must come back with answers.
Bring little people to make treaty for
Kraken. We do not tolerate insubordination
by subspecies.
JETHRA RAMA
I will return shortly.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
I will not be long.
The Alien Warriors are still at a kind of attention in rows making a path to
the ships. Zy stops at the spot he'd been in when he first greeted Rama
and Zervos. Zervos nods to his crew.
Jethra Rama and U.N. Observer Zervos enter their respective SSA hatches
which are left open. Both crews are still unloading the containers of food.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Well, Zervos. Did you make a treaty?
What's going on?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
(psychotic laughter)
We're fucking dead! Treaty? I'm not even
going to explain his terms for Peace.
Collins, I'd input the exact coordinates to
shoot this craft out that entrance like a
bullet. We're going to show them what
Kraken Peace is going to cost them! I have
to go back out there with the Light Elves
and agree to his terms. He gave us the
world tour of a compassionate human meat
packing plant.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
How much time for a decision do you have?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Not Long. If I were you I'd get Jethra on the
audio-visual and tell him to input his
coordinates. Me and my crew will create a

diversion, so you and his crew can get out
of here.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
That's suicidal?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
No. It's suicidal total mutual destruction.
We need ten more minutes of diversion
before our little nuke container detonates.
This species has to learn that we are
Americans and we will fight them to the
death!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Zervos. Just get your crew into the craft
and I'll let Jethra know to set Mark and
coordinate for both of us to blast out of
here. You will survive.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Live? They've got seven billion warriors
staged to attack. If we don't fight now.
We're just going to be compassionately
eaten later. No. We stand and fight now.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
I'm not going to argue with you. Good
Luck!
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
Collins you there?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yea. I was just going to contact you.
Zervos is going to set up a diversion. Set
Mark and coordinates for the entrance.
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
They're already set. Let's call the crews in!
Standby.
EXT. ALIEN CAVERN FLOOR -- MOMENTS LATER
(AH QUIN, CORPORAL MENG, JETHRA RAMA, PRIVATE HUENG)
Jethra Rama walks up to the hatch. Ah Quin and Private Hueng are just
coming in to get another container.

JETHRA RAMA
Quin, Hueng, you're all finished unloading.
Take your seats and man the SSA weapons.
Jethra leans half way out the hatch.
JETHRA RAMA (CONT'D)
(loudly)
Comes on in everybody. We have to hold
counsel for peace treaty.
The rest of Rama's crew enter the SSA1A.
JETHRA RAMA (CONT'D)
Get your seat belts on and man all weapons
systems. On Mark start firing. Corporal
Meng, on Mark, shut the hatch door!
CORPORAL MENG
Yes, sir.
Jethra Rama rushes to the pilot's chair.
INT. SSA3 -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, CORPORAL SIMEL, JETHRA RAMA, PRIVATE
BACHMAN, PRIVATE BARNES, SERGEANT LAFFIETTE, U.N. OBSERVER
ZERVOS, ZY)
Private Barnes and Bachman just enter the SSA3 to get another container,
as Private Weeks and Pfc. Shultz exit the hatch door with one.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Barnes and Bachman. Get your weapons.
We going to create a diversion.
PRIVATE BACHMAN
Did you make a treaty with them?
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
They want food. Human food.
PRIVATE BARNES
We can give them our convicts and
undesirables, can't we? I thought you were
authorized by the President to make that
offer?

U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS I
was going to, until I saw their human
processing plant. I have a better plan, but
we're going to have to hurry. Get your
weapons and then act like your still taking
more food out! Then stay out there until I
come out!
PRIVATE BACHMAN
I sure hope you know what your doing
Zervos!
The two grab their weapons, another container each and exit the craft. One
by one, Corporal Simel, Pfc. Shultz, Private Weeks, and Jacobson come in
for more containers. Zervos tells them the same thing. Each leaves with a
container and their weapons.
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS
Okay Collins. Good Luck in the fourth
future!
SERGEANT LAFFIETTE
Zervos, you don't have to create a
diversion. This is too fanatical. Get your
crew and stay in here! Otherwise you're
dying for no reason at all!
U.N. OBSERVER ZERVOS No.
If there is any chance at all for Peace
between these Kraken creatures and
humans. They have to know, we will fight!
You take these little people and get the hell
out of here the second I step out the hatch!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
(pauses)
Good Luck Zervos! Laffiette, set the
weapon fire controls systems for fully
automatic. Captain Rama get ready to set
mark.
JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
Mark and coordinates set! Ready for your
command!
U.N. Observer Zervos walks up to the hatch. He has a fully automatic laser
blaster hidden behind him, as he jumps out of the hatch.

CAPTAIN COLLINS
Mark Now!
U.N. Observer Zervos, Private Barnes, Jacobson, Bachman and Weeks
spray massive fire power at the Alien Leader Zy.
The Alien cavern artillery take aim at the human diversionary force to
protect their leader Zy as the two ships simultaneously blast straight
through the entrance opening to the cavern showering the cavern with a
huge amount of fire power.
Corporal Simel and Pfc. Shultz spray the entire Alien procession with their
fire power as the two SSA crafts take off at the precise moment, when this
small elite group start firing.
Instantly, even with massive human fire power, the Alien Warriors in
hundreds of shadowy blurs counter-attack. Private Jacobson's head is
bitten off and her torso falls to the floor. Blood spurting out her neck.
Then, Private Barnes falls dead screaming all the way to the floor, as half of
her head, neck and right shoulder disappear in the jaws of another Alien
Warrior who came from behind her.
U.N. Larry Zervos strikes the Alien Leader Zy's head with a grenade, which
splatters the alien's head. Just as sudden, an Alien Warrior attacks Zervos,
by smashing Zervos' head between its alien hands, spattering his brain
matter out of his eye sockets, as he falls to the floor.
Another Alien Warrior dives at Pfc. Shultz and leaves a gapping hole which
detaches his legs and lower belly from his upper torso. He falls alive
bleeding to death.
An Alien laser, cut Corporal Simel straight down the middle of her body
from her head to her crouch. Each side of her detached body falls in a
different direction, like an apple sliced in two.
Private Weeks, the last standing human suddenly notices his right arm is
missing from a laser blast. Then, his left arm. He stands in helpless shock
as another laser cuts through both of his legs and he falls alive armless
and legless at the mercy of the Alien Warriors where four ALF's begin
munching on his legs and arms.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN -- MOMENTS LATER
The SSA3 and the SSA1A rip through the oceanic waters with tremendous
speed towards the surface.

One right after the other, the SSA1A and SSA3 breech the ocean surface
and into the Earth's atmosphere.
EXT. EARTH'S UPPER ATMOSPHERE -- CONTINUOUS
The SSA3 and the SSA1A continue their projectory escape to the outer
planetary upper atmosphere. The Earth stands as a background behind the
two spacecraft.
EXT. OUTERSPACE -- CONTINUOUS
The SSA3 and the SSA1A race away from the Earth, which is a distance
behind them, with its moon majestically positioned, as if standing by the
Earth's side.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. NEAR EARTH'S MOON -- MOMENTS LATER
ToothGap-ToothGrinder accelerates past the Earth's moon in a matter of
moments at fantastic speed heading towards the Asteroid belt region
between Mars and Jupiter.
INT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER ASGARDIAN SPACECRAFT - LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, MAGNI LEIVO)
General Borsson and Magni Leivo are sitting in the control center of the
Asgardian spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder.
GENERAL BORSSON
We're in position, Magni. Tune in the
hailing frequency of SSA4A.
MAGNI LEIVO
I have the frequency locked on! Ready for
communication.
General Borsson turns on the microphone and video monitor. Captain
Ferrer's face comes into view. His crew can be seen in the background.
GENERAL BORSSON Captain
Ferrer, this is General Borsson. Advise
Lieutenant Leivo that his son Magni came
on an adventure with me and is safe and
sound! Okay, we are in position.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER (V.O.)

This is Captain Ferrer. That's a Roger on
Magni. Our ETA is less than five minutes
General. I sure hope this works!
GENERAL BORSSON
It's our back-up plan! We have the black
hole imploder energized and target area
coordinates entered. We must be very
precise. I will target the North Atlantic Alien
colony with a -20 black hole implosion.
This will dematerialize and absorb a
spherical 100 miles of Earth and ocean,
neutralizing the alien Star Blaster. If the
aliens have moved this weapon to another
colony and engage in a suicidal total
mutual destruction of Earth, then, before
the yggdrasil collapses we will have a new
earth in the heavens of our solar system.
So double check your coordinates.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER (V.O.)
Roger. We have the Europa orbital path
around Jupiter mapped out. The exact
bearing at 50% of the elliptical orbit in a
projection towards the Earth's orbit, will
place the moon Europa 180 degrees
opposite the Earth, where the yggdrasil will
capture the moon in Earth's orbital path.
GENERAL BORSSON
If the Aliens destroy the Earth, it will take 40
days and nights for Europa to stabilize in
the yggdrasil. My calculations indicate
Europa's oceans will liquefy and create an a
breathable atmosphere by the end of this
time period, where land will be expose for
colonization. A second binary planet in the
same orbit will not affect the Earth, if our
calculations are correct. Europa will never
been seen because it will be held in
position by the positive and negative fields
of Earth yggdrasil exactly 180 degrees away
from the Earth. The time continuum is our
only major factor and our species will be
adaptable to this new planet.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER (V.O.)

Roger. I will notify you when Europa is
positioned for a projectory course towards
Earth orbit.
GENERAL BORSSON
Remember, when I strike Europa's orbital
yggdrasil energy field at 180 degrees,
Europa will cease to orbit Jupiter. The
place of the nuclear explosion is crucial for
establishing Europa's projectory course to
where we want it. Triple check your
coordinates!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER (V.O.)
We have projectory positioning coming up
in thirteen seconds after you fire the black
hole imploder, we will detonate the nuclear
devise!
GENERAL BORSSON
Mark, 5,4,3,2,1.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. WEST COAST UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - CONTINUOUS
(CONVICT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7)
An high altitude aerial view of the United States West Coast shows a
massive alien invasion underway, where they are taking over the land mass
at more than blitzkrieg speed and covering the land, like an ant colony, with
a bulge of humans fighting near San Francisco over three hundred miles
long.
Huge amounts of food left by the humans as a peace offering was seized
and or immediately eaten by the Aliens as they continued their attack.
A closer view of the battle shows hundreds of thousand laser blasts and
millions of alien warriors running into pre-positioned human convicts who
are counter attacking with millions of rounds of artillery, tanks, lasers,
bombs, and bullets, heading towards the aliens, who still keep coming
where in some areas hand to hand combat is resulting in aliens massacring
the humans.
The original two convicts are now joined by over a thousand convicts, who
just happened to delegate Convict 1 and 2 as their leaders, because they
are in front!

CONVICT 2
Damn you hear that thunder up ahead?
CONVICT 1
What's that up over there?
A group of twenty five aliens have penetrated, human front lines and begin
to attack alien to man, with a blurry shadowy instant speed.
Twenty five humans are instant torn to shreds, with arms, legs, heads,
missing and the aliens holding the missing parts eating.
CONVICT 1 (CONT'D)
Fire your weapons!
Convict 1, 2 and 973 other convicts begin firing thousands of rounds at the
shadowy blurs which seem to be everywhere, and ripping them apart.
CONVICT 3
What the fuck are these ugly looking
things?
He is continually firing, as he kicks a dead alien carcass over to reveal a
long dangling tongue hanging out its first mouth with a second mouth
gaping wide open. Within minutes, all twenty five aliens are dead. The 600
remaining humans are looking over their dead alien bodies and the mass
destruction they did to their civilian convict troop battalion.
CONVICT 4
These son's of bitches just took out four
hundred of our men, and there's only
twenty five of them!
CONVICT 5
Let's hope there's not anymore, because
we'd be better off fighting those fuckers
that sent us here! We might even last
longer fighting them!
CONVICT 2
Yea, you have a no shit on that one. No
wonder those assholes told us to pick
weapons of our choice. I would have
picked a nuke.
CONVICT 1

You and me both. Hey, how far do you
think the military has advanced behind us,
if we decide to fall back?
CONVICT 6
Good question. I bet those chicken shits
are waiting for our asses to get shot off
first. That would mean, they aren't going
anywhere, unless the first line of defense is
taken. And, that is us!
CONVICT 2
I think you're right! But, if you're wrong and
we retreat into our own military, they're
going to shoot us!
One of the convicts is looking through binoculars
CONVICT 7
Hey, look over there! We're in some deep
shit if we stay here!
Convict 1 takes the binoculars and looks over by the horizon.
CONVICT 1
(shouting)
Holy fuck! We gonna be dead if we stay
here! FALL BACK! There's over a hundred
thousand of them coming!
Everyone starts running towards the East.
CONVICT 2
Do you know what the hell you're doing?
We'll lose our amnesty and be shot if we
retreat!
Everyone running in retreat at the fastest human pace.
CONVICT 3
(breathing heavily)
You dumb shit! We're going to live longer
shooting at our own kind then fighting
those ugly ass things! They're still coming
and there's only 600 of us, and twenty five
of those alien warriors just killed 400 of us!
There's a over a hundred thousand of them
coming at us! Fuck that, we're out of here!

EXT. MILITARY SECOND LINE OF DEFENSE -- CONTINUOUS
(MILITARY OFFICER 1, MILITARY SERGEANT)
A sargeant runs up to the military officer who's still processing as many
convicts for the front lines as he and the many others can, keeping the
human wave rolling towards the west coast.
MILITARY SERGEANT
Sir, aerial reconnaissance is coming in and
shows a lot of the convicts are retreating.
MILITARY OFFICER 1
Prepare the firing line! Shoot any who try
to retreat!
MILITARY SERGEANT Sir,
are you sure that's a valid order? There's
more information! Aerial observation
places estimated alien troops at over 10
million attacking San Francisco
alone! Sir, San Francisco is directly in front
of us! We need to give these guys a chance
to regroup and fight with us, if there's that
many!
MILITARY OFFICER 1
You have your orders Sergeant! We have
zero tolerance for deserters. I don't know
the big picture. I only know I was given
lawful orders to hold this line! And, until I
see an enemy, convicts will advance
without question. And if I do see an enemy
there aren't any convicts left!
MILITARY SERGEANT
Yes, sir!
The Sergeant takes leave to have his immediate superior officer's orders
implemented.
EXT. AERIAL VIEW OF WEST COAST -- CONTINUOUS
The Alien invasion as pushed the 300 mile bulge back and has the humans
almost surround except for a small corridor with aliens pushing forward
deep into North American territory, from Baja California, Mexico, to
Southern Alaska.

EXT. JUST IN FRONT OF THE MILITARY LINE OF DEFENSE -CONTINUOUS
(CONVICT 1 and 2, CONVICTs 1 THROUGH 100, MILITARY SERGEANT 2)
The battalion of convicts which has retreated with a hundred thousand
alien warriors closing in fast, comes within a mile of the military line. Both
the convicts and the military have each other in sight.
Convicts with new weapons and freedom are beginning to block the
highway forward, as they are warned.
CONVICT 1
Retreat and regroup! Those fuckers are
never ending! Retreat!
The military line now has a firing line ready to shoot the convicts, while
making loud speaker orders.
MILITARY SERGEANT 2
Convicts advance or we will shoot you!
You are ordered to advance! Now advance
or we will commence firing!
The thousands of convicts which have just passed the military check point
turn around confused, as they see the hordes of tens of thousands of alien
creatures on the near horizon heading for the second line. All of the
convicts begin to retreat in terror!
CONVICT 1 THROUGH 100
(in unison)
Retreat! Retreat! Regroup! But, Retreat!
The military begins to open fire!
CONVICT 1
Fuck this! I guess we're gonna live longer
shooting our own kind! Monsters are
monsters, some just look different! But, the
ones behind us are going to eat our ass
alive and the ones in front of us are just
going to kill our ass, unless we kill them
first.
CONVICT 2
We're dead, no matter how we work this
one! I'm going through that military line,

dead or alive, because we're definitely dead
the other way!
Convict 1 takes his L.A.W. and takes out the Sergeant whose dictating
suicidal orders on the load speaker. Convict 2 shoots 6 grenades in
succession as they lead the retreating attack against the military.
Soon, all of thousands of convicts are counter-attacking the military by
returning fire with hundreds of thousands of rounds at the military who are
firing on their on species and ignoring the hundreds of thousand aliens
coming their way from the horizon.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. WEST, EAST, SOUTHERN, AND NORTHERN COAST AUSTRALIA MORNING
An aerial view shows Alien Warriors advancing almost unopposed, from
the entire Australian coast line and the humans as well as the land mass is
quickly taken over and surrounded by the masses of attacking Alien
Warriors.
EXT. CHINESE EAST COAST -- MORNING
An aerial view of the Chinese coast sees fierce fighting, as the Chinese
military are being backed up by the civilian masses in a counterattack
against millions of invading alien warriors with millions of humans counter
attacking in human waves.
EXT. SOLAR SYSTEM - ASTEROID BELT -- CONTINUOUS
The Asgardian spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder fires its black hole
imploder at Jupiter's moon Europa's orbital energy field exactly 180
degrees from the orbiting moon.
CAMERA ON Europa breaking free of Jupiter's orbit and starting to drift.
INT. SSA4A - OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM - CONTINUOUS
(JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA,
PFC FISCHEL, PFC FISCHEL - ESPANOLA)
Captain Jose Ferrer is piloting the craft. Private First Class Fischel
watches over her fire control systems with the finger on the button.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Private Fischel ready to fire. 13, 12, 11,
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1, Fire!

JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Fischel estas listo para la detonacion.
13,12,11, 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1, fuego!
PFC FISCHEL
Nuclear Weapon has been fired!
PFC FISCHEL - ESPANOLA
El arma Nuclear ha sido disparada!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
General Borsson, we have fired the nuclear
warhead right on the mark!
EXT. NEAR JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA - MOMENTS LATER
CAMERA ON the nuclear warhead aimed directly towards the projectory
drift of Jupiter's moon, Europa after being broke free from Jupiter's orbit.
CAMERA ON huge nuclear explosion in space, pushing Europa on its
projectory path towards Earth's orbit around the sun.
INT. SSA4A - OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, JOSE MCFIGUERES
FERRER - ESPANOLA, PRIVATE BRITTON, PRIVATE BRITTON ESPANOLA)
Everyone is checking their respective computer data coming in on this
major event to assure it is a success.
PRIVATE BRITTON
Captain Ferrer, the moon Europa is exactly
on course!
PRIVATE BRITTON - ESPANOLA
Capitan Ferrer, la Luna de Europa esta en el
curso exacto!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Fantastic. Mission is a success!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Fantastico. La mision es todo un exito!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER

General Borsson. The moon Europa is on
the correct projectory course! Our mission
is a success!
Everyone in the SSA4A is cheering and happily excited by their success!
GENERAL BORSSON (O.S.)
Great! You might just have enough time to
get back to Kerguelen Island and evacuate
everyone you can! Make sure you secure
some tools and seeds for crops from the
warehouse. Then, get the hell out there.
Let me know as soon as your out of Earth's
orbit. There's not much time and I have to
monitor the peace negotiations very closely
to pick the right time to neutralize the Star
Blaster. Get going!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Yes, sir! We are on our way!
EXT. NEAR JUPITER SSA4A - CONTINUOUS
The SSA4A sets a course for Earth with full throttles!
EXT. NEAR EARTH OUTERSPACE -- CONTINUOUS
(JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER, KERGUELEN CONTROL TOWER)
The SSA4A is just entering Earth's Atmosphere with a projectory for
Kerguelen Island.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Kerguelen Control Tower. This is SSA4A
we are in a descending projectory and ETA
is approximately ten minutes. I'd like to
have you contact the Ferrer, Leivo, and
Martinez families and have them meet us on
the southern runway.
KERGUELEN CONTROL TOWER (O.S.)
That is a Roger! Your welcoming home
party will be on the runway!
EXT. KERGUELEN U.N.P.K.F. AIRPORT RUNWAY - MOMENTS LATER
(ELIZABETH LEIVO, ELIZABETH LEIVO - ESPANOLA, JOSE MCFIGUERES
FERRER, JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA, LIEUTENANT LEIVO,

LIEUTENANT LEIVO - ESPANOLA, MARIA FERRER, MARIA FERRER ESPANOLA, PFC FISCHEL, PRIVATE BRITTON, PRIVATE SCARLETT)
The SSA4A descends and lands on the runway close to the warehouse.
The ramp extends to the ground and the hatch opens. Captain Ferrer and
his crew rush to get their families, food, tools and get back on board.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
(happily, but fear)
Maria, you and Vanessa get on board now.
We don't have much time!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Maria, usted y Vanessa vayan a sobreborda
ahora. No tenemos mucho tiempo!
MARIA FERRER
But, what's going on?
MARIA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Pero, que haremos ahi?
Standing with the Ferrer family is Lieutenant Lievo's wife Elizabeth whose
crying and U.N. Observer Martinez's wife. U.N. Martinez say's nothing, but
firmly and quickly takes his wife's arm after she races up gives him a hug
and a short kiss.
U.N.OBSERVER MARTINEZ
Quickly honey! Let's get inside and stay
out of the way. No questions, please.
U.N. OBSERVER MARTINEZ - ESPANOLA
Rapido carino! Salgamos de aqui y
busquemos otro lugar. No hagas
preguntas.
U.N. Observer Martinez rushes his wife up the ramp and enter the SSA4A.
LIEUTENANT LEIVO
(smiling, slowly)
Elizabeth, where's our son?
LIEUTENANT LEIVO - ESPANOLA
(sonrie, silenciosamente)
Elizabeth, donde esta nuestro hijo?
Elizabeth starts to cry harder, but looks confused by the unconcerned look
of her husband.

ELIZABETH LEIVO
I don't know. I have been worried to death.
ELIZABETH LEIVO - ESPANOLA
No se. Me preocupa que se muera.
LIEUTENANT LEIVO
Just get on board. Our son is doing just
fine!
LIEUTENANT LEIVO - ESPANOLA
El obtuvo en el barco. Nuestro hijo estaba
bien!
ELIZABETH LEIVO
What?
ELIZABETH LEIVO - ESPANOLA
Que?
As Vanessa starts to get on board she turns and gives Elizabeth, the good
news by revealing what her husband already knows.
VANESSA FERRER
Mr. Leivo, Magni stowed away onboard
General Borsson's vessel. I saw him sneak
on board.
VANESSA FERRER - ESPANOLA
Mr. Leivo, Magni guardo en el barco al
General Borsson's en una vasija. Yo vi una
serpiente en el barco.
Jose Ferrer rushes his wife and daughter on board, as Alberto also escorts
his wife Elizabeth on board.
Jose Ferrer starts to help with the first load of food, crop seeds, tents, and
tools that Sargent Carcha, PFC Fischel, Pvt. Cruz, Pvt. Scarlett, and Pvt.
Britton are retrieving from the warehouse.
LIEUTENANT LEIVO
Captain Ferrer, I'll be back in a minute. I
have medicine and medical equipment we
need to take. Private Scarlett please come
with me.
LIEUTENANT LEIVO - ESPANOLA

Capitan Ferrer, Yo podria regresar en un
minuto. Tengo medicinas y equipo medico
y necesito traerlo Private Scarlett
acompaneme.
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER
Good idea!
JOSE MCFIGUERES FERRER - ESPANOLA
Es una buena idea!
PRIVATE SCARLETT
Yes, Sir.
PRIVATE SCARLETT - ESPANOLA
Si, Senor.
Lieutenant Leivo and Private Scarlett rush over to the warehouse which is
next to the food supply warehouse.
Lieutenant Leivo and Private Scarlett come back with a fork lift of medical
equipment, medicine, some blankets and sheets, and medical utensils.
Warrant Officer Taylor, Sargent Carcha, PFC Fischel, Private Cruz, and
Private Britton start loading everything on board.
A young man races across the runway towards the SSA4A. Private Cruz
notices him and races into his arms, kissing him deeply. Then begins
dragging him by the hand past the others and into the SSA4A.
PRIVATE CRUZ
This is my boyfriend! And, he's coming
with us!
PRIVATE CRUZ - ESPANOLA
El es mi novio! Y, el viene con nosotros!
Everyone starts laughing at her, as she has a fulfilled female happiness
about her now!
The entire crew now go back on board the SSA4A. The ramp retracts and
the hatch closes.
The SSA4A takes off into the atmosphere.
EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR EARTH -- MOMENTS LATER
The SSA4A is just clearing Earth's Moon heading towards Mars.

INT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER SPACECRAFT - MOMENTS LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, MIDGARD-LOKI, MAGNI LEIVO)
General Borsson, just receives word from the SSA1 that they are just
leaving the gravity field of Earth's moon.
GENERAL BORSSON
Okay, Magni. That's the last of the SSA's
we can save. Let's hope we can neutralize
the Star Blaster and pray that humans
prevail in this war against the aliens.
MAGNI LEIVO
General, many things I don't understand.
The aliens claim Kraken is peace and they
asked for Peace. Mankind came to them
with a peace offering. Both use this word
Kraken for Peace. This war then is created
by the peacemakers. This is literally a war
of the Krakens. Those who sought Peace.
Why should their be a war?
GENERAL BORSSON
The interpretations and terms of Peace are
not acceptable. There can be no
classifications of sub-species of intelligent
beings. Nor can there be a system of zero
tolerance, without some form of hope. I
have learned this lesson more than any
other lesson in my resurrection as an
Asgardian god.
Magni just realizes what General Borsson is saying. He changes the
subject.
MAGNI LEIVO
I have the coordinates double checked and
inputted the data. We are ready to fire the
black hole imploder. General we have a
hailing message from U.N. High Command
at Kerguelen Island.
GENERAL BORSSON
Right at countdown time! Go ahead and
Mark 15. Damn, Let me turn on the monitor
and microphone.

In the background Magni counts down for firing the black hole imploder.
Midgard-Loki appears on the monitor screen.
MAGNI LEIVO
Mark 15,14,...
MIDGARD-LOKI
General Borsson. It's you who changes the
third destiny, and creates the fourth, isn't
it? I had to look into your face, just once.
GENERAL BORSSON
I'm the son of Bor and Bestla. Vodthin
[Whoa-dith-in]. My friends call me Odin.
Yes, I'm the third destiny which creates the
fourth and saves your planet and creates a
new earth in our heavens, if what I am
doing doesn't stop the aliens from
destroying Earth first!
MAGNI LEIVO
3,2,1, Mark.
General Borsson fires the black hole imploder at the North Atlantic Alien
Colony.
INT. ZY ALIEN RESIDENCE COUNCIL ROOM - NORTH ATLANTIC CONTINUOUS
(ZY)
TWENTY-FIVE ALIEN WARRIORS race into the Alien leader Zy's council
room. He is informed that the humans have counter-attacked the alien
warriors on all continents in a suicidal total mutual mass destruction
manner. Zy walks over to a small control panel and pushes a huge red
button.
EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR EARTH -- MOMENTS LATER
CAMERA ON EARTH as the black hole imploder beam races down through
the atmosphere towards the North Atlantic ocean enclave of the Alien
Colony. Simultaneously a small spherical ball appears under the ocean
depths, which appears to be neutralized by the imploder until they collide.
CAMERA ON a HUGE sheet of rainbow colored spectrums of lights in the
form of a window pane glass like energy spreading out cutting the EARTH
directly in half. Each side of the planet begins to drift apart, with the
oceans dissipating in the void of outerspace, and Earth's internal lava core

spews out like a fountain cooling from hot red liquid, like water being
poured from a drink.
The Earth's moon is thrust with a greater speed along Earth's yggdrasil
energy path surrounding the sun with a loud thunderous rumble like a
bowling ball following its path in the gutter of a bowling lane. The moon
unlike a planet, does not turn on its axis or revolve. It just follows a lone
new path in silence.
EXT. OUTERSPACE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE SUN - EARTH'S YGGDRASIL - CONTINUOUS
The Jupiter Moon Europa is suddenly directly seized by the Earth's energy
field, as its projectory is lined up with Earth's orbital path.
Europa first tilts on its axis, where West becomes East and East becomes
West, then stabilizes and begins to revolve, like the Earth. The ice sheets
covering Europa's oceans immediately begin to melt and a firmament of
clouds are created from the sun's warming of the oceans and evaporation
process. Land is now exposed.
The Earth's moon in its new projectory course around the sun, soon meets
up with Europa, where it is captured by the new planet's gravity field and
begins to revolve around the new planet, as if it were the original Earth.
EXT. NEW EARTH'S ORBIT - OUTERSPACE -- TWO MONTHS LATER
SIX SSA'S and the Asgardian spacecraft ToothGap-Toothgrinder are
continually orbiting the new Earth which has majestically positioned and
stabilized itself, finding its new place as a new world of oceans, clouds,
and land masses. And, with a moon!
INT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER SPACECRAFT - OUTERSPACE -- TWO
MONTHS LATER
(ALL SIX SSA CAPTAINS, GENERAL BORSSON, LIEUTENANT MORRISON,
MAGNI LEIVO)
GENERAL BORSSON
Magni, it's time we begin to scout, the new
planet for colonization. Turn on the hailing
frequencies for all SSA craft.
Magni reaches over on the console and flicks a switch. The visual monitor
is divided into six sections, showing each of the Captains of the SSA
vessels.
MAGNI LEIVO

Hailing Frequencies are on!
GENERAL BORSSON Captain
Collins, Ferrer, Dundee, Putin, Rama, and
Morrison, it's time we explore our new
planet for colonization! Let's head in!
ALL SIX SSA CAPTAINS (O.S.)
(simultaneously)
Aye, Aye, General!
LIEUTENANT MORRISON (O.S.)
General, what are we going to call our new
Earth? Europa?
GENERAL BORSSON
Our new Earth in the heavens of our solar
system shall be renamed, Gimli in honor of
a new paradise prepared for our survival.
EXT. GIMLI, THE NEW PLANET -- MOMENTS LATER
The Asgardian spaceship ToothGap-Toothgrinder leads the way for the
other six ships descent into the atmosphere of a beautiful blue oceanic
planet, almost as if it were the Earth itself.
EXT. OUTERSPACE - NEAR OUR SOLAR SYSTEM -- LATER
The Utgardian vessel Starkadhr enters our solar system materializing near
Utgard.
It continues a journey towards the new third planet and descends into the
Gimli atmosphere.
EXT. GIMLI OCEAN -- CONTINUOUS
The Spacecraft Starkadhr hovers over one of Gimli's oceans. Suddenly,
two Nidhφggs are released from the Utgardian spacecraft with many kinds
of species of fishes and other aquatic life which originated from the Earth.
Starkadhr ascends up into the atmosphere and heads towards one of the
land masses.
The Seven ships have landed and set up a small human village on a
beautiful, but barren peninsula near the equator of Gimli.

Starkadhr hovers over a close by region, and with the retractor beam,
lowers an unbelievable surprise. Entire farms of animals, trees, grass, with
a large group of humans. And, Vanessa Ferrer's two friends, Emily and
Skye are among the humans, as well as Emily's farm.
The Spacecraft then descend up into the atmosphere leaving this new
planet to itself.
EXT. OUTERSPACE - GIMLI'S UPPER ATMOSPHERE -- CONTINUOUS
Starkadhr speeds out of Gimli's atmosphere on its journey towards
Jotunheim, home of the Jotuns.
INT. STARKADHR -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, LOGI, SURT)
Surt is at the Command Control Panel talking with Logi and Captain Ymir.
SURT
I think the humans will have a new
beginning on the new planet. How do you
think Vodthin reappeared from the past?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Who knows? But he saved our planet! His
actions show that he finally realized that
we are all brothers of this solar system who
want to live in Peace.
LOGI
You're right Captain Ymir! If it wasn't for
him, even Jotunheim would have been
destroyed.
CAPTAIN YMIR
We can monitor how well they're doing, and
give them a helping hand in the future if
they need it. For now, let's leave them
alone. It's time to head for home!
FADE OUT:
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